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Glossary: operational typology of the unintended 
consequences of international development efforts

Effect Definition Subtypes

Backlash effect
(Chapter 3)

Unintended backlash effects occur when 
an external action leads to an opposite 
reaction that affects the achievement of 
the intended effect. The backlash effect 
is by definition a macro- level effect, 
as reactions that are opposite to the 
expectation at the individual level fall 
under the heading of behavioural effects.

Anti- aid backlash
Anti- foreign 

values backlash

Conflict effects
(Chapter 4)

Unintended conflict effects occur when the 
external intervention strengthens rebel 
groups or increases tensions between 
individuals, (ethnic) communities, or 
recipients and non- recipients.

Direct conflict 
effects

Indirect conflict 
effects

Migration and 
resettlement 
effects

(Chapter 5)

Unintended migration and resettlement 
effects occur when an external 
intervention creates a movement of 
population, either towards or away 
from the intervention, which was not 
the objective of the intervention. These 
movements can be either voluntary or 
involuntary.

Aid- induced 
resettlement

Migratory push 
effects

Migratory pull 
effects

Price effects
(Chapter 6)

Unintended price effects occur when an 
external intervention distorts prices 
in recipient or adjacent villages, 
communities, cities, or regions, or affects 
the exchange rates of local currencies.

Downward price 
effects

Upward price 
effects

The Dutch disease
Marginalization 

effects
(Chapter 7)

Unintended marginalization effects 
occur when an external intervention 
contributes to an increase in inequality 
by weakening or leaving behind already 
vulnerable groups, in either a relative or 
an absolute sense.

Elite capture 
effects

Regressive 
targeting effects

Charitable 
consumerism 
effects
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Effect Definition Subtypes

Behavioural 
effects

(Chapter 8)

Unintended behavioural effects occur 
when recipients or affected persons 
respond to an external intervention in 
unintended ways due to psychological 
factors that were insufficiently taken 
into consideration when the intervention 
was designed.

Rebound effects
Backfire effects
Motivational 

crowding- out 
effects

Negative 
spillover 
effects

(Chapter 9)

Unintended negative spillover effects 
materialize when an external 
intervention negatively affects thematic 
or geographic areas or institutions 
outside of the intervention area.

Negative 
institutional 
spillover effects

Negative thematic 
spillover effects

Negative 
geographic 
spillover effects

Fungibility
Governance 

effects
(Chapter 10)

Unintended governance effects occur when 
external interventions unintentionally 
influence the quality and reach of 
institutions at any level in the recipient 
country.

Corruption effects
Democracy effects
Tax effects

Environmental 
effects

(Chapter 11)

Environmental trade- off effects occur 
when social and economic progress 
unintentionally contributes to 
environmental degradation.

Carbon surge 
effects

Biodiversity 
decline effects

Animal welfare 
reduction 
effects

Ripple effects
(Chapter 12)

Ripple effects occur when there are 
positive spillover effects beyond the 
beneficiary, intervention, area, or 
thematic focus. They can be considered 
unintended if the donor or implementing 
agency did not take into account that 
these spillovers could happen in its 
formal evaluation parameters.

Thematically 
synergetic 
effects

Catalytic effects
Human 

interaction 
effects
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1  Introduction
Understanding the unintended consequences of 
international development

The questions guiding this introduction:

 • Why do I think all of us in the field of international development ought to under-
stand unintended effects better?

 • Which myths about unintended effects need to be unlearned before reading 
this book?

 • What do I want to achieve with this book?
 • How will I go about doing that?

1.1 Why study unintended consequences in international development?

While a diplomat at the Netherlands embassy in the DRC, I was also teaching a master’s 
course in International Cooperation and Development at the Catholic University of 
Kinshasa. The course dealt with issues such as the impact of development aid. The 
DRC had received over USD 10 billion in aid over the previous decade, the largest 
peacekeeping mission on earth and the largest debt write- off in history. After 15 two- 
hour lectures, I asked the students: ‘Having read all the literature and listened to the 
lectures, do you think that development aid helps or hinders your country?’ After a 
while, the first student, Irène, raised her hand.

Well, I think it helps the country. Take me, for instance. My cousin has been working 
for an international NGO, Caritas, for ten years and has earned a good salary. He has 
paid for my high school and university tuition fees, and now I am interning at a bank. 
When I finish university, they will hire me! So development aid is definitely working.

This was clearly different from the effects that all that aid was intended for. I was 
perplexed: I had been teaching them about all the different effects of aid that I had learnt 
from textbooks, from fungibility to the Dutch disease. But these unintended side effects 
were definitely not part of that curriculum.

Unintended effects are often less innocent than Irène’s story. When the United Nations 
sent a peacekeeping mission to Haiti to protect civilians, the cholera that the blue helmets 
brought with them from Nepal killed at least 10,000 Haitians in 2010. Being aware of 
the risk of unintended effects is key: if the United Nations had had a more open attitude 
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combined with better monitoring and evaluation, they would have detected the threat 
and installed a sewage system earlier, preventing many unnecessary deaths.1

I wrote this book intending to prevent situations like the one in Haiti. And not just 
similar side effects of poor implementation, but especially negative side effects of poor 
design and planning. It is meant as a call to action for all of us as students, evaluators, 
researchers, policymakers, practitioners, and communicators of international develop-
ment. Let’s break out of our tunnel vision and end our myopic focus on desired outcomes 
and predetermined indicators. And let’s look at all the consequences of our actions, 
whether positive (like Irène’s experiences in the DRC) or negative (like the cholera out-
break in Haiti).

I tried searching for ‘unintended effects’ in official policy evaluations, but found very 
few. This surprised me, because when I was working in the DRC, I had witnessed so 
many of these unintended effects with my own eyes. I had seen how sexual violence had 
hit the headlines, but the action taken to prevent it had also contributed to an explo-
sion in the number of fictitious reports of rape, with innocent men being put in jail as a 
result.2 I had seen how rents in certain Goma neighbourhoods had skyrocketed because 
of a peacekeeping mission. The result? The citizens of Goma had been forced out of that 
part of the city, and had to move to unsafe areas with no electricity or streetlights.3 So 
although international development and cooperation do inevitably cause a whole range 
of unintended effects –  both positive and negative –  these are constantly glossed over in 
official policy evaluations. I had seen these unintended effects at first hand and academics 
were also writing about them. But in the official evaluation reports they were pretty much 
nowhere to be found.

I wrote this book since I feel that my master’s studies in international development, 
and even my training as a PhD candidate, have left me woefully unprepared to become 
an effective policymaker in the international development sector. Why? Even though 
I was trained to design, implement, and assess the stated objectives of foreign assistance 
programmes, there was scarcely any room for unintended effects at all. I learned in great 
detail how to measure the efficiency and effectiveness of programmes in terms of the 
objectives formulated in advance, yet I was blind to the unintended effects. Of course, 
I had to read some authors who were critical of aid in general terms, but that did not 
equip us to categorize unintended effects or enable us to think about how to mitigate the 
negative ones. In short, this is the book I wish my professors had told me to read back 
when I was a student. If I had read this book 20 years ago, quite a few of my own ‘aid 
accidents’ as a policymaker and practitioner could have been avoided.

1.2 Five myths about unintended effects that you need to discard before reading 
the book

Luckily, this book does not start from zero. Over the last seven years or so, a loose group 
of committed academics and professionals mapped different characteristics of side effects 
of international cooperation, such as Olga Burlyuk, Gergana Netcheva, Jonny Morell, 
and Zumera Jabeen. I had the opportunity to work with all of them, and together we 
have busted five myths regarding unintended effects: that they can’t be anticipated; that 
they’re unavoidable; that they’re always downplayed; that they’re always negative; and 
that they’re an objective phenomenon.4

 

 

 

 

 

 



Introduction 3

1.2.1 Myth 1: unintended effects can’t be anticipated

One of the most common misconceptions about unintended effects is that they are com-
pletely unforeseen and unanticipated. Yet this is often not the case: effects that are not 
intended might very well be anticipated. However, the action is executed regardless when 
those effects are deemed less important or less likely (or both). Zwart argues that these 
unintended effects are not a consequence of what Merton calls ‘ignorance, error, or ideo-
logical blindness,’ but the result of protracted deliberations on intervention dilemmas.5

The humanitarian intervention for Rwandese refugees in and around Goma in the 
DRC in 1994 is a good example. After the genocide and the winning of the war by the 
Tutsi, both the genocidaires and moderate Hutu were fleeing Rwanda. Most of them 
(about 1 million) sought refuge in Goma, North Kivu. Cholera was killing 600 people 
per day. Right from the start, the aid agencies knew there were genocidaires among the 
refugees.6 Because the aid agencies couldn’t target only the non- genocidaires, the unin-
tended but anticipated effect of the relief effort was that those involved in the genocide 
were receiving aid and could regroup. In the second half of 1994, it became clear that a 
substantial portion of the aid was being siphoned off by the genocidaires, who were sta-
ging military attacks back in Rwanda with the refugee camp as a base.7 In late 1994, the 
French section of Médecins Sans Frontières pulled out of the camps, as they estimated 
that the unintended –  but anticipated –  negative effects began to outweigh the posi-
tive ones. Other aid agencies continued until 1996, when Rwandan government soldiers 
invaded the refugee camps and sent the aid agencies packing. Hence, it was not that the 
unintended effects were unanticipated: it was just that the willingness to accept the col-
lateral damage (unintentionally financing genocidaires) differed between the aid agencies. 
I will discuss this example in more detail in Chapter 4 on conflict effects.

1.2.2 Myth 2: unintended effects are unavoidable

While unintended effects may be anticipated and accepted, this doesn’t mean they are 
unavoidable. Granted, all actions are bound to create some unintended effects, be it big 
or small. But at the same time, no particular unintended effect is wholly unavoidable. 
For instance, the large influx of goods, cash, or people that occurs as a result of inter-
national cooperation in areas where these were previously scarce is bound to create some 
distortions, but also these unintended effects can be mitigated or even avoided.

For decades, in- kind food aid from rich high- income to low- income countries was 
found to reduce the incentives for the local food production, leading to increased food 
insecurity in the long run.8 But the practice has continued as the short- term benefits 
were deemed larger than the ‘unavoidable’ long- term costs, and because United States 
(US) and Canadian farmers benefited from it.9 However, it appeared that the unintended 
effects of food aid long assumed to be ‘unavoidable’ actually turned out to be avoidable 
after all. Avoiding this effect simply involves purchasing food locally rather than shipping 
it from the United States or Canada. Policy changes by organizations like the World 
Food Programme from the 2000s onwards have shown that it is possible to support 
local producers while providing food relief. An initial impact assessment shows that the 
‘double effect’ (suppressing local markets) was largely avoidable, and that it was possible 
to stimulate local farmers’ organizations close to food- deprived areas, without causing 
prices to skyrocket.10 I will deal with this case in more detail in Chapter 6 on price effects.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



4 Introduction

1.2.3 Myth 3: unintended effects are always downplayed

Just because agencies in the field of international development have a stake in downplaying 
side effects, they are not always downplayed. For example, in Chapter 13, I show how 
research into the side effects of humanitarian aid to South Sudan was swept under the rug 
by aid actors. However, what I also found in that research is that exaggerating the unin-
tended effects of public action has become something of a national sport for the detractors 
of international cooperation.

Exaggerated unintended effects are alleged unintended effects of an intervention that, 
at closer inspection, are not occurring, or at least not to the degree or with the certainty 
as suggested. For instance, exaggerated unintended effects popped up in the discussion 
around deregulation (reducing government rules). One of the arguments advanced by 
proponents of deregulation is that regulation has unintended effects. I investigated one 
of these ‘unintended effects’ claims –  one that relates to the negative side effects of regu-
lating the extraction of ‘conflict’ minerals.11 It turned out that the unintended effects were 
inflated by those parties who stood to gain from international deregulation!

The narrative that public action has unintended effects and should therefore be limited is 
pervasive. The critics of public action have employed this tactic in many areas beyond regu-
lating the extraction of minerals, and the conclusion is always that a rollback of regulation 
or collective action is required. An interesting example is provided by the 2015 Nobel Prize 
in Economics Laureate Sir Angus Deaton. He thinks that the unintended effects of inter-
national aid on the quality of governance are so great that aid should be reduced as soon as 
possible: ‘Negative unintended consequences are pretty much guaranteed … the pernicious 
effects are always there.’12 Geske Dijkstra verified this claim using a detailed meta- analysis, 
which showed that the unintended effects Sir Deaton referred to were exaggerated.13 While 
I believe that paying attention to unintended governance effects is more than warranted 
(see Chapter 10), it is important to recognize when they are being overstated.

1.2.4 Myth 4: unintended effects are always negative

Unintended effects are all too often reduced to undesirable effects.14 Yet, many unin-
tended effects in international development are clearly positive.15 When I assessed the 
unintended effects in international development with the Dutch government, we found 
that the largest category was the category with positive spillover effects. One evalu-
ation, called Work in Progress– Evaluation of the ORET Programme: Investing in Public 
Infrastructure in Developing Countries, showed how work on a port (focussed on 
improving transport) had an impact on a different sector (tourism): ‘An unintended con-
sequence of the ORET- financed works is the unexpected increase in tourism due to the 
extended beach.’16 This is a catalytic spillover effect, as the unintended effects were found 
in a different sector (tourism) than the targeted sector (transport). More on these ripple 
effects can be found in Chapter 12.

Nevertheless, in this book, the majority of unintended effects that I report are nega-
tive. This is because unintended positive effects tend to get integrated into the intended 
effects over time.17 Let’s take the example of de- worming interventions. These started as 
a health intervention, and the higher education test scores were a positive but unintended 
side effect. However, nowadays donors and agencies present de- worming campaigns in 
light of their beneficial effects on health as well as education. Since outcomes are now an 
integral aspect of de- worming project documents, they have now become intended effects.
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1.2.5 Myth 5: unintended effects are an objective phenomenon

If there are unintended effects of international development, we should just improve our 
measurement tools, and ensure that our randomized control trials are more adaptive 
to spot surprising results. That would do the trick, right? Well, things are a bit more 
complicated: we confirmed that what might be considered unintended by one group 
(e.g. the programme developers) might not be unintended by another group (e.g. those 
implementing, funding, or receiving the programme).18

For instance, Kamanzi shows that while aid may fail from the donor’s perspective, it 
can still play a huge role for the livelihoods of the recipients and aid intermediaries, such 
as district officials.19 By analysing the 18- year rural development programme of the Dutch 
embassy in Bukoba, Tanzania, Kamanzi shows that the livelihoods of local aid inter-
mediaries, such as district officials, had improved due to the programme. Interestingly, 
a harsh international evaluation showed that poverty effects for the target group were 
insufficient, but their analysis omitted this large group of unintended beneficiaries: aid 
intermediaries.20 Kamanzi shows how the local district officers maximized the number 
of training courses for which they would receive a stipend from the implementing part-
ners. The aid intermediaries invested these stipends in income- generating activities for 
their retirement: schooling for their children, housing, and plots of land.21 This had a 
trickle- down effect on the wider population. So poverty reduction was achieved through 
a positive effect very much intended by the local intermediaries but not necessarily by the 
donors. This goes to show that what is ‘unintended’ really depends on the eyes of the 
beholder, so despite a hint of objectiveness, an unintended effect is a highly subjective 
phenomenon.22

1.3 What do I want to achieve with this book?

1.3.1 Avoid the mistakes that I made

Abandoning these myths enables us to understand unintended effects better. But 
understanding them leaves much in the way of practically dealing with them. For 
instance, how the unintended effects of international cooperation efforts are handled 
in evaluations tends to be haphazard and superficial.23 Researchers often stumble upon 
unintended effects accidentally during their research and report on them in a couple of 
lines towards the end of the report. They had not planned to investigate them systemat-
ically or developed any appropriate research methods.24 What is needed here is a more 
targeted and systematic approach. That means developing an operational typology and 
more insight into the underlying mechanisms that cause the unintended effects. That is 
exactly what this book sets out to do.

The book develops this typology to enable international cooperation workers and 
researchers to get more serious about unintended effects. This typology provides a scien-
tifically robust framework to determine whether international development interventions 
‘have generated or can be expected to generate significant positive or negative, intended or 
unintended, higher- level effects.’25 Currently, the percentage of evaluations that mentions 
unintended effects (for Norwegian, Dutch, and US aid) hovers between 10 and 15 per 
cent. With this book’s help, I hope this number will increase.

Through this book I aim to contribute to a change in policies and practices. As you 
will discover, the most vulnerable, whether women, voiceless citizens, or staff members 
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from aid agencies that work in the countries where they originate from (compared to 
expatriate staff), are too often disproportionately affected by the mistakes made in inter-
national development. We need to make sure that they have a seat at the table. This 
enables to plan mitigating measures for those who experience any adverse effects.

I find it encouraging that the development sector takes some unintended effects, espe-
cially unintended conflict effects, more seriously now than two decades before. Back 
then, working in a ‘conflict- sensitive way’ was unheard of, whereas nowadays ‘conflict- 
scans’ and ‘conflict- monitoring’ are part and parcel of development programming, partly 
because of an impressive push by the peacebuilding field (see Section 4.3). But despite a 
sector- wide push to ‘doing development differently’ and ‘adaptive management,’ imple-
mentation has been lacklustre.26 Suppose we can become more conflict- sensitive in our 
ways of working. In that case, we surely must be able to also become more environmen-
tally sensitive (Chapter 11) and more sensitive about a potential backlash (Chapter 3), 
just to mention two of the side effects treated in this book. And if we can capitalize on 
positive ripple effects (Chapter 12), why not invest in them?

1.3.2 Protecting international solidarity

Am I too ambitious or even pretentious to say that I hope the book will achieve more than 
‘just’ unintended consequences being taken more seriously? To me, this professionaliza-
tion of the international development sector is a stepping stone to something bigger: the 
protection of international solidarity as such. Let me explain.

The rise in social indicators in low- income countries over the last few decades has 
been remarkable. Because of the coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID- 19) pandemic and 
the Russian invasion of Ukraine, they have been plateauing. Still, since the end of 
colonialism, life has gotten much better in nearly all low- income countries. Mothers 
are less likely to die when giving birth and children are less likely to die before they 
are five. More children are learning to read and write, and they are less likely to go 
to bed hungry.27 Progress has been uneven across countries, sectors, and groups, 
but it has been undeniable. While we need to credit first and foremost governments, 
organizations, and individuals in low- income countries for this, progress would have 
been much slower without, for instance, the donated bed nets and the teacher salaries 
being paid.

The nurse, Placide, of the health centre in South- West Rwanda is showing me around 
in the basic facilities of his centre. It is hygienic, the garden is maintained well and 
while I don’t see any fancy machines, the basics are well arranged. The nurse takes the 
patient registry and shows how the number of visits has been increasing over the years. 
I ask him if there is a problem: does the rise in visits indicate a rise in health problems? 
‘Far from it, ever since there is health insurance, we see that people now come to visit 
us when they have health problems. The most vulnerable, the indigènes, would never 
come because of the costs. However, the indigènes now also have health insurance, 
free of charge. We can alleviate quite some of their illnesses, such as malaria, as we can 
also provide basic medication free of charge.’

I visited the health centre in 2005, when Rwanda was still piloting– with international 
support– its community- based health insurance system. Membership increased from 
less than 10 per cent in 2003 to 74 per cent in 2013. The government was in the 
driver’s seat in rolling out the program, and over two- thirds of the premiums were 
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paid for by Rwandans themselves. However, donors covered the premiums of the 
indigènes, paid for the pilot schemes, and provided technical assistance.28 When I now 
look at Rwanda’s health statistics, the progress has been remarkable: when I was 
toured around by Placide, the life expectancy was only 55 years, now it is 69. This 
wouldn’t have been possible without international solidarity: in 2019 health expenses 
were USD 56 per capita in Rwanda, of which USD 21 was provided by international 
actors.29 Before we spend a book on unintended effects (also of aid to Rwanda!), it is 
essential to acknowledge that the intended effects have often been achieved, and have 
contributed to dramatic improvements in the human condition over the last decades, 
not just in Rwanda, but across many low- income countries.

There is an enormous body of academic evidence, compiled in rigorous impact evaluations 
and meta- analysis that foreign aid can effectively achieve intended objectives. Over the 
last fifteen years, the independent research organization 3ie has been composing ‘evidence 
maps.’ These are schematic overviews of aid effectiveness, showing that an increasing 
number of interventions are evidence- based. For some sectors, such as health and educa-
tion, we now have bold evidence on what works when and where (and what not). While 
the evidence of the effectiveness of aid in newer sectors, such as the promotion of infor-
mation and communication technologies, is still patchy, many interventions can now be 
considered evidence- based, from specific interventions in the field of Mental Health and 
Psychosocial Support to Conditional Cash transfers.30

With the massive challenges that the world is facing right now, the need for more 
evidence- based international development interventions is unmistakable. Climate change 
is getting out of hand, global inequality is reaching alarming levels, and autocracy is 
rising. Many of the problems are intertwined, and more actors, governments, and people 
than ever are involved in solving these global challenges. But while we need a forward- 
looking, comprehensive, and ambitious international development sector to deal with 
these challenges, the international development sector is increasingly facing headwinds 
from all sides: financially, ideologically, and politically.

While the OECD heralds ‘record’ foreign aid levels of over USD 200 billion annu-
ally,31 increasing amounts are being spent within donor countries themselves, especially 
on the reception of refugees. Many high- income countries –  including Denmark, Finland, 
Italy, Norway, Switzerland, and the UK –  reduced support for the world’s poorest coun-
tries to fund refugee reception closer to home. Out of a survey of thirty rich countries, 
twelve reduced their development spending in 2022.32 And while Western leaders sol-
emnly pledge funds for the reconstruction of Ukraine (which is needed), this funding is 
often taken away from the poorest countries.

Ideologically, the international development sector faces criticism from a new gener-
ation of activists and academics, who highlight neo- colonial practices or even racism in 
the sector. They criticize the top- down priority setting in Western capitals, the lack of 
follow- up on promises to work more with local actors, and the unequal treatment of 
international and national staff members. There is a strong call to ‘decolonize develop-
ment,’ to which the traditional aid agencies have difficulty responding.33

Lastly, the international development sector is facing political headwinds. 
Parliamentarians in many donor countries are eager to exploit the smallest mistake by 
development agencies for electoral gains, and often do so successfully. They demand 
more regular reporting from donor agencies on cases of fraud and sexual exploitative 
abuse and they use the information they receive to feed the ‘management by outrage’ 
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cycle. This leads to a reduction in public support for official development assistance, 
which makes it easier to engage in budget cuts. This way, the crisis entrenches itself.

We as development professionals can respond to these financial, ideological, and pol-
itical headwinds in two ways. One is to retreat, go on the defence, and hope the crisis 
in international development will blow over. We can try to brush off criticism from the 
left as ideologically driven, rather than attempting to learn from it. To appeal to right- 
wing xenophobia to get allocated at least some of the ‘migration management’ funding. 
Or we can take a headlong rush. To learn from the criticism, to adapt to the changed 
circumstances, and to develop a new and confident narrative and practice. I choose the 
latter: the book aims to push innovation and collaboration in the sector. It aims to pro-
fessionalize it, so that it comes stronger out of the storms that it currently faces. Too often 
professionals in the development sector erroneously think they protect their organization 
and the sector by concealing side effects. In the short run, this might indeed protect their 
reputation, but in the end, it only worsens things as lessons aren’t learnt, performance 
lacks, and adaption to new challenges is too slow.

I choose for this flight forward as there are just too many global challenges that require 
effective international collaboration. Neither runaway climate change nor rising levels of 
inequality will go away if we look to the other side. Still too many kids go to bed hungry 
across the globe. There are so many community workers, educators, and nurses across 
the globe walking the extra mile to fight this hunger and other forms of poverty, so let’s 
not give up on them, but learn how to support them better.

1.4 Reading guide for the remainder of the book

The approach I take in this book is a ‘critical- constructive approach.’ It is critical because it 
assesses research reports, evaluations, and practices of international development agencies 
through a rather critical lens. I understand the ideological and institutional drivers of these 
organizations (having been part of one myself), so I know when to take their publications 
with a pinch of salt. At the same time, the approach is constructive, since I aim to see how 
I can contribute to improving the practices of these same agencies. So if you expect this 
book to be another ‘dead aid’ book, I must disappoint you. Over the course of the book, 
you will find a more fine- grained analysis of what can go wrong with external interventions 
(and what can go better than expected). Still, the basic premise of this book is that inter-
national solidarity is needed, especially in the face of the climate crisis and rising global 
inequality. Yet, you will be equally disappointed if you expect this book to tell you that the 
development sector can make do with a few managerial fixes here and there. This book 
attempts to come towards a ‘radical reform’ agenda as proposed by Gulrajani: one that 
fundamentally changes how the international development sector is structured.34

For those unfamiliar with development studies, the academic backbone of the devel-
opment sector: there is no other social science discipline as preposterous as this one. 
While economists tend to stick to financial woes, political scientists to governance 
troubles, and sociologists to inequality, development scholars claim to combine them all. 
They aim to solve low- income countries’ economic, political, social, and environmental 
problems. Not just in one, but in all of them! But this weakness of the discipline is also 
its strength: by combining insights and research methods across the social sciences, it can 
connect dots that other disciplines consider separate. It can combine anthropologists’ 
detailed ethnographic fieldwork with economists' sweeping macroeconomic analyses and 
shed new light on both of them. But while development academics adopt this wide- eyed 
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lens, aspiring development practitioners –  like me at the start of my career –  are often 
trained with a much more ‘rigorous’ way of thinking, with little space for the unexpected. 
In this book, I propose to bridge this gap between the practice and the study of inter-
national development.

This book is structured along the lines of a research I carried out with Professor Joost 
de Laat and his team at the Centre for Global Challenges of Utrecht University. Based on 
the text- mining of about 700 evaluation documents, we made a ‘top ten’ of unintended 
effects. This book follows these effects in ascending order. It starts with the category of 
unintended effects found least in the evaluations assessed as part of this research (the 
backlash effect) and ends with the category encountered most often (catalytic spillover 
effects).35 I claim in no way that the ten categories (and the thirty sub- categories!) are 
exhaustive: this book is a first attempt to taxonomize unintended effects, the start of a 
discussion rather than the end of it.

The book aims to be both academically sound and easily accessible to a wide audi-
ence. I will start with a theoretical chapter, and then break down the taxonomy of unin-
tended effects chapter by chapter.36 But the book can also be read without its academic 
backbone: every chapter includes various concrete examples, including a testimony by 
somebody unintentionally affected by international development efforts, positively or 
negatively.37 Every chapter concludes with recommendations on better dealing with the 
encountered side effects. I subdivide the recommendations into the three main target 
audiences of this book: (1) policymakers, (2) practitioners, and (3) evaluators.38

This book is not just informative; it is also a call to action. A call to break free from 
our tunnel vision, let go of our sacred cows, and be self- critical, without being defeatist. 
That’s why this book concludes with a set of discussion questions designed to spark 
debate with your peers. I hope that reading this book not only makes you more aware 
of potential side effects, but also motivates you to take a stance in your organization to 
challenge existing paradigms. To plead for more transparency and willingness to learn, 
not to bury but to redeem development. Let’s redesign the incentives in the aid system to 
allow for complexity and learning.

While we need effective international development efforts more than ever to deal with 
the global challenges, it is often rightly being criticized. I hope this book contributes to 
the professionalization of the sector so that these criticisms can be overcome and inter-
national solidarity will thrive.
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2  For those who love theory
Explaining unintended effects with complexity 
theory and bounded policy learning

From this theoretical chapter you will learn:

 • How are the key terms ‘international development’ and ‘unintended effects’ 
defined in this book

 • Why we need to use complexity thinking –  and not linear thinking –  in inter-
national development

 • How to better understand unintended effects, make use of the positive ones, and 
mitigate against the negative ones

 • The meaning of key relevant concepts in complexity thinking: feedback 
loops, non- linearities, interconnectivities, alternative impact pathways, and 
adaptive agents

 • That complexity thinking in international development does not mean that we 
should abandon planning, but move towards adaptive planning

 • That there are ideological, institutional, and technical limits to policy learning in 
the international development sector

When I was doing my master’s studies in Development Management at the LSE, I was 
trained extensively in linear programming: from inputs to outputs, to outcomes, to 
intended effects. I loved the sense of direction and certainty that this provided, and 
how it professionalized the development sector by measuring progress at various 
stages of implementation. I went almost straight from university to working for the 
Netherlands Ministry of Foreign Affairs, where I imposed this framework on the 
recipients of funding from our organization. I now apologize to everybody I pushed 
into this linear straightjacket. It took me twenty years to discover that the inter-
national development process is a lot messier than I learned at university. All kinds 
of unexpected things happen with the funding we provide. This is not something that 
I ever could have learned from the reports I would receive from the funding recipients, 
who all echoed the same linear thinking –  they had little choice after all. I gradually 
learned these lessons through living, working, and researching with an open mind 
(always with local researchers) in low- income countries. This book is a write- up of 
that two- decade long journey. I hope that learning these lessons will go faster for you 
than it did for me!
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2.1 What are we actually talking about?

Before we go any further, a short note on two of the book’s key concepts. In the social 
sciences, we normally use formal terms such as ‘unintended effects’ or ‘unintended 
consequences.’ In this book, these terms are used interchangeably with ‘side effects.’ I use 
a simple definition of unintended effects: the consequence of an action that differs from 
the consequence that was aimed for when starting it.1 This definition means that many 
problems I have encountered in the international development sector are excluded. If a 
programme fails to meet its objectives, this is not necessarily an unintended effect. For 
instance, I once visited the Niger Delta in Nigeria to evaluate a programme my organ-
ization was implementing. We had promised to build ‘Information Resource Centres’ so 
that the population would be better informed about their rights. The programme was a 
failure: the population ended up barely using these centres. But this failure does not con-
stitute an unintended effect: the programme just didn’t meet its objectives. One would 
speak of unintended effects if politicians would have used these Information Resource 
Centres to start a new political party, or by rebels to start a rebellion.

Figure 2.1  The challenges of linear planning in a nutshell.

Source: Written by M. M. Rogers and illustrated by Ariv R. Faizal, Wahyu S., Ary W. S. Creative team for 
Search for Common Ground Indonesia.
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Unexpected events are also excluded from this definition. For instance, with colleagues 
from Radboud University, I was researching Private Development Initiatives (small NGOs 
from the Global North operating in the Global South) and they worked fine. However, 
when COVID happened, they lost half of their funding because they couldn’t engage in 
regular offline fundraising (e.g. village festivals). This is not an unintended effect either, 
but an extraneous event.2

The second key term used in this book is ‘international development.’ The title of this 
book refers to ‘aid,’ but this is just for marketing purposes: if the term ‘development’ is 
used without ‘aid,’ a potential reader might think that this is a book about the side effects 
of property development or child development. The term ‘international development’ 
stands on its own, referring to the efforts of agencies, governments, and individuals in 
the Global North to promote sustainable progress in the Global South (often with or 
via local partners).3 Elements of what ‘sustainable progress’ means are very contested, 
as will become clear in Chapter 3. At any rate, these international development efforts 
can take various forms, such as long- term development programmes, life- saving humani-
tarian aid, and peacebuilding activities. While the definition of ‘unintended effects’ I use 
is narrow (as explained above), my definition of ‘international development’ is deliber-
ately broad as I try to get an insight into the broader field of international solidarity. This 
ranges from individual acts to government programmes and private sector initiatives and 
from international adoption to tax evasion crackdowns and fair trade schemes.

2.2 Complexity thinking in international development

Since development programmes are affected by a wide range of sociocultural, economic, 
political, legal, administrative, and often ecological factors –  all of which interact in com-
plex and unpredictable ways –  international development is a messy business. A useful 
approach for making sense of this messiness is complexity thinking.4

Complexity thinkers use ten key concepts, five of which are of particular importance 
for this book, and which are shown in the figure below.5 Complexity thinkers argue 
that there are multiple (1) feedback loops, (2) interconnections, (3) non- linearities, and 
(4) alternative impact pathways, in a system composed of (5) adaptive agents that lead to 
both intended and unintended effects.6 Complexity thinking can be a particularly useful 
approach to understanding the unintended effects of international cooperation efforts by 
providing an ‘understanding of the mechanisms through which unpredictable, unknow-
able, and emergent change happens.’7 Outputs, outcomes, and effects are linked in many 
ways, leading to multiple layers of unintended effects. In every chapter, I will highlight 
the key concepts of complexity thinking that explain the emergence of the respective 
unintended effects.

Let’s return to the cartoon of Gandhi’s funding request being turned down by an  
external donor (Figure 2.1). Although fictional, it can teach us a great deal about the  
limits of linear thinking. Gandhi’s spinning wheel campaign ended up creating a mass  
movement that eventually beat the British Empire, but the potential donor from the  
cartoon fails to see this great potential. This is because linear thinking is inadequate at  
capturing the complexity of the Indian independence struggle. For instance, it cannot  
account for how Gandhi’s campaign for domestic cloth production did not only lead  
to more cloth, but also to a revived national consciousness. This is an example of an  
alternative impact pathway. It also cannot account for how the independence movement  
simmered under the surface for years and suddenly came to fruition, with millions on the  
streets: the Indian struggle for independence was a process wrought with non- linearities.  
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Imagine putting periodic targets on the size of the Indian independence movement rela-
tive to cloth production funding! We can further think of the interconnections with other  
anti- colonial movements, feedback loops of colonial violence and increasing anti- colonial  
fervour, and adaptive agents such as the two Cold War superpowers that both had a stake  
in the decolonization of India.

Let’s flesh out these concepts in more detail and apply it to a more current inter-
national development example: the conflict minerals legislation.

Let’s go through the key terms one by one:

a Non- linearities can exist anywhere in the system, and certain thresholds of outputs 
sometimes need to be achieved before certain outcomes can be attained. These 
processes are non- linear in the sense that the thresholds serve as tipping points that 
can exponentially increase the pace of the process.

Figure 2.2  Key terms of complexity thinking in international development.

Source: Image designed by Ymke Wieringa.
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b Adaptive agents are the organizations that provide input in the international develop-
ment system, and they respond to each other as well as the system. These responses 
lead to several unpredicted consequences, such as self- organization (spontaneous 
macro- level behaviour patterns) and co- evolution (the evolution of one domain or 
entity because of the evolution of other related domains or entities).

c A feedback loop occurs when an external intervention creates certain outputs that 
influence the input. They can exist at multiple levels, hence also between outcomes 
and outputs, but for clarity purpose only depicted between the outputs and the inputs.

d Alternative impact pathways occur when certain outputs lead directly to different 
outcomes than envisaged (or that certain inputs lead to different outputs than 
envisaged).

e Interconnectivity implies that there is a mutual relationship between various outputs 
and between outcomes.

2.2.1 Complexity in action: unintended effects of due diligence legislation of conflict minerals

Let’s take the example of the due diligence legislation of conflict minerals as a case study to 
discuss complexity in international development. The Obama administration developed 
the Dodd- Frank Act of 2010, and inserted one article concerning conflict minerals ori-
ginating from the DRC. Article 1502 obliges stock- listed companies in the United States 
(US) to declare which due diligence they exercised to prevent tin, tungsten, tantalite, and 
gold (3TG) in their supply chain from contributing to conflict in the Great Lakes region 
of Africa. Prominent public figures, such as the chair of the Securities and Exchange 
Commission, argued in 2017 that the law has led to ‘unintended consequences washing 
over the Democratic Republic of the Congo and surrounding areas.’8 But before we move 
to the unintended effects of this legislation, let’s first look at the intended effects.

With this legislation, the American government had the following linear causal chain  
in mind: input leads to output, to outcome, to intended effect. An output is a direct con-
sequence of the input, an outcome is an indirect, but attributable, result of the input, and  
an effect is the intended end result of the intervention. As the input, the idea was that  
legislation would lead to an output: increased due diligence by companies. In turn, this  
output would contribute to the outcome: less sourcing from conflict mines. Ultimately,  
this outcome would lead to the intended effect: less funding for rebels and less conflict.

Figure 2.3  The effects of conflict mineral legislation through a linear lens.

Source: Image designed by Ymke Wieringa.
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This linear chain played out as intended, at least to a certain degree, for certain 
minerals. For instance, the number of tin, tungsten, and tantalite (3T) mines controlled 
by rebels decreased significantly after the Dodd- Frank Act went into effect. IPIS, an inde-
pendent research group, found in their 2009/ 2010 survey that 56 per cent of the 3T 
mines were under the influence of armed actors, whereas the 2013– 2015 survey found 
this remained the case in only 21 per cent of the mines.9 The intended effect seems to have 
been achieved, at least to a certain degree for three out of four minerals.

But looking beyond the predetermined parameters, unintended outcomes of the Dodd- 
Frank Act were also abound. Based on a review of twelve studies, the legislation had (at 
least) three unintended effects: (1) increased funding for rebels in and around gold mines, 
with a substantial share of the rebels moving from the T3 to the gold mines10; (2) a weakened 
position for female miners11; and (3) reduced bargaining power for artisanal miners.12

Since I was living in the eastern DRC in that period and visited some of these conflict  
mines myself, I came to realize that linear thinking could explain the intended effects but  
not those unintended effects. Complexity thinking proved a much more useful tool, as  
Figure 2.4 illustrates. I will go through the five key concepts one by one.

Figure 2.4  Conflict minerals legislation’s intended and unintended effects through a complexity lens.

Source: Image designed by Ymke Wieringa.
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a Non- linearity (outputs or outcomes only kicking in after a tipping point)
The conflict minerals legislation didn’t automatically lead to a steady increase in due 
diligence by companies, because there was no traceability scheme yet for minerals to 
certify that minerals are coming from a specific approved mining site. In the first year 
(2011) there was no increase in due diligence, but rather a disengagement effect: many 
companies simply stopped sourcing from the DRC and the Great Lakes region 
altogether. Only when a critical number of companies rallied behind one traceability 
initiative, the initiative reached a ‘tipping point’ and many other companies started to 
use it.

b Adaptive agents (agents providing inputs influencing other agents)
The behaviour of other actors who provide inputs in the system is not fixed, as linear 
thinking assumes. When the Dodd- Frank Act was adopted, the first reaction of the 
DRC government was to come to a total export ban of minerals from the eastern DRC 
for one year as to tidy up the sector to prepare it for the roll- out of the Dodd- Frank 
Act. This initially undermined the goal of the Dodd- Frank Act, which aimed to initiate 
extra due diligence by companies, not a total export ban.

c Feedback loop (from outputs back to inputs)
Many companies in the US started lobbying against the Dodd- Frank Act, as it 
increased their administrative burden. When President Trump came into office, one 
of the first acts of his administration in January 2016 was to suspend this section of 
the Dodd- Frank Act. This shows that the input was subject to a negative feedback 
loop from the output: a backlash to increased due diligence leads to the suspension 
of Article 1502.

d, e, and f: Alternative impact pathways (from inputs to outputs, or outputs to outcomes)
d One alternative impact pathway of the increased due diligence was the unintended 

emergence of a monopolized traceability scheme. Since the costs of a traceability 
scheme are high, and the first- move advantage enormous, a monopoly emerged for 
one traceability scheme (the International Tin Supply Chain Initiative, iTSCi). This 
reduced the bargaining power of the miners: they all had to sell their products via this 
scheme and pay the levies imposed on them.

e Another alternative impact pathway was that it reduced women’s access to mines. To 
be allowed to mine and wash the ores –  something often done by women –  they needed 
to get a ‘miner card,’ which became a way for the mining officials to extract all kinds 
of services from women. Thus, while the traceability scheme was intended to protect, 
for instance, pregnant women from entering the mines, it reduced access to mines for 
all women and subsequently weakened female miners’ position.

f The export ban by the DRC government aimed to flush out the rebels from the mines, 
but another alternative impact pathway was that it actually increased smuggling. The 
miners and the rebels needed to earn cash and finance their operations, and since legit-
imate export was no longer possible, many of them (they are also adaptive agents) 
went (further) underground.

g and h: Interconnectivity (between outputs or between outcomes)
g The increased focus on due diligence by the international community (an output) also 

had a similar effect as the export ban by the DRC government: there was a notable 
increase in smuggling (another output). The two outputs (one intended, the other one 
unintended) were communicating vessels, they were interconnected.

h Contra to linear thinking, due diligence for the 3Ts was interconnected with the due 
diligence for gold (or the lack thereof). There is a big difference between gold and 
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other conflict minerals worldwide and in the DRC: whereas with the 3Ts you need to 
transport tons for a reasonable profit, you need only one kilo of gold to make a lot 
of money. So, when the due diligence requirements for the 3Ts went up and many of 
the 3T conflict mines could not be exploited anymore, many rebels moved to the gold 
mining sector. There was a clear interconnection between different outcomes. There 
was a so- called waterbed effect: the more successful the policy was in one domain 
(3T), the more dislocation towards the gold sector took place.

By inserting more complexity into a policy assessment, we get a more granular view of 
causal mechanisms and the intended and unintended effects. By no means do I claim that 
we now have a complete overview of all the effects of the Dodd- Frank Act, as probably 
many more processes were set in motion, but at least it gives a more comprehensive over-
view than a linear model could ever do.

Complexity thinkers can be quite radical when it comes to abandoning planning. 
One complexity thinker argues that ‘development planning should abandon prescrip-
tive, goal- oriented decision making and prediction about future states.’13 While I under-
stand that planning has downsides, I am not sure we should abandon efforts such as the 
Sustainable Development Goals. Let us be more open about the trade- offs between them, 
and their shortcomings. As you can see in Figures 2.2 and 2.4, I still use the classical 
terms from linear development management thinking (inputs, outputs, outcomes, and 
effects), but I have abandoned the linear causal chain. Easterly suggests that there should 
be less planning in development.14 I disagree: I think that there should be more adaptive 
planning.15

2.3 Bounded policy learning explaining the persistence of unintended effects

Did we learn from these side effects? Since the parliament of the European Union tasked 
the European Commission to develop a conflict minerals legislation in 2012 as well, this 
presents a perfect case to find out if the Europeans learned from the American mistakes. 
The Europeans always seem to take longer to make laws, so we can easily compare 
the European conflict minerals legislation of 2017 with the American one of 2010 to 
see if lessons were learnt.16 The good news is that, while not all lessons were learnt, 
the Europeans designed the law so that the likelihood of some negative side effects had 
become substantially lower.

The advocacy coalition framework provides some clues for understanding which 
lessons are being learnt (and which ones not!). Advocacy coalitions comprise individuals 
who belong to different groups (e.g. civil servants, journalists, academics, and politicians) 
but share underlying core principles and often interests. These actors share normative 
and causal beliefs and engage in coordinated activity over time. Regarding the US and 
EU conflict mineral laws discussed here, two opposing transatlantic advocacy coalitions 
emerged: pro- regulation and anti- regulation. Both pushed the EU to consider the side 
effects of the US law, but in very different ways.

The pro- regulation camp proposed as the main takeaway that the EU regulation should 
have a global scope because of the unintended consequences of stigmatising one region. 
According to them, the disengagement effect had left legitimate miners unemployed in a 
stigmatized DRC, which could have been avoided. The EU learned this lesson and gave its 
conflict minerals law a global coverage. Because the regulation was now active in multiple 
risky regions, companies could no longer afford to disengage from the traceability scheme.
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The anti- regulation camp also stimulated that lessons would be learnt. They argued 
that the EU regulation should not require that companies declare that they had nothing to 
do with conflict mines. They proposed that companies declare they had done their utmost 
to minimize the risks they were sourcing from conflict mines, a subtle but important diffe-
rence. According to them, this effort- based approach would also reduce the disengage-
ment effect, and the EU took on board this lesson as well.

While the EU did learn, this policy learning was a politicized process bounded by clear 
limits. Advocacy coalitions socially constructed evidence about the unintended effects to 
further their respective agendas. While those with stakes against regulation exaggerated 
the unintended effects,17 those who had an interest in the legislation downplayed side 
effects or focussed on different ones. The degree of learning depended on the frames 
and the strength of advocacy coalitions and was not a neutral, technical process. This is 
something we will observe throughout this book. The lessons from advocacy coalitions 
with stronger frames (‘blood minerals’) were taken up more readily than those with less 
attractive frames (‘let’s reduce the administrative burden for our companies’). Similarly, 
advocacy coalitions with growing and increasingly vocal membership (like Nobel Prize 
Laureate Denis Mukwege) were more likely to see their proposed lessons learnt.

The two opposing advocacy coalitions did not substantially learn from each other. But 
when they did, a neutral platform such as the Organisation for Economic Cooperation 
and Development (OECD) played an important facilitating role. For this, the OECD 
ensured that its agenda was set in a multi- stakeholder way, with members of opposing 
advocacy coalitions (non- governmental organizations [NGOs] and businesses) jointly 
determining the forum’s direction. This forum helped overcome technical boundaries 
to learning: limits related to a lack of information. For instance, in the beginning, little 
was known about the shift of rebels from 3T to goldmines. When this technical informa-
tion was provided, lessons were learnt in this regard by both advocacy coalitions. The 
unanticipated unintended effects of the American initiative hence became anticipated 
unintended effects in the European case.

Yet, even though some policy learning took place when the Europeans crafted their 
law, there are clear limits: hence, I will use the ‘bounded policy learning’ model in this 
book, with technical, institutional, and ideological limits to learning.18 In this case, 
overcoming ideological and institutional boundaries proved especially hard. Ideological 
boundaries are limits based on deep- held convictions. Concerning the conflict minerals 
debate, I found that the anti- regulation coalition had a hard time accepting that the 
DRC government imposed the mining embargo. They wanted to blame the Dodd- 
Frank Act for the disengagement effect because they wanted to believe that the side 
effect was the unintended effect of a market intervention, not the intended effect by a 
national government.

I also encountered institutional boundaries to learning, which are limits that result 
from organizational interests. For instance, representatives from traceability schemes 
often displayed a tunnel vision. They were neither willing to learn about the ‘smuggling’ 
side effect nor willing to learn about the effects of monopolistic traceability schemes 
on miners. These institutional boundaries to learning are cemented through a perva-
sive conflict of interests in the international development sector as many evaluators and 
researchers are too donor- dependent, according to Ridde and Sardan.19

This book aims to overcome these three boundaries to learning. It provides the tools 
to overcome technical boundaries to learning. It provides a personal insight into my 
ideological blind spots, in the hope that it invites you to research your own. Lastly, by 
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communicating openly about the mistakes my organizations and I made, I encourage you 
to share your dilemmas and errors as well: together we can make the international devel-
opment sector fit to face the global challenges of the 21st century.
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3  Backlash effects
For every action, there is an equal and  
opposite reaction

Unintended backlash effects occur when an external action leads to an opposite 
reaction that affects achieving the intended effect. The backlash effect is by defin-
ition a macro- level effect, as reactions that are opposite to the expectation at the 
individual level fall under the heading of behavioural effects.

What flavours do we see?

1 Anti- aid backlash. An external intervention is met with suspicion about the 
ulterior motives of the aid actor. This suspicion often has historical origins. 
If implemented clumsily, the intervention itself can fire up latent discontent 
about foreign support, and local leaders can stir up discontent if it serves them. 
The backlash against aid reduces the effectiveness and sustainability of the 
intervention.

2 Anti- foreign values backlash. Values that external actors promote clash with the 
mainstream values present in a society. The anti- foreign values backlash shares 
many of the characteristics of the anti- aid backlash, but finds its origins in the 
cultural distance between aid actors and societies where they operate rather than 
discontent about ulterior motives.

In which instances have backlash effects been observed? Two examples:

1 Anti- aid backlash: angry citizens in Guinea and in the DRC attacked Ebola 
treatment centres because of a widespread belief that the health workers were 
spreading the disease.

2 Anti- foreign values backlash: in Uganda, the internationally supported campaign 
for Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transgender, and Queer +  ( LGBTQ+ ) rights led to a 
backlash as leaders of the country seized the opportunity to crack down on these 
rights, leading to extra violence against LGBTQ+  people.

Key concepts from complexity thinking that help in understanding backlash 
effects:

1 Feedback loops. Whether it is the anti- aid or the anti- foreign values backlash, in all 
cases external inputs create certain outputs that set in motion a counter- reaction 
from governments and populations. By only looking at the primary effects, and 
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not the ultimate results after the feedback loop, the perception of the result of an 
intervention is distorted.

2 Adaptive agents. Leaders understand the sentiment within their societies, and  
understand that they can benefit by orchestrating a backlash. They subsequently  
adapt their language (into more homophobic or anti- Western) to advance their  
interests.

While this chapter will treat two instances of the backlash effect, they share a common 
origin. Since external (Western) actors often overlook the origins of the backlash against 
them, let me get straight to it: the backlash effect often finds its roots in anti- colonialism.

There is a strong desire for self- determination across the globe. People prefer to be led 
and protected by their own people. Just like development cooperation is some offspring 
of colonialism,1 albeit a progressive one, the backlash against aid is often the progeny 
of anti- colonialism. Centuries of dispossession and exploitation under the guise of ‘pro-
gress’ have led to a deep- seated suspicion of foreign (especially Western) interference, 
which is passed on from generation to generation. Regardless of how well- intentioned 
they might be, international development efforts touch this nerve. Foreigners often insuf-
ficiently understand this sensitivity. Local leaders understand this better and whip up 
discontent with development aid (Section 3.1) and the (perceived) imposition of foreign 
values (Section 3.2).

Many of my colleagues from the Global South –  who work in development –  share 
this suspicion. They point to the hypocrisy underpinning contemporary international 

Figure 3.1  Backlash effects in action.

Source: Maarten Wolterink.
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development efforts. They criticize the lack of ownership in aid, in which (I make a 
caricature here) priorities are conceived in Western capitals, and executed by agencies 
dominated by white people in fancy cars and large compounds. They also chastise 
the double standards in which donors lecture some governments about human rights, 
but finance other governments with similar human rights records (who happen to be 
important in the fight against terrorism or illegal migration). Lastly, they criticize the 
double agendas of donors. Western governments and companies boast about vaccine 
donations and humanitarian aid, but simultaneously block patent reform (essential 
for vaccines) and arms export treaties (to prevent humanitarian emergencies). While 
colleagues were often recognizant of the aid being provided to deal with extreme wea-
ther events, they wondered rightfully if a stronger reduction in luxury emissions in the 
Global North wouldn’t be more important. These often very legitimate grievances and 
suspicions can fuel an anti- aid backlash, to which I now turn.

3.1 Anti- aid backlash: ‘you call it international cooperation, we call it international 
exploitation’

Every Friday I left the comfortable air- conditioned embassy compound in Kinshasa and 
drove to the other side of the town to the Catholic University. I was teaching the class 
‘International cooperation,’ exploring with them topics such as foreign debt, inter-
national peacekeeping, and aid effectiveness. In general, the students were interested 
in my classes but they were critical right from the start. One student raised her hand 
during the first session and asked: ‘Can I make a suggestion, can we change the title 
of your course? Instead of calling it “international cooperation”, can you change it to 
“international exploitation”?’ If you have read the excellent book Born in Blackness 
by Howard French you will fully comprehend the historical roots of her question, as 
exploitation of Africa by the West has been the defining feature of the relationship for 
centuries, often with an altruistic sauce poured over it.2

While the actual temperature in the classroom was already tropical, the perceived 
temperature often rose to boiling point during my lectures. There I stood as a white 
professor, sweating and proclaiming that without the peacekeeping missions, debt 
relief, and other interventions of the West the DRC might face more instability and 
poverty. My students believed the opposite: the West only exploits them. According to 
one of my students, Irène, the West was only interested in Congolese mineral resources, 
‘they send people like you as band aid.’ While I argued that the international commu-
nity is doing too little cooperation with the DRC, the students claimed that there is 
too much foreign interference.

I tried to convince them of my position by pointing out the composition of the UN 
peacekeeping mission MONUSCO in Congo. While that mission counts thousands 
of troops, only a handful of Western blue helmets are amongst them. How can 
my students maintain that ‘we’ as the West are doing everything possible to get a 
grip on Congolese mineral resources, if we are not even prepared to send our own 
soldiers? Most of my students, who normally never agree, were on the same page 
for once: ‘That’s just a masquerade. Your true intentions and hidden agenda (for 
instance, access to our resources) would be too clear if you send your own soldiers 
as you do in Afghanistan. You have learned that there is too much resistance from 
the local population. That is why you are sending soldiers from other poor coun-
tries here.’
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Normally I can hold my own in discussions, but now I am knocked out. There is 
no point in going against them, because many students see me as part of the problem. 
What I didn’t understand then, but get now, is that they were voicing their opposition 
to global white privilege. A more just and prosperous world meant for them a world 
without Western supremacy. They expressed the views Chandara Nair later expressed 
so eloquently in his book Dismantling Global White Privilege.3 I wiped off some sweat 
and suggested moving on to the next, slightly more neutral topic: global warming. 
Given the scorching heat in the lecture hall, the students and I finally agree: this is a 
shared challenge that must be addressed.

Yet the question still haunts me: why is there so much critique amongst citizens in 
the DRC on international cooperation efforts? Why is this also the case in countries as 
diverse as Mali, Afghanistan, and Haiti? How does this impact the work of develop-
ment practitioners? The DRC is on the receiving end of international cooperation in 
almost every conceivable area, but there remains a persistent mistrust of Western aid.

This mistrust seriously affects aid effectiveness, as becomes clear in the response to the  
Ebola epidemic in the DRC. The international response was quick as Ebola erupted  
in the eastern DRC in 2018. In collaboration with the government, the World Health  
Organization and Médecins Sans Frontières (MSF) set up treatment centres. But the  

Figure 3.2  Burnt down Ebola treatment centre in the DRC.

Source: MSF.
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rumour that the international aid agencies were actually intentionally bringing Ebola  
to the country to earn money in the response was rife.4 Many centres were attacked by  
angry local mobs and burned to the ground. In one site in Butembo, 50 patients and 60  
staff members had to flee during the attack and hide in nearby buildings.5 Many of the  
infected patients could not be found afterwards. In the end, thousands of Congolese died  
because of Ebola, many more than necessary if the international agencies could have  
avoided the backlash. One quote from a Congolese staff member of MSF provides more  
insight into the Congolese backlash, even from people working for the aid agencies:

I have had three children die of malaria. No international organization has ever come 
to work in this area to make sure we have healthcare or clean water. But now Ebola 
arrives and all the organizations come, because Ebola gives them money.6

The quote illustrates what many of my students also said: international actors have 
ulterior motives and are there for their personal profits.

3.1.1 The backlash against foreign aid in Afghanistan

The Ebola response is just one case of anti- aid sentiment across the world. Take 
Afghanistan: in the few instances that ordinary Afghans were asked,7 they showed on 
average a large disillusionment with the international aid actors. According to some 
residents, the local populations had hoped for large infrastructure projects and jobs, but 
the NGOs were providing ‘small NGO rehabilitation projects’ that ‘we can do ourselves.’8

This quote highlights but one side of international development efforts in 
Afghanistan: the positive effects are unmistakable. Foreign aid helped build about 20,000 
elementary schools, and the number of universities also grew sharply. There were no 
female college students in 2001, but there were 54,861 in 2019. Largely because of inter-
national aid in the health sector, life expectancy rose over the two decades by about a 
decade, to 64.8 years in 2019, according to the World Bank.9 In short, there has been 
huge social progress in Afghanistan during the twenty years of Western presence. But 
interestingly enough, the local populations often did not credit the aid agencies for this.

The international aid sector became the villain in a couple of years in Afghanistan, 
as one Afghan explains: ‘We deserved better from the international community, but the 
Americans are only interested in Al Qaeda, not in the development of our country; that 
is why we are only getting small NGO projects that are totally unsustainable.’10 There 
was no difference between the aid agencies and the international soldiers for the local 
population. Secretary of State Colin Powell had said that the international aid agencies 
were ‘force multipliers,’ part and parcel of the American military effort. Most Afghan 
people shared this view, of course in less positive terms. While the aid agencies said they 
were impartial or neutral, the local population did not view them as such. Many people, 
even staff of the agencies themselves, thought they were collecting intelligence for foreign 
powers.11 For some, this legitimized Taliban attacks against them.

The Afghan government fuelled the lingering feeling of discontent with aid agencies 
amongst the local population. The Minister of Planning in Kabul once said that ‘NGOs 
are worse than thieves’ and President Karzai lambasted NGOs publicly stating that 
‘NGOs are squandering the funding that Afghanistan has received for Afghanistan.’12 
President Ghani thought nationals instead of internationals should spend more of the 
aid, making the backlash quite explicit. In a BBC interview in 2007 (before becoming 
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president), he said: ‘When we build a school by Afghans, the maximum cost is about 
$50,000. But when it is built by our international partners the cost can be as high as 
$250,000.’13 According to him, the difference was caused by the fact that contractors, 
many of them foreign, took overhead costs: ‘It’s totally legal, but is it not corrupt?’

To answer President Ghani’s question, whereas there are certain sick elements in 
the international development sector, it does not constitute one monolithic system that 
can be labelled corrupt as a whole. For instance, it is important to see the difference 
between for- profit multi- billion aid contractors and bottom- up international solidarity 
initiatives. American foreign aid contractors made enormous profits in Afghanistan 
during the two decades following the overthrow of the Taliban. Profit margins on recon-
struction contracts for international and Afghan contractor companies were often 20 
per cent and could be as high as 50 per cent. Most full- time expatriate consultants, 
working in private consulting companies, cost USD 250,000– 500,000 a year.14 This is 
in sharp contrast to Afghan diaspora initiatives supported with limited official devel-
opment assistance. The initiatives were often effective, efficient, and supported by the 
Afghan population.15

There are so many ‘ifs’ here, but ‘if’ the international aid system would have collect-
ively strengthened the Afghan state, instead of bypassing it as some did, would it have 
allowed the state to face off the backlash, instead of feeding it? If the aid agencies would 
have remained (even) more at a distance from the military, could they have avoided the 
backlash against them? Would the population have resisted the advance of the Taliban in 
that case? Unfortunately, we will never know. The only thing that we now know is that 
girls in Afghanistan are no longer allowed to enter secondary school and have to wear 
the Burqa again.

3.2 Anti- foreign values backlash

In October 2010, an Ugandan newspaper published the picture and address of gay activist 
David Kato and other gay people on the front page with the text ‘hang them.’ David was 
killed three months later, hammered to death in front of his house. In the same period, 
various anti- gay protests and vigils were held in Kampala.

What has aid got do with this? When many of the objectives that Western LGBTQ+  
activists aimed for had been achieved in their respective countries, they started to branch 
out internationally. LGBTQ+  organizations in the West started international departments 
and received massive funding. In 2021 alone, the small country of the Netherlands invested 
EUR 69 million in aid funding in LGBTQ+  communities in 28 countries worldwide.

Around the time of the killing of David, I was teaching a development course in a 
country neighbouring Uganda, the DRC. Lecture 1 of my course dealt with the defin-
ition of development. I explained to them that there are different definitions of devel-
opment, but the most common today is that ‘people have the opportunity to live their 
lives the way they want to.’ My students agreed and I saw them nodding. My students 
agree that everyone should have the same rights; otherwise, some people can achieve 
their aspiration, while others cannot. I continued that, for most European countries, 
this means homosexuals should have the same rights as heterosexuals. Gays should 
also be able to live their lives however they want. The students fall silent and I see 
some frowns. I continued: with us, we consider it progress that gays can marry with 
each other and adopt children. Now most of the students were making dirty faces 
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and expressing their disagreement: ‘That’s not development, that’s regression! These 
kids need to be protected against them. We really don’t want that in our country!’ 
When I hear about the discontent in neighbouring Uganda about the internation-
ally supported emancipation struggle for LGBTQ+  people there, I often have to think 
about these discussions with my students.

3.2.1 ‘Immunization against the worldwide gay epidemic’

What passions me is understanding why norms change, or do not, over time and whether 
international activism can explain this. It is too simplistic to say that African coun-
tries are anti- gay: in Kenya the percentage of people who approved of gay relationships 
increased from 1 to 14 per cent in less than two decades.16 However, in Uganda, where 
so much international attention went to promote gay rights, the rate of public rejection 
has increased from 95 per cent in 2002 to 96 per cent in 2013.17 How is it possible that 
those two neighbouring countries display such different trajectories?

Nuñez- Mietz and García Iommi argue that the Ugandan government ‘immunized’ its 
population against the worldwide gay- epidemic, and the Kenyan government did not. 
When they talk about immunization, they do not mean the actual inoculation, but ‘norm 
immunization’: the creation of legal barriers that fend off a norm being transmitted inter-
nationally by blocking its local advocacy. Museveni, the president of Uganda, aimed to 
stop this gay ‘contagion’ and claimed their country was under siege. Subsequently, he 
adopted restrictive NGO laws and anti- gay legislation, under the guise that ‘homosexu-
ality is un- African.’

UK Prime Minister James Cameron responded in 2012 to the Malawian anti- gay 
law by stating that it would cut aid to countries not respecting the rights of gay people. 
One of his officials stated, ‘If countries can afford to prosecute and imprison people 
for consensual relations, then they can clearly afford to lose aid.’18 Parliamentarians 
across the Global North demand these public statements from government executives. 
Paradoxically, these kinds of statements play into the hands of conservative leaders 
in countries such as Malawi and Uganda. President Museveni, tapping handily into 
pre- existing anti- Western sentiments, signed the anti- gay bill into law, strengthening 
his position. Indeed, according to a government spokesperson, the president chose 
to sign the bill in public to ‘demonstrate Uganda’s independence in the face of 
Western pressure.’19 A proponent of the anti- gay bill in Uganda happily denounced 
the (Western- funded) NGOs: ‘the NGOs are hugely involved in recruiting and giving 
money to our young children with the intention of swaying them into this evil prac-
tice. But Uganda will never exchange her dignity for money.’20 Western activists and 
politicians thus ended up giving Ugandan leaders an excuse to further marginalize 
LGBTQ+  people, with conservatives framing LGBTQ+  rights as a foreign cultural 
attack on the nation.21

While Western human rights groups, such as Human Rights Watch, found the 
statements of Western leaders as a reaction to these anti- gay laws too weak,22 local 
LGBTQ+  groups opposed the tying of aid to the respect of gay rights for three reasons. 
First, conditional aid reinforces the argument that this type of sexuality is a Western 
construct.23 Second, it distracts attention from oppressions that affect all Africans as 
it needlessly pits people experiencing poverty (who are in need of aid) against the gay 
(who are seen to be blocking aid). Lastly, local advocates are easily identifiable and 
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often face extra stigmatization and violent public reactions, as the case of David Kato 
illustrates.24 Statistical research shows that the local LGBTQ+  groups were probably 
right: the strong statements by Western leaders were often counterproductive. Someone 
who experienced just how dangerous this ‘megaphone diplomacy’ can be is François, 
who shares his testimony.25

Testimony by François: when a letter on inclusion backfired

‘It was even snowing yesterday!’ François is sitting in a simple room in his new 
home in Stockholm. Originally from Senegal, he explains that adapting to his new 
surroundings takes some time. Especially to the cold weather, the different culture, 
and the difficult language.

A wave of anti- gay sentiments

It was a few years ago when François’s life changed completely. In July 2019, a so- 
called ‘love letter’ was shared by a large international NGO with all employees of 
their local office in Senegal. Its core message was: if you don’t adhere to the inclu-
sion of LGBTQ+ , you don’t have a place in our organization. At the time, François 
was living as a regular 33- year- old in Senegal, enjoying going out to the cinema, 
listening to music, and being with his family. He was also working for one of the 
LGBTQ+  organizations in Senegal, when the letter meant to promote inclusion set 
in motion a wave of anti- gay sentiments that washed over the country. It was used 
by a disgruntled staff member and conservative groups to stage a media war against 
‘foreign influence’ and LGBTQ+  individuals. Pictures and full details of François 
and his colleagues as ‘LGBTQ+  activists’ started circulating. Soon, it became too 

Figure 3.3  François Ndoye.
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dangerous for François to stay and he and three colleagues left the country and 
ended up in Sweden.26

Behind closed doors

‘The message in the letter itself was not the problem,’ says François. The fact that 
it was published so openly made it easy for conservative groups and politicians to 
use it to make name for themselves. A common phenomenon in Senegal, according 
to François. For him, more than ever the international community has a role to 
play in supporting LGBTQ+  groups in Senegal. ‘My organization was supported 
by international agencies, which didn’t make much noise, and that helped.’ But the 
support must be provided in a way that doesn’t allow opportunist forces to frame 
the discourse. ‘People say that Senegalese are homophobes, but that’s not true. You 
have to talk with people behind closed doors and you can achieve a lot.’

Changing strategy

In the meantime, the situation for LGBTQ+  people in Senegal is deteriorating. A law 
is in the making to criminalize homosexuality. François: ‘There are no organizations 
left that can lobby against this law.’ Out of fear of being attacked, organizations 
that previously focussed on advocating for equal rights have returned to service 
delivery for HIV. François is disappointed about this. ‘If you’re going to do ser-
vice delivery, then at least support homosexuals who are beaten up. Strengthen the 
support for victims of homophobia at the local level.’

And the future?

François hopes to one day return to Senegal, but first there are some barriers to 
overcome. Social media is tenacious. As long as images of him keep circulating, 
François can’t safely return. So from his new home in Sweden, he persistently 
reaches out to social media platforms to have hate speech targeting him removed. 
To make matters worse, there is no family to welcome him home, as they have pub-
licly denounced him.

Despite everything, François stays positive. At least he has a few of his Senegalese 
friends and colleagues in Stockholm that he can talk to. ‘In Senegal, we love to dis-
cuss a lot.’

The support for gay rights by foreign donors is just one area where the values and 
hence interests of the Western public and the public opinion in many countries in the 
Global South don’t overlap: so the backlash against aid, and even the popularity payout 
it creates, can also materialize on different themes. For example, while Western donors 
prioritize climate change in their aid (e.g. no more support for gas and coal installations 
overseas), in many low- income countries, access to energy (no matter which source) is 
the first priority. While Western donors might favour national parks for tourism and 
biodiversity in low- income countries, these countries might prioritize livelihoods. While 
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many donors might favour birth control, many families do not want other countries to 
tell them how many kids they should have. While many donor countries would like to 
reduce irregular migration, most recipient countries would prefer to increase remittances. 
In short, preferences often do not align, and by adopting a moralizing language (and 
often practices), donors feed their resistance.

3.3 Conclusion: why are we so ill- equipped to detect the backlash effect and what 
can be done?

The consequences of the backlash effect are dire. Ebola patients are forced to flee 
treatment centres and the virus can spread more readily. Gay activists, supported by 
the international community, are beaten to death, and anti- gay laws are adopted. 
More recently, testing campaigns against COVID- 19 had to be stopped because of a 
backlash.27

Since backlash can be so strong, we should be vigilant in picking up the signs of 
resistance. However, in evaluations of international donors it rarely surfaces. In fact, in 
an assessment of 700 evaluation documents of Dutch aid, it wasn’t mentioned a single 
time.28 That is why this type of unintended effect is the book’s first chapter: we are not 
very good at identifying signs of impending backlash. Why is that the case? The incentives 
in the international development system are stacked against these early warning signals, 
as one disappointing experience of a diplomatic colleague of mine shows.

3.3.1 An international development system stacked against early warnings of a backlash

A couple of years ago I got a phone call from a colleague based in our embassy in Mali. 
‘I have written a book about Mali. I did it in a personal capacity, but I shared a copy 
of the manuscript with the ministry for their information. They now want me to delete 
the last couple of chapters. They think that it gives too much space to local voices that 
are critical of the donor community. Can you please have a look at my draft book and 
say what you think I should do?’

Those last chapters of the book were my favourites. This is where she shows how 
large parts of the population felt that their government was elitist and that collusion 
with foreign donors enabled their lavish lifestyles. There is also a chapter in which 
she gives voice to some Malian youth, who are very critical about the ‘foreign inter-
ference’ in the country. At the end of the book, she predicted that this disgruntlement 
of the population would soon boil over, unless donors radically changed their course 
and aligned themselves more with the general population than with the disconnected 
elites of the country.

Unfortunately, the pressure she experiences is too high; she virtually deletes this most 
interesting chapter from her book and resigns, disillusioned with the Ministry. Fast 
forward four years later, to 2021: massive demonstrations rock the capital in favour 
of a coup by army colonels. The demonstrators hold cardboards saying ‘Mali belongs 
to the Malians and not to the International Community.’ The coup leaders vow to 
change the country’s relationship with Europe, specifically France. Three months later 
the French ambassador is expelled, and the French troops have left Mali six months 
later. Popular support for the coup plotters was now higher than ever, and they invited 
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Russian mercenaries to restore order. This is a classic example of the backlash effect. 
My colleague saw it coming, but was effectively silenced.

3.3.2 Two opposing tales of foreign aid: the two Haitis

It appears that there are two Haitis –  one as seen by the Haitians and one by the inter-
national community. Which news you follow is important. If you follow Radio France 
Internationale or CNN, like most diplomats and aid workers, less than a quarter of the 
publications you read are negative about the United Nations (23 per cent). However, if 
you follow the grassroots media in Haiti (Haiti has a tradition of participatory and citizen 
journalism), this percentage of negative reporting rises to 78 per cent!29 In the local news, 
stories about the history (from foreign occupation to manipulation –  see textbox below) 
are often repeated. The internationally mobile aid workers are largely unaware of this 
fraught past, or are hesitant to integrate it into their conversations. Anthropologist Mark 
Schuller goes as far to conclude that ‘Unfortunately, this silencing of the past is a major 
reason why these aid agencies fail in countries such as Haiti.’30 This silence contributes 
to the emergence of two opposing narratives of the same foreign aid phenomenon, as 
shown by the textbox. It becomes very difficult to learn once you are inside a certain 
narrative and advocacy group. That is why I coined the term ‘bounded policy learning’ 
in Chapter 2, and that is what seems to be happening in Haiti. As Table 3.1 shows, it’s 
almost as if international aid agencies and the people of Haiti seem to live in a completely 
different Haiti!

3.3.3 Hopeful examples to avoid a backlash: when Catholics start to distribute condoms

As the repeal of abortion rights in the United States shows so clearly, few issues can 
provide more backlash than sexual and reproductive rights. A Catholic NGO, Cordaid, 
was successful however in integrating condom distribution by their Catholic partners 
in Africa without a big backlash. This despite parts of the Catholic establishment being 
vehemently opposed to it. How did they do it? A careful reconstruction shows that key 
elements were (1) organizing local consultations with experts, (2) engaging seriously 
in religious and spiritual debates, and (3) including testimonies from other actors in 
the Global South in the discussion. In short, they prevented a backlash by respectful 
dialogues.31

And instead of distributing the condoms with much fanfare in front of the churches, 
they used more discrete methods to allow all actors to save face. By continuing to work 
with the local structures, Cordaid could build on networks of thousands of volunteers 
deeply embedded in the societies where they intervened. Instead of creating ‘spaces of aid’ 
(the cars and compounds that create a division between the local and the international, 
and can contribute to a backlash), they invested in a locally led response.32

I understand if this first chapter might be a bit off- putting, as the challenges to effective 
international solidarity appear plentiful, and the remedies cumbersome. However, as you 
progress in this book you will see that for some unintended effects much more action has 
already been taken, for instance, concerning conflict effects, on which we focus in the 
next chapter.
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Table 3.1  Two tales of the same foreign aid and intervention: case of Haiti

Mainstream Haitian view Mainstream development sector 
view

Distant past • Colonialism (first French, then 
American)

• Slavery
• Successful uprising against 

foreign domination under 
national hero Toussaint 
Louverture

• Nearly non- existent; little 
knowledge by humanitarian 
workers of historical and cultural 
context33

Recent past 
(since 1980s)

• CIA- led coup against 
democratically elected 
popular Prime Minister 
Aristide34

• Local corruption is endemic
• Viewed from the aid sector, local 

politics looks complicated35

Reasons for 
high levels of 
poverty

• Foreign exploitation before, 
during, and after the 
Cold War

• Foreign powers loaned money 
to corrupt Duvalier regime, 
and ordinary Haitians had to 
pay back

• Forced liberalization, leading 
to an influx of dumped 
agricultural products such 
as rice, destroying local 
livelihoods36

• Haiti doesn’t make use of the 
long- term aid that is given because 
of political instability, economic 
failure, violence, corruption, and 
high insecurity37

Reasons for 
low state and 
organizational 
capacity

• International donors have 
set up a parallel state, the 
international NGOs, in order 
to weaken the Haitian state38

• Because of a culture of laziness, 
dependence, and fatalism, local 
capacities remain weak39

Peacekeeping 
mission

• It is a foreign occupation, 
leading to increased costs 
of living

• Cholera, brought by the 
peacekeepers (some say ‘on 
purpose), killed thousands of 
compatriots40

• Overall, it has been a force for 
good, contributing to the stability 
of the country41

Impact of aid • It serves the interest of the aid 
agencies and the aid workers, 
not the ordinary Haitians

• Ordinary Haitians are not 
consulted on how the aid 
funding is spent and there is 
a lack of transparency as to 
where and how it is spent42

• While the long- lasting effects of 
aid have been disappointing, it has 
helped in the recovery after, for 
instance, the earthquake and HIV- 
AIDS reduction

• There are some excesses by aid 
agencies (e.g. the Oxfam sex 
scandal), but these are being 
addressed43

Impact of 
narrative

• Tendency to try to obtain 
personal benefit of aid

• Anti- foreign sentiments and 
nationalism strengthened44

• International actors see no  
other option than continuing  
what they have always done:  
provide emergency aid through 
international NGOs45
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How to tackle backlash effects

Policymakers (and politicians)

 • Try to have no ulterior motives and be cognizant of them if they’re present. Since a 
backlash is often related to suspicion about ulterior motives of aid and development 
(the concerns about double agendas and double standards), it makes most sense to 
have no ulterior motives. Giving aid should hence be really about aiding.

 • If ulterior motives do exist, at least communicate openly about them. Since other 
motivations are likely to continue to play a role in foreign aid (export promo-
tion, migration management, etc.), it makes sense to communicate openly about it.  
By being explicit about other objectives, also more equitable partnerships can 
emerge.

 • Localize aid. Another driver for discontent is the lack of ownership. Western 
governments, agencies, and individuals are still too much in the driver’s seat. 
A respectful dialogue about divergent values is lacking. ‘Localization’ of aid (the pro-
cess in which more use of local actors and structures is used and the local voices shape 
the aid) is important. Localization doesn’t mean setting up a local office of an inter-
national NGO, which often means de- localization.

 • Engage in silent diplomacy. If there is a risk of backlash against foreign public 
statements, try to bridge local differences by bringing groups together behind the 
scenes instead of engaging in megaphone diplomacy.

Practitioners

 • Programme in an adaptive way. Adaptive programming appears key to respond to 
early signs of a backlash. A pause or change in programming can be needed if a back-
lash is forming. If security (of, for instance, local partners) is at risk, organizations 
must always be willing to pull out.

 • Know your context and diversify information sources. A more diverse informa-
tion base in the development sector is required. Expatriates need to improve their 
awareness of the undercurrents in the society in which they are working. Aid 
workers need to get out of their compounds, they need to exchange more informally 
with local staff and the population, they need to speak local languages and consume 
local news. They need to understand better local grievances against foreign aid and 
guidelines, which are often rooted in a deep- seated (and often justified) mistrust of 
foreign ‘aid.’

 • Work under the radar where relevant. Especially if they work on sensitive issues, it is 
often better to work with local partners and not brag publicly about successes.

Evaluators (but basically everybody)

 • Do not engage in (self- )censorship. Operators in the aid sector should neither engage 
in self- censorship nor allow others to censor them. Backlash is a normal phenomenon; 
ignoring it doesn’t make it disappear. Support evaluators and aid workers who dare to 
research and better understand it, instead of aiming to silence them.
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4  Conflict effects
Fighting over and with aid

Unintended conflict effects occur when the external intervention strengthens 
rebel groups or increases tensions between individuals, (ethnic) communities, or 
recipients and non- recipients.

What flavours do we see?

1 Direct conflict effects. Rebel groups siphon off the services or products provided 
by the external intervention (often by violent means) and aid strengthens these 
groups. The refugee warrior effect is a subtype of the direct conflict effect. In this 
case, refugees and internally displaced people become soldiers because of the aid.

2 Indirect conflict effects. The services or products provided by the external inter-
vention are associated with increased conflict between communities, ethnic or 
other groups, and/ or between recipients and non- recipients: fighting because of 
aid or made possible by aid. Indirect conflict effects also comprise staff welfare 
effects related to conflict.

In which instances have unintended conflict effects been observed? Two examples:

1 Direct conflict effects: from Chechnya to the Sahel, aid workers face the risk 
of kidnappings. Kidnapping is becoming an increasingly profitable industry 
for rebel groups and insurance companies. An example of the refugee warrior 
effect has been observed in the refugee camps in the eastern DRC in 1994 and 
1995, which former genocidaires were using as their base to launch attacks into 
Rwanda.

2 Indirect conflict effects: the recruitment policies of aid agencies have contributed 
to violent antagonism between the local population and the international com-
munity, for instance, in South Sudan. The local population resented non- local 
staff as they felt that ‘their’ jobs had been stolen, contributing to violent protests.

Key concepts from complexity thinking that help in understanding conflict effects:

1 Non- linearity. If aid structurally benefits (or disadvantages) one group over 
another, this can lead to a build- up in tensions. This tension continues to grow 
under the surface for a long time, until violence at one point suddenly erupts.
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2 Adaptive agents. Rebel leaders are flexible when it comes to where they get their  
resources. When there is an increase in foreign aid, they focus on how they  
can maximize their revenue from this resource, be it kidnapping or siphoning  
material aid.

With some books, I have developed quite an intense love– hate relationship. Having 
a love– hate relationship with a book, is that even possible? With the book Famine 
Crimes of Alex de Waal, it apparently is.

I had to read the book in the year 2000, back when I was a student. I first admired 
the book because it turned my spoon- fed ideas about hunger and famine upside down. 
I was raised by the ads of aid agencies with the idea that hunger in Africa resulted from 
droughts, locusts, and crop failure and that aid agencies –  if we donated –  could solve 
this problem. The book rejects this view and shows how hunger in Darfur in the 1980s 
was human- made, used as a weapon of war. More importantly, it also shows how aid 
agencies, intending to do well, ended up prolonging the conflict. Being a starting aca-
demic, I loved the book for showing the complex effects of humanitarian aid.

When I became a policymaker, I started to dread the book. In 2003, conflict and 
famine resurged in Darfur. How could we ever choose between aiding conflict and 

Figure 4.1  Conflict effects in action: kidnapping aid workers is one way of keeping the war and 
rebel economy going.

Source: Maarten Wolterink.
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simply letting people starve? The question resurged in Syria in 2014: should we let 
the internally displaced Syrians in government- controlled areas starve for fear of 
supporting the Assad regime? I loathed the book for highlighting a problem without 
posing a solution.

Currently, I am in the phase where I love and hate the book simultaneously. I have 
my students, and I use the book to teach them how well- intentioned efforts can have 
adverse effects. I don’t come up with easy solutions either. Nevertheless, the oper-
ational typology of unintended effects can serve as an assessment framework to take 
the ‘should I stay or should I go’ decision more informedly (see Section 13.1). This 
chapter deals with the direct and indirect conflict effects of aid and the remarkable 
progress in the sector to learn from its mistakes: the uptake of a conflict- sensitive way 
of working by the sector.

4.1 Direct conflict effects: those with guns never go hungry

Humanitarian aid is particularly easy for armed factions and opposition groups to appro-
priate since unarmed personnel must transport it physically over long distances, often 
through disputed territories.1 Even when aid reaches its intended recipients, it can still 
be appropriated or ‘taxed’ by armed groups or rogue parts of the regular army, against 
whom the recipients are typically powerless. This misappropriated aid (together with 
other resources gathered by rebels) is then used to fund conflict. Over the past decades, 
the stealing and taxing of humanitarian aid by armed actors has been documented in 
Ethiopia, Sudan, Afghanistan, and many other countries.2 When rebel groups start 
stealing and diverting aid to wage war, I speak of direct conflict effects.

One way of diverting aid money is to kidnap aid workers, and according to Reuters 
aid worker kidnappings are becoming ‘big business.’3 With tight security guidelines 
for large international agencies and expatriates (such as the United Nations), security 
risks have been largely outsourced to local agencies and staff originating from the 
countries of operations. This becomes visible when analysing the data on kidnap-
ping and attacks on aid workers: over 98 per cent concerns staff originating from 
the countries of operations.4 As explained in the introduction, unintended effects are 
unequally distributed, with less powerful groups –  in this case staff operating in the 
countries they originate from –  bearing the brunt of the negative ones (abduction). 
When debating racism in the sector, we need to talk about outsourcing risk to people 
of colour.

Despite –  or maybe because –  aid workers from the Global North face much lower 
risks of violence and kidnapping, they get all the more press attention when something 
does happen. These cases give us an insight into the scale of the kidnapping business. Take 
the story of the kidnapping of Arjan Erkel in Dagestan from 2002 until 2004. A legal 
dispute arose between the Dutch section of Médecins Sans Frontières (his employer) and 
the Dutch state, which advanced the ransom. Normally, governments always deny that 
they have paid a ransom, as to avoid providing incentives for other kidnappers, but this 
time the ransom news leaked: the government wanted to ‘go Dutch’ for the ransom and 
split the bill between the employer and the state, but the NGO refused (even when it 
comes to paying a ransom, we Dutch people can be stingy!). Because of the court cases 
we know that a ransom of EUR 1 million has been paid to the Chechen rebels.5 Rebel 
groups fill their war chest through kidnappings: that’s why these abductions are direct 
conflict effects.
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Arjan Erkel was leading the operations for Chechnya Internally Displaced Persons 
in neighbouring Dagestan in 2002 when one night he was taken hostage by four 
terrorists. He was put in a hole under the ground for 607 days. Pressure on the Dutch 
prime minister to ensure his release was tremendous, especially when the kidnappers 
released photos of a suffering Arjan. In the end, the Dutch government ‘advanced’ 
EUR 780,000 to Médecins Sans Frontières, which channelled the funding to the rebels. 
Arjan was released, 18 kilos lighter than we he was captured. He received a hero’s wel-
come in the Netherlands, and the Dutch government received a boost for rescuing its 
citizen. Regrettably, not just the Dutch government got a boost, but also the extremist 
militiamen.

There are over a hundred people like Arjan Erkel every year, just showing how lucra-
tive this has become. We don’t hear about this often, because now 98 per cent of the 
hostages originate from the countries where they operate. Rebels are using this success-
fully to raise millions for their bloodshed from Burkina Faso to Myanmar and many 
places in between. While NGOs claim that they don’t pay a ransom, they are simultan-
eously using the kidnap & ransom (K&R) insurance of providers.6

Why don’t we know about the K&R insurances by NGOs and aid agencies? I once 
asked my wife, who was the international programme director of an international NGO, 
if she had such a ransom insurance, and she looked into the air: once the NGO has such a 
K&R insurance, one of the clauses is that they are not allowed to mention that anywhere, 
as this might drive up the ransom requested. As one of many, the insurance company 
Clement has special K&R insurance policies for NGOs and non- profits: ‘Being prepared 
with the right kidnapping insurance can save lives. Clements Worldwide Kidnap and 
Ransom Insurance provides financial indemnification and expert crisis management in 
case of a kidnapping for ransom, wrongful detention, and/ or extortion.’ For these kinds 
of insurance companies, K&R is very profitable: ‘[I] n an unintentional conspiracy, the 
terrorist, the victim, and the insurance companies have found a level at which they are 
all prepared to work. The kidnappers get their cash, the victims have insurance, and the 
insurance companies get their premiums.7

International aid agencies, especially humanitarian aid agencies, hence face tough 
dilemmas. How much are they willing to pay to get access to the target population, 
both in terms of human risks and in strictly monetary terms? The question is often not 
if organizations pay, but more so how they pay.8 If they pay cash, which is not standard 
practice, they need to worry about how they enter it into their cash registers, so that the 
costs won’t be disallowed. Instead of cash, just handing over a part of the food and non- 
food items is another way of getting access. The sector is dealing with the direct conflict 
effect daily, even though these dilemmas are hardly discussed openly.

I started with the question of how to choose between aiding rebels and letting 
people starve. I will not give any answers, but rather provide the tools for analysing 
these dilemmas. In the conclusion (Section 13.1) on humanitarian aid to South Sudan, 
it becomes clear that conflict effects (both direct and indirect effects) don’t come alone. 
Elite capture, democratization, tax, and corruption effects accompany them. To answer 
the question of whether or not to provide aid, all these various side effects need to be 
integrated into a decision framework, beyond just the question of how much money is 
siphoned off by rebel leaders.

Unfortunately, this integral way of decision- making is often lacking in the humani-
tarian sector, in part because of a dogmatic belief in the humanitarian principle of neu-
trality. This principle, that neither side of a conflict should benefit from aid, is important 
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in theory, but often not realistic in practice. However, since many humanitarians have 
been taught that this is how humanitarian aid should be, they often work with blinders 
on. Often they have ideological boundaries to learning, as they conflate what is with what 
should be. Observations that don’t tally with neutrality are all too often overlooked. For 
a more nuanced appraisal of how the humanitarian sector should move on with the prin-
ciple of neutrality in the 21st century, Hugo Slim –  a veteran humanitarian –  champions 
the view that also non- neutral actors should be considered humanitarians, as long as 
they contribute to the welfare of the groups they work in solidarity with (even if that 
is a rebel group). This more pragmatic take on the role of neutrality opens the space to 
discuss the side effects of humanitarian aid, which is hardly possible with a dogmatic 
view that argues that an organisation that doesn’t stick to 100 per cent neutrality is 
unprofessional.9

Without wanting to avoid the ‘should I stay or should I go question,’ the question 
could also be rephrased into ‘how can I stay?’ Many aid agencies have become creative 
in reducing the bait. The days of air droppings of food, such as that done by Operation 
Lifeline in the 1990s in Sudan, are over. Food aid (easily siphoned off) is increasingly 
being replaced by monetary aid on credit cards and phones (harder to be extorted during 
transport). By taking the blinders off, looking for alternatives that do less harm can start 
in earnest.

4.1.1 A special type of direct conflict effects: the refugee warrior effect

Walking through the internally displace persons camp Mugunga on the outskirts of 
Goma, DRC, I was impressed by its liveliness: small shops, bars, and hairdressers lined 
the neat grid of alleys. I was posted at the Dutch embassy in Kinshasa from 2008 until 
2011, overseeing Dutch humanitarian funding in the DRC. This included frequent visits 
to internally displaced persons camps such as Mugunga, where hundreds of thousands 
stayed.10 Wandering through these alleys, my thoughts also started wandering off. 
Fifteen years ago, displaced persons were also reenergizing and planning their next 
moves in these camps. At that time, these displaced persons were not Congolese, but 
also Rwandan refugees, including many génocidaires. Hutu militias, chased from 
Rwanda, rapidly took control of the camps in Zaire, using them as a base for arms 
smuggling and military operations. They extorted and appropriated aid resources in 
considerable quantities, terrorizing and assaulting refugees and humanitarian agency 
staff, and assassinating refugees who refused their demands.

As I listened to technical briefings by the camp managers, my eyes fell on groups 
of men sitting in front of the small houses: could they also be ‘refugee warriors’?11 
Were they benefiting from the humanitarian aid system to muster their strength to 
launch another rebel offensive? I suddenly felt deeply connected to my predecessors 
and their impossible dilemmas fifteen years ago. The humanitarian imperative obliged 
them to rescue the refugees from cholera (which killed 50,000 refugees in a matter 
of weeks in 1994). They were successful in combating cholera, but the extremist 
Hutu ringleaders also took huge advantage of the aid. As MSF reported honestly in 
a review of their intervention in the eastern DRC, ‘humanitarian aid was being mas-
sively misappropriated by extremist leaders … we were unintentionally supporting a 
militarized system run by perpetrators of genocide.’12
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The Hutu extremists in 1994 were refugee warriors. The big question is whether they are 
the exception or the rule: are revengeful refugees and displaced persons from Somalia, 
Syria, Afghanistan, and Palestine using the camps and the aid to prepare a violent 
comeback?

With hindsight, it becomes clear that aid benefitted warriors amongst the refugees 
on multiple occasions, sometimes even not wholly unintended. A clear example is the 
anti- communist Mujahedeen on the border between Pakistan and Afghanistan in the 
1980s and 1990s. Western countries wanted to get food aid to the displaced populations 
under their control: not just ‘needs’ were an important criterion, but also their anti- 
communist stance. The entire country was hungry, but the food aid went virtually exclu-
sively to the east of the country, where the Mujahedeen were strongest.13 Clearly, ‘our’ 
warlords were benefiting as humanitarians made deals with local commanders to obtain 
security. Taxation of aid transport (at gunpoint if needed) was also common.14 Some 
donors accepted ‘wastage levels’ of up to 40 per cent on cross- border programmes.15 
But since the refugee warriors were ‘our’ refugee warriors under the Cold War logic, the 
donors were willing to turn a blind eye.16 While aid agencies might successfully achieve 
‘neutrality’ at the tactical level (target people in the intervention area based on needs), it 
is harder for them to be neutral in selecting the intervention itself, which is more often a 
political choice.

It was not just in the geopolitical hotspot of Afghanistan where refugee warriors were 
supported. In Sri Lanka, the Tamil Tigers erected the Tamil Relief Organization (TRO). 
They were successful in pushing international agencies who wanted to operate in areas 
under their control to work through this agency.17 Agencies such as the United Nations 
International Children’s Emergency Fund (UNICEF) had to sign partnership agreements 
with the TRO, and when the Tsunami hit Sri Lanka, this enabled the TRO to fill their 
(violent) campaign coffers.18

Stedman and Tanner have written extensively on what they call ‘refugee manipula-
tion’ in refugee camps and concur that ‘separating soldiers from refugees’ is a useless 
suggestion.19 In their view, in many of the instances where the refugee camps were feeding 
the warriors, this was made possible –  as the Pakistan example shows –  as those refugees 
served the geopolitical interests of regional powers or global superpowers. Hence, focus-
sing on ‘separating warriors from refugees’ (as the UNHCR proposes) will not happen as 
long as states use aid to further their security interests.20

Even more striking is that many ‘refugee warriors’ don’t enter the camp as soldiers, but 
are recruited in the camps. Some refugee camps become a breeding ground for refugee 
warriors: the disillusioned men that constitute these camps are an important recruit-
ment pool for militants to tap into.21 Refugees are insufficiently integrated into the host 
country, receive little trauma/  psychological treatment, and are not allowed to work. 
Many of them risk becoming disillusioned, frustrated, and susceptible to narratives of 
fighting for some idealized community. After a military defeat at home, the warring party 
can use the suffering of refugees for its political purpose ‘to siphon off aid, establish the 
international legitimacy of their cause, and, by manipulating access to them, ensure that 
they will not repatriate. As long as armies control refugee populations, they can demand 
a seat in negotiations.’22

While the percentage of displaced people residing in camps has declined to about 25 
per cent, the overall number of displaced people is rising fast. For those active in pro-
viding services for displaced people, whether they are supporting (or breeding) ‘refugee 
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warriors’ remains an important question. The ‘neutrality blinds’ also don’t facilitate an 
open exchange. By not speaking up, humanitarians risk contributing to conflict in the 
long run. Aid workers are the antennas of the international community: if they do not 
include their field- level observations in the political debate, decision- makers will operate 
in a void.

4.2 Indirect conflict effects: when aid- funded programmes breed tension

It was the most stunning way in which I had ever woken up and will ever wake up. 
The sun was rising and colouring the Kilimanjaro and its snowy top in beautiful and 
ever- changing colours. Between the Kilimanjaro and us was a quiet savannah with 
elephants having breakfast at the edges of our lodge. I lived in Nairobi at the time 
with endless traffic jams and poor air quality, so I felt that my batteries were rechar-
ging here in Amboseli National Park. Yet, an uneasy feeling also started to nag at me. 
Questions started to pop up into my head: What had happened to the local popula-
tion, the Maasai, who used to live here? We had chosen to stay at a ‘sustainable’ eco- 
lodge which promised to ‘do no harm,’ but maybe the harm had already been done? 
What happened to the rights of the Maasai when the World Bank turned this place 
with the Kenyan government into a national park in the 1970s?

Making use of the Wi- Fi in the lodge, I could find out that about 6,000 Maasai 
people were living in the area that is now Amboseli National Park. Then, the national 
government decided to turn first the area in a reserve (meaning the Maasai could 
still live there, but not hunt, which they hardly did anyway). Subsequently, they 
turned it into a park, meaning the Maasai would have to leave. In retaliation, the 
Maasai began killing rhinos and other wildlife as a form of political protest and in 
fear that Amboseli would be officially declared a National Park.23 The World Bank 
co- financed a compensation scheme for the Maasai, including additional access to 
water outside the park and a revenue disbursement mechanism.24 This worked rea-
sonably well, and while there were occasional protests, especially when the promised 
funds did not get through, no violent clashes took place. Relatively assured on the 
Amboseli situation, I kept on reading on wildlife protection in Kenya, only to find 
out that in other parks the foreign- backed conservancies have contributed to –  often- 
deadly –  conflict.

The conflict around the Maasai in Amboseli is an example of an indirect conflict effect. 
I dub something an indirect conflict effect if an external intervention is associated with 
increased conflict between recipients and non- recipients or, for example, between class, 
gender, or ethnic lines. Rather than directly supporting conflict like direct conflict effects, 
these effects indirectly contribute to tensions. Unfortunately, the case of Amboseli doesn’t 
stand alone as an indirect conflict effect, as it became clear when I researched the estab-
lishment of another nature conservancy in Kenya.

According to Greiner, conservancies can contribute to conflict in two ways: by 
increasing the value of these environmental resources (extra money coming in) and 
by re- regulating access and control entitlements.25 The establishment of the Ltungai 
Conservancy, for instance, makes clear how internationally backed conservation 
methods can go horribly wrong. This Ltungai conservancy unintentionally contributed 
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to increased tensions between the Pokot and Samburu ethnic groups, which contributed 
to a violent spiral leading to the death of more than five hundred people in 2006 and 
2007. This newly established conservancy was a ‘community’ conservancy. Instead 
of the top- down conservancy of the 1970s (such as Amboseli), communities could 
now start them and attract international funding and tourists directly. However, in 
this case one ethnic group declared a sanctuary on the land of another community, 
or at least on contested territory.26 The NGO that supported the programme did not 
do a conflict scan beforehand and was not aware of the contestation. More conflict 
sensitivity is needed to prevent this from happening, and when I was widening my 
search, it become clear that this doesn’t only hold for conservancies, but also for other 
forms of environmental programming, such as the payment for environmental services 
programmes.

Over the last decade, the Payment for Environmental Services (PES) programmes have 
increased tremendously, partly because of the huge increase in financing related to climate 
and environment. Organizations such as the World Bank are now investing hundreds of 
millions into these PES programmes, especially for forest protection. The idea of PES is 
that titleholders of forests can get compensation for not cutting trees. A comprehensive 
academic literature by colleague Marloes Verholt indicated that conflict effects were a 
prevalent unintended effect of these types of programmes. PES programmes appear to be 
subject to the same mechanisms that make conservancy programmes contribute to con-
flict. The arrival of compensation payments suddenly makes it important to clarify to 
whom the forest belongs. Constructive ambiguity ceases to exist. Frozen conflicts about 
unclear boundaries can suddenly resurface, with examples as diverse as Vietnam, the 
DRC, and Mexico.27

To deal with the conflicts surrounding biodiversity efforts (amongst other problems), 
a global ‘Convivial Conservation Coalition (CCC)’ has been set up. The CCC criticizes 
the ‘green violence’ in and around so- called ‘fortress conservation parks,’28 where 
rangers are perpetrating often excessive violence against rural dwellers. They pro-
pose radical post- capitalist strategies, such as the Conservation Basic Income: a sti-
pend allowing people living close to protected areas to sustain biodiversity- friendly 
livelihoods without competing within a ruthless global marketplace in ways that under-
mine the ecosystem.29

But conservation and environmental programming is only one example of indirect 
conflict effects. A classic work on indirect conflict effects is the book Aiding Violence by 
Peter Uvin.30 He shows how donors in Rwanda colluded with the Hutu regime in the 
1980s, enforcing a system of structural violence against the Tutsi. In a sense, they were 
setting the scene for the genocide. While it is difficult to prove this causal relationship, he 
is right in stating that donors and aid agencies should ask more often: are we indirectly 
contributing to conflict by supporting particular partners or policies?

The good news is that agencies are increasingly asking questions on the link between aid 
and violence, as the fast rise of conflict- sensitive programming in the sector demonstrates. 
Before we turn to that, I would like to acknowledge the consequences of working in con-
flict areas on the welfare of aid agencies’ staff. Research by Daniella Vento shows that aid 
workers, especially local staff members, are mentally negatively affected by the conflicts 
in which they have to work. She also found that care for these local staff members leaves 
much to be desired, as also the testimony of Mary, working in north- eastern Nigeria (see 
textbox) makes clear.31
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Testimony by Mary: the humans providing humanitarian aid

My name is Mary. I have about seven years’ experience working in the humani-
tarian context. A large part of my work is supporting the reintegration of women 
and children survivors of Boko Haram in the northeast of Nigeria.

Fighting back the tears

As aid workers, we facilitate dialogue sessions to help people heal from their trau-
matic experiences. Part of this process is that people tell the stories of how their 
family members were killed. For me, it is a lot trying to battle with hearing those 
stories and not being emotional about them. I often have to fight back my tears 
and be strong for them. Often, in the evenings, I still remember what they said, 
I imagine their faces and what they must have gone through.

Secondary trauma

Working in this kind of conflict zone hurts me (for example dreaming about being 
attacked by Boko Haram while delivering my duties in the communities), and I also 

Figure 4.2   Mary. 
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hear from other peacebuilders that they experience this kind of ‘secondary trauma.’ 
Since I started this job five years ago, there have been some trainings on trauma- 
informed care and mental health. It is a first step, but I don’t think it’s enough 
given the context’s impact on the staff. Some good initiatives, such as a game room 
for staff to vent, never materialized because of insufficient funds. Even refresher 
trainings were not sustained. There seems to be donor fatigue regarding the north-
east of Nigeria, which has shifted priorities away. New staff members now mostly 
do without psycho- social care training due to the shrinking funds.

Consideration for national staff

Organizations have to look at how to compensate staff working in those locations, 
with for example R&R (Rest & Recuperation) policies, especially for staff who are 
not from there, to be able to see their families and to change environment. I am 
from the north- central part of Nigeria, which is very different from the northeast. 
The roads are not safe and the alternative is to travel by air, which is expensive for 
some of us –  considering what we are earning and the family responsibilities we 
have. Most can afford to travel back home only once a year.

The disparities between expats and national staff are also clear. While we are 
all impacted by the context, international staff are prioritized. The national staff 
should receive more consideration in terms of not just remuneration, but also in 
evacuation plans, for example.

The ‘human’ in humanitarian aid

Sometimes organizations can be a little hypocritical. We provide psycho- social 
aid, talk about dignity of human lives, and talk about many things, but we don’t 
really live up to it within our organizations. That doesn’t mean it’s all bad: positive 
initiatives are being taken to ensure the welfare and safety of staff, but that has to 
be improved. Organizations must look at the balance between the people who need 
aid and those who provide it.

4.3 The rise of conflict- sensitive programming

The UK Foreign Commonwealth and Development Office (formerly DFID) has been one 
of the frontrunners concerning conflict- sensitive programming. Conflict sensitivity is an 
approach to ensure that interventions do not unintentionally contribute to conflict, but 
strengthen opportunities for peace and inclusion.32 DFID was the first donor to require 
that all civil servants who are developing aid programmes develop conflict scans: ‘for 
all interventions in fragile and conflict- affected countries, you should set out how inter-
vening will make an important contribution to addressing conflict and/ or fragility, and 
how doing harm will be avoided.’ After DFID, many donors followed suit, and a similar 
requirement now holds for all civil servants working on EU interventions in fragile states.33 
In Germany, the Ministry of Development Cooperation and the Deutsche Gesellschaft 
für Internationale Zusammenarbeit (GIZ) established conflict units to increase conflict 
sensitivity.
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This conflict sensitivity should cover all aspects of unintended conflict effects, be they 
direct or indirect. When I worked for the conflict transformation organization Search for 
Common Ground in the DRC, we did many conflict sensitivity mappings for agencies 
such as UNICEF and UNDP. I think it helped them tremendously to make sure that, for 
instance, they did not build schools on contested lands and that their hiring practices did 
not favour one group over another. Having said that, I noticed that while our conflict 
scans were open about the ethnic cleavages in communities, the donors were often reluc-
tant to incorporate ethnicity- related considerations into their programmes. They feared 
that they would end up in political debates about ethnicity in those countries. Still, by 
ignoring this factor, donors are shooting themselves in the foot in the long term, as ethnic 
tensions also need to be addressed.

Evidence from Afghanistan also points in the direction that all the efforts of DFID to 
become more conflict- sensitive have helped. CARD- F was an agricultural programme 
in Afghanistan funded by DFID. The programme hadn’t done a proper conflict ana-
lysis, which led to incidents such as milk collection points being built in areas favouring 
one group over another.34 Then DFID invited CARD- F partners to conflict sensitivity 
training, and shared ideas for conflict analysis and mapping. CARD- F subsequently 
rolled out training for all of their staff, built complaints mechanisms into their projects, 
and started to share regular feedback with the donor about the way the programme was 
affecting the conflict and vice versa. Negative side effects were no longer swept under the 
carpet. As a result, the programme was able to track and mitigate where it was poten-
tially contributing to harm.

How to tackle conflict effects

Policymakers

 • Realize that neutrality is often a myth. A myopic focus on neutrality can reduce the 
degree to which humanitarian agencies consider different side effects, from conflict to 
marginalization and governance effects. Stimulate an open debate about this and mod-
ernize the principle of neutrality.

 • Promote providing material support that is less easily misappropriated. Digital 
transfers can replace cash handouts, and stay away from air droppings.

 • Explore less coercive alternatives. For agencies working in sectors that are most 
associated with conflict, such as environmental protection, ally yourself with new 
initiatives that seek more harmonious solutions to conservation, such as conviviality.

Practitioners

 • Work in a conflict- sensitive way. For agencies not working yet in a conflict- sensitive 
way: step up your game. This includes conflict mapping before an intervention, con-
tinuous conflict monitoring during the intervention, as well as adapting the program-
ming to signs of tensions and conflict. When planning, consider more sensitive issues, 
such as ethnicity, as they are often closely linked with conflict.

 • Realize that armed groups are highly adaptive agents. Armed groups can rapidly shift 
their income strategies, and aid agencies are their prime target.

 • Be open about the chosen risk appetite. For humanitarian workers operating in fragile 
environments: be more open about the dilemmas and the chosen risk appetite of the 
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organization and communicate more openly what this means for the likelihood of aid 
diversion, for instance.

 • Communicate openly about uneasy facts from the intervention area. For humanitarian 
agencies: communicate the information received by operating at the field- level, such as 
rebel recruitment of refugees.

Evaluators

 • Acknowledge and measure the potential militarization of refugee camps and humani-
tarian aid. Weigh short- term and long- term interests, and make careful decisions based 
on this analysis. Whenever possible, address militarization at the political level.

 • Tap into local contextual knowledge. Locals often have a better idea of the conflicts in 
the area. Please give them the lead in mapping exercises of these conflict- sensitive areas 
(instead of flying in people from abroad to do the job).
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5  Migration and resettlement effects
Aid- induced displacement

Unintended migration and resettlement effects occur when an external intervention 
creates a movement of population, either towards or away from the intervention, 
which is different from the objective of the intervention. These movements can be 
either voluntary or involuntary.

What flavours do we see?

1 Aid- induced resettlement. Externally funded projects need land which people 
currently occupy, thus requiring their voluntary or involuntary resettlement.

2 Migratory push effects. Successful aid projects relax the budget constraint for 
beneficiaries, or their direct family, providing them the means to migrate.

3 Migratory pull effects. The external intervention incentivizes people in 
surrounding regions to migrate or temporarily move to the site of the aid 
intervention.

In which instances have unintended migration and resettlement effects been 
observed? Three examples:

1 Aid- induced resettlement: the construction of internally sponsored hydraulic 
dams has led to the resettlement (voluntary and involuntary) of millions of 
people over the last decades, for instance, in China. This resettlement is aid- 
induced if there is international development assistance involved substantially.

2 Migratory push effects: cash transfers to rural families providing them with the 
means to send one family member to an urban area, for instance, in South Africa.

3 Migratory pull effects: the incentives that stimulate people to migrate (or even flee) 
to project intervention areas can be for social, economic, or security reasons. Aid 
projects often provide one of few opportunities for formal employment in econom-
ically insecure regions, but aid organizations –  especially peacekeeping missions –  
can also provide a protected area for civilians at risk, such as in South Sudan.

Key concepts from complexity theory that can help to understand migration and 
resettlement effects:

1 Interconnectivity. The borders between the target area and the surrounding 
area are porous. People move in and out, sometimes voluntarily and sometimes 
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involuntarily. By ignoring these movements we can overestimate the impact of 
the intervention when those negatively affected by the intervention move out, just 
like we can underestimate its impact if those positively affected by it move out.

2 Alternative impact pathways. Often we assume that certain outputs (e.g. extra  
training) lead to certain outcomes (e.g. less unemployment in the target area,  
hence less outward migration), but it could also be that the same output leads  
to a different outcome (e.g. higher perceived job opportunities in foreign labour  
market, hence more outward migration). 

5.1 Aid- induced resettlement: the blurred boundaries between voluntary and 
involuntary resettlement

5.1.1 What statistics can’t show: the hidden costs of resettlement

A young woman was singing in the newly constructed school. The song was beau-
tiful and chilling at the same time. While she was singing in a language that I could 

Figure 5.1  Migration effects in action: resources obtained in regional refugee centres might lead to 
more migration.

Source: Maarten Wolterink.
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not comprehend, it was clear that she was singing about sorrow and resistance. I was 
looking around me and I saw that also the other members of the delegation were taken 
aback by the dramatic performance. I was leading a delegation of the Dutch govern-
ment with Dutch energy firm CEOs and Dutch NGOs in my wake. It was an official 
fact- finding mission of the Dutch government, as we were importing a lot of coal from 
South Africa while also supporting the country to reduce the social costs of mining.

We were sitting in a newly constructed school, because the local population was 
resettled from a new coal mining area. The entire village was new and located in the 
coal- mining region of Mpumalanga, where so much coal is mined that it touches all 
your senses: you breathe it in the heavy air, you smell it in the alcoholic breaths of 
some of the (ex)- mineworkers you cross, and see it when climbing the mining pits.

The mining companies wanted us to visit the new village because it was a shining 
example of its internationally backed relocation scheme for affected populations. 
The NGOs wanted us to visit it, because it was a typical example that laid bare the 
differences between the glossy brochures highlighting the successes of the social turn 
in mining and the realities on the ground. The company claimed it was voluntary 
resettlement and had the signatures for it. The community, meanwhile, said it was 
involuntary: they were never given a proper choice, signature or not.

The newly constructed houses looked small but solid, the school was spacious and 
colourful, the road to the village wasn’t paved, yet of good quality, so what was the 
problem? I was raised in a quantitative tradition, working as a statistical programmer 
at LSE’s economics research centre. However, nowhere was the gap for me more clear 
between the rosy statistics and the lived realities than in Mpumalanga. It was not that 
the statistics were incorrect (e.g. the ‘number of people with access to clean water’ had 
indeed increased due to their resettlement); they were just inadequate to capture the 
population's wellbeing. The women, for instance, explained that they did not have 
access to the graves of their parents anymore, because these graves were still located 
on the land the coal mining companies acquired. They were in grief, as they could 
not honour them as they used to (showing the importance of having a broad defin-
ition of well- being).1 I have browsed so many development indicator databases that 
I lost track, but I found nothing that remotely captures the spiritual dispossession 
I felt there. While the performance standards of the International Finance Cooperation 
require attention for ‘cultural heritage,’ which can include burial sites, these standards 
haven’t reached the coal- mining areas in South Africa yet.

Involuntary resettlement poses a real development dilemma: if one farmer is resisting 
being resettled and this prevents a critical dam from being constructed that will provide 
energy to a million people, whose interests should prime? I am not of the school that 
involuntary resettlement is unacceptable under any circumstances: countries often have 
reasonable legal frameworks for it, including compensation. The questions that devel-
opment agencies and financial institutions (and preferably governments) need to pose 
themselves are: has everything been done to achieve voluntary –  instead of involuntary 
resettlement? Is the legal framework in the country reasonable and has it been followed? –  
Is the relation between individual costs and societal benefits reasonable? Answers to these 
questions are often subjective, as the example of Mpumalanga showed. This chapter 
analyses how major development banks have been dealing with this dilemma, and how 
the rise of Chinese development financing is changing the way this dilemma is being 
addressed.
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5.1.2 International aid and (in)voluntary resettlement: two sides of the same coin

Resettlement is often considered unavoidable: villages are sometimes just literally ‘in 
the way’ of development. While resettlement is normally unintended (projects are not 
developed to resettle people), it is also anticipated. This speaks to the first myth we busted 
in the book’s introduction (Myth 1: Unintended effects cannot be anticipated). Take, the 
case of Sarima, a village in northern Kenya, researched by Danish NGO Danwatch.2 
When I lived in Nairobi for a couple of years, the frequent blackouts were a sign that 
Kenya desperately needed more energy to transition to a middle- income country. The 
village of Sarima found itself in the way of solving that: it was located on a dirt road 
between a planned mega wind farm (350 turbines) in northern Kenya and the nearest 
city.3 The dirt road had to become a major road to transport the 350 turbines, so the 
village had to move. The government considered that the enormous benefits of the mega 
wind farm, which would provide about 15– 20 per cent of all energy in Kenya and was 
co- financed by various state- owned development banks, outweighed the costs. The side 
effects were taken for granted and it became just a matter of minimizing the ‘collateral’ 
damage of development.

There are thousands of towns like Sarima finding themselves in the way of develop-
ment, from the almost one million Chinese living too close to the Three Gorges Dam in 
China to the thousands of poor families at the urban peninsula of Luanda.4 Their ‘choice’ 
is often between leaving on their own accord or being ‘bulldozered’ away. According to 
the final report of the World Commission on Dams,5 between 40 and 80 million people 
worldwide have been resettled by the construction of dams alone. This figure hence 
excludes (in)voluntary resettlement because of, for instance, urban re- development (the 
Luanda case) and wind energy projects (such as Sarima), in which donors often had an 
important hand.6

Resettlement is the daily bread and butter of international development projects, and 
will become increasingly so with the world population continuing to rise and the squeeze 
on land becoming increasingly tight. While many of the international development banks 
and export credit agencies have due diligence measures in place, this often goes wrong. 
An analysis by Kelebogile Zvobgo and Benjamin Graham of all the official complaints 
that are logged by communities that are affected by World Bank projects makes this 
clear.7

They analysed 250 complaints filed by affected communities at the inspection panel of 
the World Bank since its inception in 1993. Their overview of the 250 complaints reads 
like an encyclopaedia of the unintended effects in this book. Resettlement (both volun-
tary and involuntary) was, after environmental and economic damages, the third largest 
area of concern for plaintiffs: 25 per cent of the complaints concerned resettlement. The 
overview also shows that World Bank programmes in the transport and mining sector 
are particularly prone to negative side effects. The interventions by the inspection panel 
concerning the issues around (in)voluntary resettlement led in 33 per cent of the cases to 
a change in the project, in 30 per cent of the cases to compensation, and in 25 per cent 
of the cases to an acknowledgement of the harm caused.8 This shows how important the 
resettlement issue is when dealing with unintended effects.

A key reason that we can track the (in)voluntary resettlement problems of World 
Bank programmes is that there are detailed guidelines and an independent and accessible 
complaints mechanism. If negative side effects don’t surface in regular reporting (because 
of institutional pressures to showcase success) such an independent feedback loop 
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can overcome these institutional boundaries to learning. In the testimony of Madame 
Messina, a fish trader who is experiencing first- hand the unintended effects of Western- 
funded development projects shares her story. This story would not have been known 
without the complaints mechanism.

Testimony by fish trader Mme. Messina: how a new dam means progress for 
Cameroon and worries for local inhabitants

It all sounds very promising. The development of a massive dam in the Sanaga 
River, Cameroon’s largest river, will connect a part of the population to low- cost 
hydroelectric power. This so- called Nachtigal dam is funded by international finan-
cial institutions like the World Bank, the European Investment Bank (EIB), and the 
African Development Bank (AfDB), and will be completed in 2023. Yet, commu-
nities living around the river are sounding alarm bells. Building a dam in the river 
that is so important to people’s livelihoods is causing several serious social, environ-
mental, and economic issues, and locals feel they were insufficiently informed and 
consulted and compensated before construction started.

Mme. Messina is a community member living near the Sanaga River. She is ‘eco-
nomically displaced,’ meaning she can’t earn the income she did before.

Reduced to a life of poverty

I have four children and I’m even a grandmother already. I am a representative of 
the community of fishmongers. I sell smoked fish, or I should say: I used to sell, 
because now I can’t anymore. Before the dam came, I was not miserable like today. 
We led an average village life and could afford the necessities. For example, we sent 

Figure 5.2  Madame Messina.
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our children to school. Now, we cannot fish anymore and are reduced to a life of 
poverty.

The destruction of sacred sites, medicinal plants, and water resources

The area was sacred and reserved only for special spiritual leaders of the village. 
They organized essential rituals for the whole village where problems could be 
solved. In addition, great apes and reptiles, considered holy, used to cross the 
Sanaga River. There were also trees and other plant species used for medicine.

Efforts by the international community for compensation

The international organizations tried to come up with a compensation, but it took 
a very long time and was little. First they did a census of who was living in the 
area, but that went wrong, because many people got counted that don’t live here. 
And when we got compensation, it helped us only for a short time and wasn’t 
permanent.

What is your advice for the ‘international community’?

International donors have most certainly contributed to development. But we are 
asking for more consideration for the local populations when these grand structural 
projects are set up. There should be policies in place that provide a solution for the 
immediate impact these constructions have. Also, the communities must be trained 
to be dynamic and economically profitable in the long term.

In the end, this project is good for the Cameroonian state’s economy, but for our 
part we plunged into a suffocating misery.

In 2022, an official complaint was filed to the World Bank on behalf of the communities living near the 
Nachtigal Hydropower Project. In February 2023, the case was still in ‘dispute resolution process’ (all 
documents are publicly available).

5.1.3 Sliding backwards? From consent to consultation

In line with its shift from benefactor to banker, China has set up two development 
banks since 2014: the New Development Bank (NDB) and the Asian Infrastructure 
Investment Bank (AIIB).9 These banks compete with the World Bank and other 
Western- dominated development banks financially and ideologically. Democratic 
control, also on (in)voluntary resettlement, is more limited for these banks.10 Civil 
society organizations (a key driver of taking side effects seriously) have no formal 
access to these banks: the AIIB and the NDB do not even ensure consultation and 
exchange. Their access- to- information policies are less comprehensive than that of 
the World Bank, as they give member states the final say about which documents will 
be public and which ones will be classified. The NDB does not even give individuals 
or groups affected by its projects the right to file complaints. If we will see fewer 
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complaints about the (in)voluntary resettlements linked to projects of these banks, it 
is not because there are no complaints, there is just a higher likelihood that they are 
swept under the carpet.

Guidelines for ‘Free, Prior, and Informed Consent’ (FPIC) are crucial for thousands of 
communities facing eviction because of internationally financed projects. The World Bank 
(following the International Finance Corporation guidelines) requires that their clients 
practice this. For indigenous populations, they follow the United Nations Declaration on 
the Rights of Indigenous Peoples:

Indigenous peoples shall not be forcibly removed from their lands or territories. No 
relocation shall take place without the free, prior, and informed consent [FPIC] of the 
indigenous peoples concerned and after agreement on just and fair compensation and, 
where possible, with the option of return.

So what did the Chinese- dominated banks do to this powerful clause? They kept the 
acronym FPIC. They only changed the C from Consent to Consultation.11 While the 
suffering of those displaced without consent doesn’t compare to my woes, it feels as if 
my wife is warning me that from now on I am only allowed to join the family holidays if 
I won’t bring my laptop, and dubbing this warning ‘a consultation.’ Luckily, we still use 
the ‘consent’ (instead of ‘consultation’) guidelines in our household, otherwise this book 
would have never seen the light of day!

Western international financial institutions have made important progress in 
strengthening safeguards for (in)voluntary resettlement, even though much can be 
improved, as the World Bank inspection panel shows. The incidence of ‘aid accidents’ 
is reduced. However, resettlement side effects might be on the rise again now that the 
Chinese rules of the game give less voice to those who have to be moved in the name of 
development. However, if the governments of countries where China invests have strong 
safeguards, the Chinese actors will tend to align their practices as they work with host 
governments’ consent. To protect populations the most direct way might thus be to work 
with host governments to strengthen their safeguards.

We have just dealt with resettlement effects, relating to anticipated relocations of 
populations that are affected by development programmes. We now move to migra-
tory side effects of development programmes. The academic literature increasingly pays 
attention to two opposing unintended effects concerning migration and finds strong 
evidence for both of them, depending on the situation.12 The migratory effects that 
academics have reported are both push and pull effects. Let us start with the migratory 
push effect.

5.2 Migratory push effects: a heated debate

One school of thought postulates that aid programmes, especially economic empower-
ment programmes, can inadvertently stimulate outward migration. Economists argue 
that successful development programmes ‘relax the budget constraint,’ meaning people 
have more means to migrate. In Chapter 8 on behavioural unintended effects, I will write 
that aspirations to migrate increase once people get more schooling; but in this section, 
I will focus on the increased possibilities people have to migrate because of more financial 
means (the so- called ‘hump effect’).
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The rather extreme migration story of a family friend in Kinshasa, Chantal, was a 
beautiful exemplification of the ‘relaxation of the budget constraint’ resulting from 
development programmes. Worldwide, there has been an absolute boom of micro-
credit programmes financed by international agencies, also in the eastern DRC. The 
intended effect of these microcredit programmes is to stimulate local entrepreneurship, 
not to facilitate emigration, but this is what happened in the case of Chantal. She was 
a small- scale trader from Butembo in the eastern DRC, from the Nande ethnic group, 
well- known for their business acumen (and cheap potatoes). She was a trader in pota-
toes and her business got a boost because of a microcredit loan. She decided to expand 
her business and start from Kinshasa, in dire need of potatoes in her view.

Alas, disaster struck: the plane she took from the eastern DRC to Kinshasa, with 
all her potatoes, crashed in a residential area in Goma just after take- off.13 Dozens 
of people died, but she miraculously survived the plane crash. Unfortunately, all her 
potatoes were gone and she was broke. Since the airline, Hewa Bora, still owed her a 
plane ticket, she decided to move to Kinshasa regardless, this time without potatoes.

Once she had arrived in Kinshasa, she found herself a job at the microcredit agency 
from which she had borrowed money in the eastern part of the country. The wages in 
Kinshasa were much higher than in the east of the country, so she was excited about 
her move, and started sending money back to her extended family in Butembo when 
her income rose. Chantal’s microcredit had enabled her to migrate. This was clearly an 
unintended but also a positive effect in the strict financial sense.

The story of Chantal hints at an important flaw of mainstream development pro-
gramme evaluations. Her financial success would have remained unnoticed in a 
standard effect measurement of the Butembo microcredit programme. She would just 
be one of the beneficiaries that could not be traced. In contrast, her substantial finan-
cial progress (and the money she is sending back to her family) can at least partially 
be attributed to the programme. Because of the tendency to evaluate ‘against design’ 
(what were the intended objectives), these types of issues are missed.

Academics have confirmed an increase in emigration and relocation of beneficiaries, and it 
has been well documented concerning ‘cash transfers,’ one of those other highly popular, 
newer forms of international development. The side effects of these cash transfers on 
prices will be discussed in Chapter 6 on price effects. But there are also unintended migra-
tion effects to these cash transfers.14

International donors supported the new South African pension scheme in the late 
1990s. The cash transfers aimed to reduce poverty amongst the elderly and it succeeded 
in that objective. However, it also had major migration effects on the prime- aged individ-
uals living in those pensioners’ households.15 It significantly increased their propensity to 
migrate to other parts of the country and find jobs. In the meantime, the grandparents –  
often in the rural areas –  would care for the grandchildren. Also in Mexico studies have 
shown that cash transfers can lead to an increase in migration, internal as well as inter-
national (to the United States in the case of Mexico).16

5.3 Migratory pull effects: external intervention as a magnet for populations

An alternative hypothesis is that aid programmes and external interventions are a major 
pull factor and will attract people from wide and far. Sometimes this is through the 
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employment opportunities that the programme offers. Do you remember the village, 
Sarima, in northern Kenya that had to be moved because of the road to the wind turbines 
in northern Kenya? Sarima, initially a village of around one thousand people, had nearly 
doubled in population during the peak of the construction works.17 This influx in workers 
had all sorts of consequences, from linguistic (more Swahili and English), to cultural 
(more modern clothing and less beadwork for women), to social (an increase in divorce).

Large- scale building projects and the United Nations (UN) peacekeeping missions  
are prone to migratory pull effects. Take the example of Malakal, a military basis of the  
UN Mission in South Sudan (UNMISS) during the Sudanese Civil War (2013– 2017).  
The intended objective of the military basis of the blue helmets was to provide a logistical 
hub for their soldiers, as well as a place to stay and from which patrols could be  
organized so that the South Sudanese could safely stay where they were living. However,  
many blue helmets had neither the equipment nor the political support to venture far  
away from their military bases to protect civilians. Subsequently, many South Sudanese  
simply thought, ‘If the blue helmets won’t come to us, we will come to them.’ Initially  
unintentionally, hundreds of thousands of South Sudanese sought and found relative  
refuge in impromptu ‘internally displaced people camps’ (IDP Camps) next to these mili-
tary bases. Sometimes these impromptu IDP camps even sprung up inside these bases  
after the IDPs entered the basis with force, such as in Malakal. The IDPs did not come  
to these bases for economic opportunities as was the case in Sarima, but because they  

Figure 5.3  New road also creates new business in the village of Sarima, Kenya.

Source: Danwatch. 
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feared being killed. Some officials initially opposed these spontaneous camps as they  
might increase rates of displacement, but in the end, the UN supported these ‘Protection  
of Civilians’ sites as they offered better opportunities for survival. Even the reports and  
analyses that criticize UNMISS’s failures highlight that many thousands of lives were  
saved via this ad hoc solution.18 In the end, the unintended migratory pull effect saved  
the mission.

Humanitarian aid can also attract displaced populations and influence decisions of 
refugees and IDPs. I experienced that first- hand when visiting the virtually empty 
riverine border town of Dongo in the DRC that was ravaged by ethnic violence in 
2011. We had to fly in a small humanitarian plane to the neighbouring country, the 
Republic of the Congo (RoC), to reach the town. After landing on the airstrip in 
the dense equatorial forest, we drove in a small bus for a couple of hours to the 
refugee camps established opposite the town of Dongo on the RoC side of the border. 
The refugees received their rations from the World Food Programme every week and 
were not hungry. The problem for the World Food Programme was that feeding the 
population in this remote location was expensive and the situation was now safe in 
Dongo, especially because peacekeepers were present. I was working for the organ-
ization Search for Common Ground. We had even mounted a radio station in Dongo, 
broadcasting messages to the other side of the border that the refugees could return. 
However, the refugees would not budge. Officially, that is.

In 2012, the UNHCR offered reintegration kits for those refugees who decided to 
return. I was in Dongo when the ‘first’ refugees came back with an official ceremony. 
They appeared happy when they received seeds and agricultural equipment, such as 
hoes, to ‘restart’ their lives. Official UN boats transported them and they were wearing 
orange life jackets. Traditional music and local dignitaries welcomed them. However, 
when I was looking across the river I saw quite some pirogues (local canoes dug out 
of tropical trees) shuttling back and forward. What was going on? After I talked to 
the local staff, it became clear that the ‘refugees’ had been commuting between their 
refugee camp (in the RoC) and their fish ponds and fields (in the DRC) all along. 
Suddenly, the entire ceremony felt fake, like a bad theatre play. The refugees had felt 
safe to come back for some time, almost daily; the food rations were keeping them 
officially across the border. The presence of the peacekeepers and the radio station 
were not enough to persuade them to come back. The movement back only started in 
earnest when the World Food Programme started to cut the rations it provided on the 
RoC side of the border.

Why hadn’t I been reading about these informal cross- border movements in the offi-
cial reports? I had been following the developments very closely! Why wasn’t it made 
clear to us humanitarian workers that it wasn’t so much because of the lack of safety 
in the DRC that people were not moving back, but largely because of the attraction of 
free food in the RoC? Once there is a narrative, donors and actors in the aid system 
are interested in keeping that narrative alive. Since so few people have a chance to see 
what is really going on, these narratives can be left unchecked: I only found this out 
because I was physically present there. Side effects can be turned a blind eye to, and 
success stories can be mediatized.19 The remote monitoring trend accelerated by the 
coronavirus pandemic further exacerbates this effect.
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External intervention can act as a pull factor, be it economic (Sarima), security (Malakal), 
or nutritional (Dongo). Academic research in countries as diverse as Malawi and Syria 
confirm this: people in need vote with their feet, and often the movement is towards the 
external intervention.20

5.3.1 Recap: migration and resettlement

If there is one thing that becomes clear from this chapter, it ought to be that migratory 
and resettlement effects are often part and parcel of international aid programmes. What 
strikes me is that migration effects are virtually always left out of evaluations. Of the 
almost 700 evaluation documents of the Operations and Evaluations Department of the 
Netherlands Ministry of Foreign Affairs between 2000 and 2020, only five documents 
paid attention to possible migration effects of aid programmes. Why are these effects so 
often overlooked?

When it comes to involuntary resettlement, large international players such as devel-
opment banks have a stake in downplaying these unintended effects. It is already difficult 
enough for them to get all the financing and clearance needed to move forward with their 
mega projects. The more people officially recognized to be in need of resettlement, the 
more difficult it will become to get the project approved. No wonder that the Chinese- 
dominated banks have moved from ‘free, prior, and informed consent’ to ‘free, prior, and 
informed… consultation.’

For the migration effects of aid (either inward or outward), a different mechanism is at 
play: it is just tough to measure it. In post- tests of development interventions (for instance, 
surveys administered to beneficiaries of aid programmes), researchers often note that they 
cannot find the same people as those that they had surveyed for the pretests. In technical 
terms, it is then noted that ‘there has been quite a high level of attrition.’ Subsequently, 
the findings are presented as the final and definitive results of a programme, excluding 
those who have left the programme.

But people who have ‘left’ the programme could often leave because of the said pro-
gramme, thus greatly impacting the programme outcomes. Why does this matter? It 
matters because people that have left the programme area greatly influence the actual 
impact of the programme. Has their emigration been facilitated because of the pro-
gramme? In that case, any additional income gains for them can also be credited to 
the programme. For instance, the cash transfers programme to low- income families in 
Mexico –  which enabled their journeys to the United States –  has clear positive multiplier 
effects, yet these are now overlooked. But the opposite can also be the case. An urban 
rehabilitation programme can lead to a higher measured income of the surveyed people 
in the rehabilitated area, but if this rehabilitation programme also involves the invol-
untary resettlement of slum dwellers from that area, who are not included in the final 
impact analysis, results will be grossly overestimated.21 We often pretend that we know 
the impact of aid, but migratory effects all too often fall through the cracks of evaluation 
mechanisms.

How to tackle migration and resettlement effects

Policymakers

 • Ensure strong and independent complaints mechanism for resettlement.
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 • Stimulate a level playing field in safeguards (towards the highest common denom-
inator): with the entry of new actors in the international development scene (espe-
cially Chinese- dominated banks), it is important to check if they have high safeguards 
concerning unintended effects of their operation, for example, concerning forced 
resettlement. The most direct route is to strengthen the laws and policies of the 
recipient government in this regard.

Practitioners

 • Develop local independent research hubs. Don’t exclusively rely on remote monitoring, 
but always try to have people on the ground without a stake in the development inter-
vention to understand what is actually going on.

 • Use a broad concept of well- being. When analysing the well- being of affected 
populations, do not only look at quantitative socio- economic indicators, but also at 
qualitative changes in well- being (e.g. loss of cultural heritage).

Evaluators

 • Include migrants (both incoming and outgoing) in both pretest and post- test. To detect 
unintended migration effects, post- tests need to be modified as to include those who 
have left the intervention area and the new arrivals as well.

 • Organize longitudinal studies. These are needed to determine if –  amongst others –  the 
resettled populations have been successful in securing durable livelihoods.
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6  Price effects
When aid drives prices up (or down)

Unintended price effects occur when an external intervention distorts prices in 
recipient or adjacent villages, communities, cities, or regions, or affects the exchange 
rates of local currencies.

What flavours do we see?

1 Downward price effects. An influx of externally provided and subsidized in- kind 
aid suppresses prices, undermining local producers and ultimately reducing local 
production capacities.

2 Upward price effects. An inflow of aid workers or externally provided cash aid 
contributes to (localized) inflation, pushing up the cost of living, especially for 
non- beneficiaries.

3 The Dutch disease. Aid inflows drive up the value of the local currency, 
rendering exports from the recipient country less competitive and reducing 
the long- term economic capacity of the recipient country to grow and develop 
economically.

In which instances have unintended price effects been observed? Three examples:

1 Downward price effects: food aid from outside depressed food prices, uninten-
tionally creating a disincentive for local farmers in Zimbabwe to produce food, 
which can ultimately reduce local food production capacities as well as local 
resilience.

2 Upward price effects: cash transfers lead to a rise in food prices in the 
Philippines due to a large influx of cash into a community, ultimately exacer-
bating malnutrition amongst non- beneficiaries whose access to food is 
reduced.

3 The Dutch disease: Ghana was a ‘donor darling’ during the 1980s and 1990s, 
but the influx of aid led to exchange rate appreciation with various adverse 
consequences: (1) an increase in prices in the non- traded goods sector and higher 
inflation and (2) reduced access to credit because of a tighter monetary policy to 
offset the exchange rate appreciation and potentially reduced international com-
petitiveness. However, other than Ghana, there are only a few convincing case 
studies of the Dutch disease.
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Key concepts from complexity thinking that help in understanding price and 
exchange rate effects:

1 Alternative impact pathway. The collection of second- hand clothing in the 
Global North to dispatch to people in the Global South also sets in motion 
an alternative impact pathway: it hurts the nascent apparel industry in various 
African markets.

2 Interconnectivity. There is an interconnectivity between beneficiaries and non-  
beneficiaries, as the example of the localized inflation induced by cash transfers  
indicates. This interconnectivity can offset gains achieved by the programme. 

Driving through Goma, a major city in eastern Congo, a major unintended price effect 
struck me. It was not so much the number of white four- by- four land cruisers (I had 
gotten used to those), but more the houses where those cars were parked. They were 
large villas, actually– modern and spacious, dotted along the peaceful shores of Lake 
Kivu. Full disclosure: I also lived next to Lake Kivu, but on the other side in Bukavu.

Every time I went to Goma (I lived in the DRC from 2008 until 2013, and went 
back regularly to visit afterwards), I would visit my friend ‘engineer Alain’ (friends 

Figure 6.1  Price effects in action.

Source: Maarten Wolterink.
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would call him ingénieur). The Congolese national electricity company had sent him 
to work in Goma. Every time I visited, he had moved house, and every time he moved, 
he went further from the lake. This was a shame for him, since the further you went 
from the lake, the worse the roads were, the less reliable the power supply and the 
trickier the security situation was. As we were chatting one evening, I asked him 
why he kept moving house. ‘The rents are just crazy, partially because of all these 
expatriates,’ he lamented. ‘Local middle- class people can no longer afford to live near 
the lake anymore. We have to move to the outskirts of the city.’ Rather wryly, he 
added: ‘the United Nations peacekeeping mission was sent here to protect us, but 
partly because of them, we have to move out to the unsafe parts of the city. Bizarre, 
n’est- ce pas?

At first, I assumed that this effect was peculiar to Goma, where it is visible and well-  
documented.1 But many cities where large groups of peacekeepers, aid agencies, and  
donors are based see urban reconfiguration. The arrival of international peacekeepers,  
aid workers, and diplomats brings more than just higher prices for houses, it also  
creates many demands and higher prices for services (guards, cooks, maids, etc.). This  
is good news for wages in the service sectors. It also creates a higher demand for  

Figure 6.2  Nearly all plots next to Lake Kivu are now occupied by wealthy owners renting out 
international staff and local businessmen, leaving little access to the lake for the ordinary 
citizens of Goma.

Source: Miriam Berger.
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particular goods, often luxury (e.g., cars, security equipment, and latte macchiato).2  
The arrival of the aid caravan has a host of price effects, on which this chapter focusses.

6.1 The downward price effect

6.1.1 How food aid programming successfully tackled unintended effects

A 2007 article in The New York Times spelled out the dilemma in stark terms:

CARE, one of the world’s biggest charities, is walking away from about USD 45 million 
a year in federal funding, saying American food aid is not only plagued with inefficien-
cies but may hurt some of the very poor people it aims to help.3

CARE had just decided to stop providing a certain type of food aid (known as ‘monetized 
food aid,’ which we will return to later) because of its unintended effects on local com-
munities. At that time, other lesser- known NGOs were still more than willing to snap up 
the USD 45 million that CARE had declined. A decade later, this type of food aid, which 
United States (US) taxpayers used to spend more than a billion dollars a year on, finally 
went on the decline.

How can food aid for hungry people end up hurting ‘some of the impoverished 
people it aims to help?’ The main criticism came from the more activist NGOs such 
as Oxfam, which highlighted the ‘price disincentive effect.’ Oxfam described this in its 
report Food Aid or Hidden Dumping?, arguing that because of a sudden influx of US- 
grown staple crops, food prices had fallen and local producers had found themselves 
priced out of a livelihood.4 They cited Malawi as an example: ‘in 2002/ 2003 food aid 
donors over- reacted to a projected 600,000 metric ton food deficit in Malawi, causing 
a severe decline in cereal prices and hurting local producers.’5 The main criticism was 
levelled against in- kind food aid, whereby donors send actual staple crops. In particular, 
they criticized monetized in- kind food aid (the type that CARE walked away from), 
whereby international NGOs must sell US- grown food on local markets as aid. Oxfam 
lashed out at NGOs still providing this kind of aid in a blog concluding with ‘SHAME 
ON THEM.’6

Academics have also seriously criticized in- kind food aid, which all donors except for 
the US have discontinued. After 2005, studies noted disincentive effects in Zimbabwe7 
and Ethiopia.8 In addition to disincentive effects, academics are almost unanimous in 
opposing in- kind food aid because of its inherent inefficiency: it often arrives too late, and 
it is very costly to ship huge quantities of food worldwide.9

The largest food aid agency in the world, the World Food Programme (WFP), has led 
the way in showing what getting serious about unintended effects means. In their case, 
it has meant overhauling their entire operation over the last decade. It used to receive a 
great deal of ‘tied’ in- kind food aid from countries such as Canada, meaning that it had 
to come from the donor country. Despite its obvious negative side effects, there has been 
strong pressure from donor countries such as Canada, to continue with in- kind food aid. 
Policy learning was severely bounded, as there were institutional pressures not to put 
lessons into practice. In- kind food aid had helped Canada to deal with domestic food 
surpluses, and the Canadian farmers’ lobby was strong.10 In effect, Canada’s development 
aid budget paid for excess production by Canadian farmers.
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After an advocacy coalition of NGOs (as the text by Oxfam showed) decried the 
old model, the WFP introduced a completely new business model in 2008. Instead of 
facilitating shipments of leftover food from the West, it set off to purchase food locally 
through introducing the Purchase for Progress programme. For this programme, the WFP 
united its donors around providing food aid through untied cash instead of tied in- kind 
contributions. One persuasive WFP executive director who argued for cash- based food 
aid was Josette Sheeran, who was crucial in advocating for local purchasing.11 In add-
ition, international norm- setting organizations, such as the Organisation for Economic 
Cooperation and Development and the World Trade Organization, did their best to 
cajole laggards such as Canada and the US into abandoning their tied practices and 
allowing organizations such as the WFP to purchase locally. The rise of local purchasing 
programmes has been phenomenal. It started in just a handful of countries in 2008, and 
by 2020 it had spread to 35 focusing on smallholders. The WFP now spends more than 
USD one billion yearly purchasing food from smallholders in developing countries. The 
school- feeding programmes have been particularly successful, especially when they have 
included requirements to buy food from local smallholders. This not only ensures that 
girls stay in school for longer and children are less hungry, but also that local food pro-
duction capacity is strengthened. The example of the WFP shows that when an organiza-
tion gets serious about unintended effects, it can transform negative effects into positive 
ones: purchasing locally is cheaper and faster, reduces adverse side effects, and creates 
positive spillover effects.12 The testimony of Baylon Katsongo, a farmer in North Kivu, 
shows the positive impact on the lives of farmers when an aid agency starts to act on side 
effects.

Testimony by Baylon Katsongo: The big difference between Food Aid 1.0 and 
Food Aid 2.0

My name is Baylon Katsongo and I am a farmer in North Kivu, in the DRC, where 
I grow maize and manioc, but I also have sheep and goats. Next to my job I am also 
leading the union of cooperatives of farmers in North Kivu called COOCENKI.

Figure 6.3  COOCENKI members now cultivating maize in the eastern DRC.
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About humanitarian aid 1.0

Food aid coming from the West used to be distributed in North Kivu free of charge, 
leading to all kinds of negative side effects for the population, but especially for us 
farmers. The people sometimes received food from abroad that didn’t necessarily 
respond to their most pressing needs, but it was extra detrimental for us small- scale 
farmers. We were often displaced because of the insecurity, but when we returned, 
we couldn’t sell our products anymore. I realized that the prices we got for our 
crops were too low because of the free food aid, as for us the costs of inputs were 
high and our yields were low. For us as a union of cooperatives, it was a hard time 
and our production figures remained low. There was no use for us to produce extra 
food and make a loss.

Dealing with side effects of aid

We then started a lobbying campaign in 2005 to ensure that the World Food 
Programme (WFP) would buy locally here in our province, instead of importing 
from abroad and dumping it on our market. You know, North Kivu is a very rich 
agricultural province, we grow everything: bananas, rice, manioc, beans, potatoes, 
and more! Initially, it was difficult to convince WFP since they are used to buying 
in very large quantities, but we convinced them in 2006. In 2007 we could start to 
sell to them. Now they are buying more and more foodstuff locally, such as maize 
and manioc. We can’t sell our products easily yet, because it is still a competitive 
tender, and also farmers from Uganda and Rwanda can sell to them. And what 
I don’t like is that we still have to sell to the WFP via private- sector intermediaries. 
I dream that in the future we can sell directly to WFP, with clear annual procure-
ment targets.

Closing the loop locally: Food Aid 2.0

There is one new development that really excites me; it is called the ‘school 
cantinas program.’ In this programme school kids get a meal at school, and local 
farmers’ associations produce this meal (often with beans and maize). I really 
like that these meals are not bought via intermediaries or enterprises but dir-
ectly from the farmers’ organizations, and COOCENKI is one of them. I see 
first- hand so many advantages: more schools can be reached because the food 
is cheaper, the kids get the food they really like and our farmers’ organizations 
become stronger. So this is how we can get flourishing farmers, healthier kids, 
and stronger communities.

Although the WFP has turned the corner, various aid agencies continue to distribute 
a lot of Western- grown food around the globe. This is okay, as long as adequate pre- 
market scans are available and there is adequate monitoring of price effects. These market 
scans need to ensure that food aid does not lead to market disincentive effects. We now 
know that the likelihood of price disincentive effects is lower when the specific food 
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crop type provided is not produced locally, and if it is targeted at poorer households and 
timed during the lean season.13 The good news is that the US government now requires 
market assessments before food aid can be shipped. The bad news came with an audit of 
the United States Government Accountability Office, which concluded that these market 
assessments are not carried out properly and that even if the market scans indicate that 
food aid should be limited, this does not happen.14 So even if an organization has taken 
on board the price disincentive effects of in- kind aid, this does not automatically mean 
that this side effect has been dealt with effectively.

The prize disincentive effect does not only apply to food aid: other in- kind donations 
can have similar downward price effects, such as second- hand clothes donations. One 
of my tasks as a child was to bring the clothes that my brother, my parents, and I didn’t 
use any more to the ‘Humanitas’ container in the village. On the container, I saw 
smiling children in Africa trying on new clothes, and I put the clothes in the container 
with a good feeling. What started as small- scale donations via churches and charities 
became a large- scale market in second- hand clothing. This cheap Western clothing 
was a boom for consumers in many low- income countries that had access to afford-
able Western clothing, such as Zambia.15 It also created some new jobs in the sorting 
and repair sector, which was beneficial for those countries that did not have an apparel 
industry to start with, such as Rwanda.16 Yet, the warm glow I felt when donating the 
clothes might have been misguided.

While estimations vary, the decline of the apparel industry in many developing countries 
can partially be attributed to the huge influx of second- hand clothing to these markets. 
Used- clothing imports are found to hurt apparel production in Africa, explaining roughly 
40 per cent of the decline in production and 50 per cent of the decline in employment 
in the sector over the period 1981– 2000.17 This can be seen in Ghana, where a study 
found that market liberalization in the 1980s had led to a sharp drop in textile and 
clothing jobs –  from 25,000 people in 1977 to just 5,000 in 2000.18 Of course, I am 
not attributing this uniquely to the efforts of charities in the Global North collecting 
second- hand clothes. While these charities have played a significant role in creating the 
second- hand clothing market, this market is now so big that they can no longer control 
the consequences. It has become a big business with large profit margins (and concomi-
tant lobbying budgets).

Aware of the side effects of the second- hand clothes market, many low- income 
country governments have banned or are considering banning the import of second- 
hand clothes, including those donated by charities.19 This is easier said than done, 
as the US –  pushed by lobbying second- hand clothes exporters –  threatens to cut off 
trade preferences for countries which increase tariffs on used clothing.20 The garment 
industry will not grow automatically because of the import ban in these countries, 
since other industrial policies are needed for that.21 Nevertheless, governments are 
getting serious about dealing with the potential downward price effects of the second- 
hand clothing market. This also explains why the picture of the smiling Africans on the 
second- hand clothes container has been removed in the village where I grew up: now 
the second- clothes are donated to homeless shelters in the Netherlands instead of 
shipped overseas.
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6.2 The upward price effect: aid- induced gentrification

Price effects occur not only because of an influx of aid workers (as the example of 
Goma showed), but also because of an influx of aid funding. Let us look at one of the 
fastest- growing intervention methods of international development in recent years: cash 
transfers. The growth of cash transfers has been ‘exponential,’22 and seen as a silver bullet 
to eradicate poverty by the European Commission and other big parties.23

6.2.1 Cash transfers: the flip side of a success story

Cash transfers have transformed the face of anti- poverty programming in many low- 
income countries. It all started in Latin America in the 1990s, in countries such as Mexico 
and Brazil, and has by now reached hundreds of millions of people in low- income coun-
tries. Sometimes the cash transfers come with conditions attached (e.g. the children of 
the receiving household need to be sent to school or be vaccinated), but often they are 
unconditional. They have proven immensely successful in reducing poverty, not only in 
the current generation but also long- term. Girls whose parents received cash transfers 
twenty years ago have gone on to earn an average income 40 per cent higher than girls 
whose parents were not enrolled (after correcting for other factors).24 In short, these cash 
transfers can have a truly transformational effect, often across generations. Well done!

Figure 6.4  A container to donate second- hand clothing for Africa.

Source: Wikimedia Commons.
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As you can expect by now, I look not only at the effects on beneficiaries, but also 
on non- beneficiaries. A landmark study by Angelucci and De Giorgi, cited almost one 
thousand times (numbers I can only dream of), was the first to look at what they call 
‘indirect effects’ (i.e. unintended effects of cash transfers on non- beneficiaries).25 Their 
findings were positive: an increase of 100 pesos to recipient households leads to an 
increase in consumption of 11 pesos amongst non- recipient households. So how can we 
account for this increase in consumption amongst those who had nothing to do with 
the programme? Well, it turns out that non- participants received more gifts and loans 
from those receiving money from the programme. The programme reduced the ‘price’ 
of helping other people financially, so the entire community benefited. The good news 
does not stop here for the non- beneficiaries: there is also a multiplier effect (we focus 
more on that in Section 12.2 on catalytic spillover effects). This means that those who 
receive the money spend it on goods and services, and that those selling these goods 
and services will also buy additional goods and services, setting in motion a virtuous 
circle, at least in theory (in practice, this sometimes plays out differently, as we shall 
see). At any rate, to get a complete picture, Angelucci and De Giorgi propose that cash 
transfer programme results should be measured at the community level rather than the 
individual one.

The World Bank did not initially take this advice on board when it carried out an 
impact assessment of a cash transfer programme in the Philippines that it had helped to 
develop. After a couple of years of the intervention, the first positive results were starting 
to show up in the health of children whose parents were part of the programme. The 
children of participants saw an impressive 40 per cent reduction in stunting. In a some-
what self- congratulatory randomized control evaluation, the World Bank evaluators 
concluded that: ‘the findings of the impact evaluation support administrative and other 
assessments that have found that Pantawid Pamilya is achieving most of its key objectives, 
with an additional four out of ten children following the standard lines.’26 Worryingly, 
they stopped their assessment there and the programme was therefore marked down as 
an undisputed success.

But the reality was messier than this impact evaluation made it seem. Other World Bank 
researchers went back and followed the advice of Angelucci and De Giorgi, performing 
a more holistic analysis and including the effects on non- participants.27 The results were 
shocking: children in non- participant families saw a 34 per cent increase in stunting! So 
the positive effects (the 40 per cent increase) for the participant group was almost com-
pletely offset by the non- participant group. How did that happen? Stunting increased 
the most in villages off the beaten track and where many residents were receiving the 
cash benefits. The price of food had risen significantly: eggs, for instance, had increased 
by 25 per cent! Other foodstuffs such as rice had also become so expensive that non- 
participants had been forced to consume less. Apparently, there hadn’t been a supply 
response (e.g. more people raising chickens) or the supply response took a long time to 
materialize. This is a clear example of an unintended price effect that was not picked up 
by the initial impact evaluation due to its narrow research design.

What conclusion should we draw here? Should we stop these cash transfer programmes? 
The World Bank argues that this would be throwing out the baby with the bathwater. 
After all, cash transfers have been driving poverty down.28 What does need to happen 
is that policymakers need to take a more systematic approach when they design a pro-
gramme. Some World Bank staffers suggest extending cash transfers to all residents of the 
most remote villages where many people are already benefiting. Another option would 
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be to complement cash transfer programmes with interventions boosting productive cap-
abilities, to enable a more swift supply response to the increased local demand. This 
would prevent cash transfers from penalizing non- recipients so much and would be a 
good way to mitigate the unintended effects.

6.3 Hypochondriacs in the aid system: inflated fears of the Dutch disease  
(currency appreciation)

After one of my presentations at the World Bank of an earlier version of the typ-
ology of unintended effects, I received the feedback that I had omitted the macro- 
economic effects of aid, especially the so- called Dutch disease effect. The World Bank 
official quipped: ‘How could you not deal with this effect as a Dutch man? You know 
how important we find these effects.’ He continued to make his point: ‘As foreign aid 
inflows sometimes constitute more than 20 per cent of a country’s GDP, this creates 
all types of distortions, for instance with respect to the exchange rate. We can’t really 
take your typology seriously if you don’t take this on board.’ I was taken quite aback 
by this feedback; did I overlook a side effect that trumped all others? I decided to dig 
into this potential side effect.

To research this claim I took three steps: (1) to understand the theory behind it, (2) to 
find cross- country statistical evidence for it, and (3) to look for actual occurrences in 
countries.

Step 1: understand the diagnosis and the symptoms of the Dutch disease. The Dutch 
disease refers to a situation where, due to an influx of foreign capital (normally a good 
thing), the local currency appreciates so much that the export sector of the economy 
becomes less competitive. Currency appreciation thus reduces the long- term capacity for 
economic growth (a bad thing). This happened in the Netherlands in the 1970s following 
the discovery of the largest gas field in Europe, which ended up dooming the prospects of 
the Dutch agricultural sector and economic growth in the Netherlands for decades: the 
Dutch disease. According to the World Bank official who was lecturing me, this doesn’t 
only apply to resource booms, but also to aid booms.

Step 2: cross- country statistical evidence. The most prominent study on aid- induced 
Dutch disease finds that a rise in foreign aid inflows reduces manufacturing in recipient 
countries.29 Manufacturing exports often act as a motor for economic growth and 
development in lower middle- income countries, so any adverse effects on exports are 
worrisome from a growth perspective. Through statistical regressions covering dozens 
of countries, they found that aid inflows have systematic adverse effects on a country’s 
competitiveness, as reflected in the lower relative growth rate of potentially export- 
oriented industries. They claim that this is why it is hard to find robust evidence 
that foreign aid fosters growth. In development economics, statistical cross- country 
regressions, such as those by Rajan and Subramanian, are often king.30 In my view, we 
always need to complement these econometric studies with country- specific case studies 
to really dig into the mechanisms at play. Therefore, I moved to step 3: concrete country 
evidence.

Step 3, the proof of the pudding: concrete country evidence. With over one hundred 
low- income countries, there must be ample evidence: so many countries are aid-  
dependent, and this must be easily detectable. Luckily, quite a few individual country  
case studies look at aid- induced Dutch disease at the country level, but they have a tough  
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time demonstrating it, whether it is Bangladesh, Ethiopia, or Syria.31 And the list goes  
on and on. Just no study finds it happening in practice recently. Strikingly, for Uganda,  
Morrissey finds that the aid shocks even contribute to a depreciation of the currency.32  
Of over one hundred countries, the only rigorous study after the 2000s that establishes  
aid- induced Dutch disease that I could find focusses on Ghana,33 but even the case of  
Ghana is contested.34

Considering the evidence, Morrissey et al. conclude that ‘generalizing statements 
according to which foreign aid systematically undermines recipient countries’ competi-
tiveness’ is an exaggeration.35 They conclude that aid- induced Dutch disease is becoming 
less problematic these days, as recipient countries have improved their performance of 
neutralizing foreign aid inflows by closing their money taps. In addition, aid flows as 
a percentage of income in recipient countries are falling (as countries grow more pros-
perous), further mitigating the problem.

Christopher Adam convinces me that there is hence little evidence that aid- induced 
Dutch disease effects are either large or widespread amongst low- income countries, 
at least against most plausible counterfactuals.36 He wonders, like me: why does this 
narrative remain so pervasive then? He claims that those who have other problems with 
foreign aid (for instance, that it stimulates corruption) misuse Dutch disease label to 
address these other political- economy concerns. While my book is a plea to take unin-
tended effects seriously, the hypochondria concerning the Dutch disease also shows that 
we shouldn’t take (some of them) too seriously. In the introduction, I mentioned that 
not all unintended effects are downplayed, some are even exaggerated: the Dutch disease 
seems a case in point. Next time an official comes up to tell me that I have blind spot for 
the most important side effects, I will not be at a loss of words anymore.

Figure 6.5  A simplified causal chain of aid- induced Dutch disease: this is how Dutch disease works, 
supposedly. 
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How to tackle price effects and exchange rate effects

Policymakers

 • Improve targeting of in- kind contributions or reduce it altogether. Unintended price 
depression effects of international interventions exist; however, aid agencies can 
avoid them. They can reduce those of in- kind food aid by smarter targeting or 
local purchasing. For in- kind food aid this means being more aware of the timing 
(sending food aid during the lean season), the amounts (not so much food aid that 
the market is distorted), and the type of food (not food that is produced at the local 
market).

Practitioners

 • Consider price effects when providing cash transfers. Unintended price rise effects 
can also be dealt with. Smarter targeting of cash transfers implies that in more 
remote areas with small markets and a high number of participants, all households 
should receive a transfer to avoid non- participants being inadvertently punished. 
Alternatively, local production capacities should be boosted to support a supply 
response.

 • Do not simplify aid impact stories. Do not communicate simplistic stories about in- 
kind aid from the Global North to the Global South. Whether it concerns second- hand 
clothes, second- hand tools, or other in- kind goods, there is a risk that they distort 
local markets and production capacity, and do not reach those most in need.

Evaluators

 • Measure impact beyond the direct target group. Don’t only analyse the effects of an 
intervention by just looking at the target group, but also to potentially affected non- 
target groups, both the positive multiplier effects and the negative inflation effects. 

 • Measure the impact of aid workers and their cash. Measure the effects of the program-
matic intervention itself, but also look at what the arrival of aid workers and their 
cash and currency does to the system they enter.
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7  Marginalization effects
Can aid unintentionally increase inequality?

Unintended marginalization effects occur when an external intervention contributes 
to an increase in inequality by weakening or leaving behind already vulnerable 
groups, in either a relative or an absolute sense.

What flavours do we see?

1 Elite capture effects. An external intervention increases the divide between the rela-
tively well- off and the impoverished because the upper class siphons off the aid.

2 Regressive targeting effects. The external intervention is provided in such a way 
that certain barriers make it more difficult for the already marginalized to benefit 
from the aid.

3 Charitable consumerism effects. The external intervention is driven more by 
the individual needs of the donor than the needs of the beneficiaries, and the 
resulting intervention weakens the intended beneficiary.

In which instances have unintended marginalization effects been observed?  
Three examples:

1 Elite capture effects: the leaders of the ethnic group in power benefit directly 
from the aid either directly by redirecting a part of the aid to offshore tax havens, 
or indirectly by channelling their aid to their (ethnic) constituents as happened 
in Sierra Leone.

2 Regressive targeting effects: the fair trade movement has been focussing more on 
volumes of sales, leading to work on plantations instead of with smallholders, 
and with little attention for the landless workers on smallholder plots. This can 
tilt the power in certain exporting areas towards the relatively well off.

3 Charitable consumerism effects: Western youngsters are going on a holiday in a 
low- income country, but also decide to volunteer at an ‘orphanage’ during their 
stay, but are creating a new sense of dependency.

Key concepts from complexity thinking that help in understanding 
marginalization effects:

1 Interconnectivity. There is an interconnectivity between the beneficiaries/ 
participants of the aid and fair trade system and those who aren’t part of this 
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system. For instance, while the fair trade intervention focusses on strengthening 
the small holders (and they often succeed in that), this intervention can also affect 
these landless peasants negatively. It is hence important to employ a systems- 
based approach, instead of just an actor- oriented approach.

2 Alternative impact pathways. While international volunteer activities are often  
aiming to reduce marginalization, they might end of doing the reverse because  
alternative impact pathways dominate. This was, for instance, visible in the  
orphanage tourism sector, where the activities created more dependence: the  
output (‘rescuing’ ‘orphans’) ended up undermining the outcome (a society  
where children are taken care of in the best way possible). Community members  
disliked the work volunteers were doing, but valued the money they injected in  
the community as tourists.

Marginalization as a result of international development efforts can take many different 
shapes and forms. The spread of Western- based medical treatment in health programmes 
has been one of the promoters of a marginalization of (effective) traditional medicines.1 
The donor- funded promotion of language curricula (often colonial languages) has been 
one of the chief contributors to the marginalization of minority languages, which has 
especially hurt indigenous populations.2 Some authors go as far as to say that entire local 
knowledge systems have been undermined by international development programmes, 
not unlike the marginalization of indigenous knowledge systems (epistemologies) under 

Figure 7.1  Marginalization effects in action.

Source: Maarten Wolterink.

 

 

 

 

 



94 Marginalization effects

colonialism.3 In the context of this ‘epistemic’ marginalization, I decided to focus on 
three rather material marginalization effects: regressive targeting, elite capture, and char-
itable consumerism effects. I wish I could objectively substantiate this choice, but I have 
to confess that my personal experiences have predominantly dictated it, as the following 
story on the fair trade movement illustrates.

7.1 Regressive targeting: how about the ‘fair’ in ‘fair trade’?

I spent the first seventeen years of my life in the small agricultural village of Achterveld, 
in the centre of the Netherlands. My mother had a practice as an exercise therapist, 
and my father was the general physician of the village. It might seem that this back-
ground may not put me on the international development path that I have chosen, but 
my parents were early adopters of the fair trade movement. They started a Fair Trade 
shop in the parish of the village church in the 1980s, back when fair trade was still an 
outlandish phenomenon (forty years before Starbucks would sell about 8 million cups 
of fair trade cups of coffee per day!). The shop was open on Saturday morning. They 
would sell coffee, honey, and chocolate, and I have to admit of mediocre quality. As a 
kid I would hang around in the ‘shop’ and discuss with my parents, who claimed that 
‘trade’ was much better than ‘aid,’ as this was a more dignifying solution for poverty, 
on the condition that this trade was fair.

The importance of ‘fair trade’ was spoon- fed to me and I have been a big supporter 
of it ever since. I even went on a summer camp when I was 17 with the ‘Youth for 
Alternative Trade,’ the Youth Wing of the Fair Trade movement in the Netherlands 
(yes, these camps existed in the Netherlands). When I was a special envoy for natural 
resources in the Netherlands two decades later, I gave a TED talk on the need for more 
fair trade gold.4 Was I procrastinating my research on the side effects of fair trade, 
because I was unconsciously afraid that it might affect my deep- held belief that fair 
trade works? Of all the research I have done for this book, the research on the unin-
tended effects of fair trade has been the most sobering to me.

The fair trade movement engages in the exporting countries with two key actors: small-
holder farmers and their cooperatives (at least that is how it all started before Starbucks 
needed enough coffee for 8 million cups of coffee per day). Fair trade offers four types 
of advantages: capacity building, market interventions (e.g. longer contracts, better pre- 
financing), premium payments, and better labour standards. A systematic review of 
over a hundred studies and evaluations of impact certification initiatives such as fair 
trade found many positive effects.5 For instance, the price the farmers received for their 
products was significantly higher. In addition, school attendance by smallholder produ-
cers increased significantly. So why do I start to talk about fair trade initiatives in the 
chapter on marginalization?

The main problem is that these idealized smallholders often don’t produce your fair 
trade tea, coffee, or bananas.6 Landless peasants and seasonal labourers are often working 
on these ‘fair trade’ plots for these smallholders. These landless peasants are poorer than 
the fair trade smallholders, but they fall outside the scope of fair trade regulations. This 
means that while the price that the smallholder farmers receive per unit increases and 
they can send their kids to school, the day labourers don’t necessarily benefit. The daily 
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workers are also regularly excluded from fair trade services, such as access to health care, 
since they are not members of the cooperative.7

Since these day labourers work on fair trade plots and are already marginalized, you 
might think that studies looking into the effects of fair trade look at those workers. Alas, 
this is only the case for less than one quarter of the studies.8 The certification literature 
typically analyses the smallholders who supposedly only use family labour, although also 
these farmers often employ landless peasants. As we will often see throughout this book, 
many of the studies and evaluations in the development sector are donor- driven, also in the 
fair trade sector. They tend to invest relatively little in research, and if they do, they often 
employ a tunnel vision: they focus their research on those actors where they expect to find 
most impact. Programme evaluation watchdog 3ie criticized this myopic view of fair trade 
and their evaluations: ‘many fair trade organizations … establish a minimum price for pro-
ducers but do not deal with the conditions of workers that the producers may employ.’9

Of the over 100 studies and evaluations that Schaefer et al. studied,10 only eight 
looked systematically at the effects on the (day) wage earners on the fair trade plots. 
Five out of the eight studies found a significant and negative effect of fair trade certifica-
tion on wages.11 They found that if employers of these workers were selling fair trade- 
certified products, then workers usually had to accept inferior wages (30 per cent less) 
and working conditions.12

We need more research on why these workers on fair trade plots earn less: we just 
don’t know! Hence, to ascertain that nobody is left behind, we need to find out who 
the excluded populations are from impact studies.13 Excluded populations tend not 
to be missing at random: minorities, immigrant groups, or unhoused people are more 
often excluded. It is upon us to trace them and talk to them, to understand how (our) 
external interventions affect them, instead of just assuming that effects on them were 
the same as for others. Fair trade studies often refrain from doing so, and this is where 
it went wrong.

My parents thought in the 1990s that they would gain more impact with their fair 
trade work if they would mainstream fair trade with the local supermarket and the 
local gift shop, since people would not have to go to the parish on Saturday morning 
if they wanted to buy fair trade. My parents talked to the owners of the two shops 
in the village and these shops started to sell fair trade products at their request. By 
the end of the 1990s, the Saturday- morning shop in the parish could close down: the 
mainstreaming mission was accomplished, in Achterveld at least.

Because of mainstreaming, fair trade currently also certifies mainstream producer  
firms that are global leaders in their sector.14 That’s why Renard, a long- time observer –   
and supporter –  of fair trade argues that there is an increasing gap between the phil-
osophy and the practice of fair trade.15 In their quest to go to scale, more and more  
fair trade products are actually produced on plantations instead of on smallholder  
farms. Some authors say it is not the fair trade movement that succeeded in winning  
over the big brands, but the big brands that have successfully ‘fairwashed’ themselves.  
Large brands such as Nestlé can argue that they are engaged in ‘fair trade’ and have no  
clear minimum volume requirements, sometimes sourcing even less than 1 per cent of  
their products in this way.16 Because of mainstreaming, organizations prefer to work  
with more formally prepared cooperative organizations as to be able to purchase bulk  
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produce of good quality, organizations that frequently employ large numbers of land-
less peasants.

Since its start in the 1950s with Arthur Lewis and Simon Kuznets, a big question in 
development economics has been whether a rise in inequality is a prerequisite for further 
growth.17 The hypothesis is that local capital accumulation is needed in economies that 
need to take off so that local investments can materialize. In other words, isn’t it smart for 
the fair trade movement to focus on the smallholders, instead of the landless peasants? 
Isn’t it smart to stimulate plantations so that smallholders can learn from these efficient 
practices? Small might be beautiful, but also not scalable.

This discussion on (relative) marginalization as a consequence of development inter-
vention is much broader than just fair trade. It is also a major dilemma in general pri-
vate sector development (e.g. supporting micro- enterprises or larger firms) and financial 
sector development (e.g. financing micro- finance institutions or banks). The key question 
is how much (relative) marginalization we are willing to accept as a side effect of aid. This 
is a moral question, which I will not answer in this book.

To find a way out of this distributional dilemma when scaling, the following questions 
can guide actors. Can upscaling take place without marginalization? Is there a tipping 

Figure 7.2  There are clear advantages to fair trade (not talking only about the taste!), but are there 
trade- offs for the poorest when scaling?

Source: Wikimedia Commons.
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point? Is it possible to move to scale and offset increasing levels of inequality? Does the 
scaling lead to mission drift, neglecting the ultimate objectives?

Let’s look back at my parents and their fair trade shop in the parish with these 
guiding questions in hand. Should we turn back time and should they start selling 
badly tasting chocolate again that is produced by the poorest of the poor? The answer 
to the last guiding question (‘has the scaling led to mission drift?’) is positive. The ori-
ginal objective of fair trade was to change the market structure, which is not happening 
anymore. A rebalancing appears warranted: without withdrawing fair trade products 
from the local supermarket, re- opening a more radical shop in the parish appears 
warranted.

Actors often have difficulty learning if the lesson that needs to be learnt challenges 
deep- held beliefs (see Chapter 2). Well, I am no different from the other actors when it 
comes this obstacle to learning, as the time it took me to look objectively at the fair trade 
movement indicates. My learning was definitely bounded.

7.2 Elite capture effects: it’s our turn to eat

In her compelling book It’s Our Turn to Eat, Michaela Wrong describes how elite  capture, 
also of aid, is a fact of life in Kenya.18 Since the Kenyan case has been so well- researched 
over the last decades, let me use the case of Kenya to show how this works in practice. 
In the 1980s and 1990s, donors provided most of their aid to Kenya as programme aid. 
Programme aid has a broader scope than project aid and provides more flexibility to the 
implementer. A programme often consists of multiple projects. The donors had  serious 
concerns about the governance situation in Kenya and the corruption it facilitated. To 
address this unintended effect, they decided to shift to project funding. With this type 
of funding it is more difficult for elites to take a slice of for themselves, as the intended 
outcomes (or lack thereof) are more readily observable.

But the project aid also wasn’t immune to corruption. As it was no longer possible 
‘to eat’ it, leaders started to redirect it subtly to its constituencies, as Briggs shows. Most 
project aid in Kenya was directed to those regions that shared the president’s ethnicity 
(or were aligned with the president).19 Even though health indicators were worse for the 
people of the Migori region, for example, they never had a Migori president to ensure 
that money would come their way. The leaders’ constituencies were not in the poor 
region of Migori, but in the better- off regions such as the Rift Valley and Mount Kenya 
regions of the country, contributing to further marginalization of the peripheral regions 
such as Migori.

I love the quantitative research by Axel Dreher and his teams because they make 
measurable what others consider immeasurable. Now they have shown that this 
channelling of aid towards the preferred region of the president is not just happening 
in Kenya, but across the African continent. They composed a data set of the birthplaces 
of more than hundred African presidents and geo- tagged over thousand Chinese aid 
projects.20 They found that Chinese projects were often redirected to the birthplace 
of African presidents. This was especially happening in countries with competitive 
elections and in the year before the presidents had to get re- elected. Dreher et al. call 
attention to a fancy school in the village of Yoni, in Sierra Leone, financed by Chinese 
development aid: ‘Why would anyone want to build a wonderful school in the middle 
of nowhere?’ He explains, ‘Yoni is the home village of Sierra Leone’s president, Ernest 
Bai Koroma.’21
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The Chinese aid comes in very handy to generate extra support for the incumbent. 
It bolsters the ethnic group of the presidents, and leaves other ethnic groups at a disad-
vantage. Interestingly, this channelling of aid funding to birthplace regions could not be 
detected for World Bank funding; these projects and programmes are so regulated that 
this is not possible at this level. But then again, elite capture can occur at all levels, from 
the president to a village mayor and anywhere between.

Sometimes it takes effort to comprehend how elite capture works in practice. Luckily, 
the senior officials of the prime minister of Uganda behaved in 2012 so brazenly that it 
became clear. In accordance with a joke common in my development studies classes in 
the DRC: during an international conference in Italy, the Italian hosting minister invites 
the international guests to his enormous villa. The Italian minister is smoking a cigarette 
at his balcony and is talking to the Ugandan minister. The Italian minister points at 
the nice road, which is visible at some distance. The Italian minister asks the Ugandan 
if he can see the road, which the latter confirms. The Italian minister boasts: ‘Do you 
know how I paid for this villa? I took 10 per cent.’ The next year, the Uganda minister 
is hosting an international conference in Uganda, and invites the Italian minister to the 
small palace where he lives. Again, they smoke a cigarette on the balcony. The Ugandan 
minister asks: ‘Do you see the road?’ The Italian minister sees some shacks, but he can’t 
see a road. The Ugandan minister asks: ‘How do you think I paid for this small palace? 
I took 100 per cent.’ This is exactly what the senior Ugandan officials did with EUR 
4 million of Irish aid money in 2012. The money was destined for displaced people in 
northern Uganda through a Peace Recovery and Development Programme, and managed 
by a trust fund in the prime minister’s office.22 When after months of waiting not a single 
shilling of the funding arrived in Northern Uganda, donors woke up and started an 
investigation together with Ugandan investigators. They found out that the money had 
been sent to a dormant secret account from which all the money had been withdrawn 
(they clumsily did not send the money to one of the tax secrecy jurisdictions, where the 
money would have been irretrievable). The donors threatened to stop all aid, and the 
Ugandan government returned the disappeared money. They overplayed their hand: it 
could have remained off the radar if they had enriched themselves with 10 per cent like 
the Italian minister.

7.2.1 Complicity of Western tax havens to hide aid money captured by elites

It is easy to point fingers at the elite capture of aid in developing countries. Still, the story 
is only complete with the international financial accomplices that make this possible, 
such as banks and tax havens. The Economist journal had the scoop on why yet another 
chief economist left the World Bank in 2020: it was directly related to a paper on the 
elite capture of foreign aid.23 Whereas the World Bank projects do not allow for a geo-
graphic redirection within the country (see above), unfortunately, local elites are quite 
apt at redirecting part of the World Bank funding to offshore tax jurisdictions. It was not 
some activist NGO that claims this, but a research paper by bank staffers themselves. 
The paper was held back by senior officials at the bank, which contributed to Chief 
Economist Goldberg leaving already after 15 months in office. What did the paper find 
exactly that made it so controversial?

Andersen et al. found that disbursement of World Bank aid (in a sample comprising 
the 22 most aid- dependent countries in the world) coincides with increases in the value 
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of bank deposits in tax havens in the same quarter.24 In short, the finding is that about 
7.5 per cent of World Bank aid leaks back to tax havens. By contrast, there is no increase 
in deposits held in non- havens. While other interpretations are possible, these findings 
indicate elite capture. With the rich getting richer, the sense of relative deprivation of the 
rest of the population is increasing.

7.3 Charitable consumerism effects

7.3.1 #Stoporphanagetourism

‘Urgent action needed to halt trafficking of children in world’s orphanages– report’ was 
the headline by The Guardian.25 In one fell swoop, my mind was in Arusha, back in 2007. 
I was conducting research together with a colleague, near the adjacent touristic Serengeti 
Park. In the city, NGOs were herding together just like the wildebeest in the park. We 
organized several sessions with Dutch NGOs. During a break with instant coffee, we 
heard one participant ask the other: ‘But how did you get your orphans?’ Sometimes 
a casual question, at an unexpected moment, says more than dozens of questionnaires 
filled in a socially desirable way: this region is characterized by more ‘demand’ for 
‘orphans’ than ‘supply’ –  and that was a problem for the white helpers. There had to be 
an orphanage. Naturally, there had to be many orphans.

This is not only the case in touristy Serengeti: from the coasts of Thailand to the 
mountainous attractions of Nepal, the number of orphanages has grown enormously in 
recent decades, especially in areas with many holiday goers. Out of Nepal’s 75 districts, 
the five tourist districts hold over 90 per cent of all the orphanages in Nepal.26 The so- 
called ‘voluntourism’ –  combining tourism with volunteering –  is becoming an increas-
ingly common way for young Western tourists to enjoy their holiday while having 
the feeling that they give something back to the country they visit. But is that feeling 
justified?

The Guardian confirmed the findings of a research on ‘voluntourism’ on which I had 
worked with colleagues.27 This research showed that volunteer orphanages can actu-
ally lead to further marginalization of underprivileged children and their families. The 
study revealed several major problems. For example, it regularly happens that chil-
dren from underprivileged families are taken away to live in orphanages. Moreover, the 
ever short- lived, varying contacts for children with volunteers can lead to attachment 
problems. In addition, there is a risk of child abuse since the background of volunteers 
is rarely checked. There is also an opportunity cost: support that could go to more 
family- oriented support for vulnerable children ends up with institutions that encourage 
separation.

A final criticism centres on the so- called ‘white saviour syndrome’ of international 
volunteering, as a privileged group from the West donating time and money to vulner-
able groups in low-  and middle- income countries risks reproducing neo- colonial and 
racist stereotypes. In short, voluntourism engenders a host of unintended marginalization 
effects, from the very immediate effects on children and their families to the problematic 
narratives it perpetuates.28

Groups of concerned individuals address the side effects of this orphanage tourism  
(as is the case for many of the side effects researched for this book). For instance,  
campaigns such as #StopOrphanageTourism of the Better Care Network have had an  
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effect. Our research shows that several commercial providers have stopped or adjusted  
their volunteering offers. There are also associations like Volunteer Correct, which  
have sound quality criteria for their member organizations and do not allow volunteer  
trips to orphanages. Has orphanage tourism completely disappeared, then? No: our  
research actually shows that there is a further ‘informalization’ of volunteer tourism  
going on. Small- scale development organizations, or private development initiatives  
(PDIs), account for a growing voluntourism market.29 Many PDIs, especially Christian  
ones, continue to offer ‘orphanage tourism’ to young people, for example in Bulgaria  
and Ghana.

We tried to find out why this disempowering practice continues. One of the reasons 
we found in our surveys is that PDI members emphasize the enjoyment of their voluntary 
work as an important determining factor in deciding where (not) to spend their money. 
We refer to this as the fun factor. They explain that the degree of enjoyment largely 
depends on the extent to which interventions could yield results with a clearly visible and 
immediate effect on the population. This explains why so many PDIs build orphanages 
instead of setting up and sustaining regional family- based care programmes.30

7.3.2 International child adoption

My PhD student Shila de Vries researches whether international child adoption can also 
be seen as charitable consumerism, and whether it marginalizes ‘first families.’ Shila was 
herself adopted from Bangladesh, and her testimony (together with her fellow adoptee 
Monoara –  see textbox) illustrates how international child adoption can indeed have 
disempowering effects, for both first families and adoptees themselves.

Figure 7.3  A campaign by Norwegian students ridiculing the white saviour syndrome.

Source: iKind for SAIH.
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Testimonies by Shila de Vries and Monoara: uprooted from Bangladesh

It is November 1977. An airplane lands at Schiphol. On board are young children 
from Bangladesh, amongst them Shila and Monoara. Their new Dutch adoptive 
parents are waiting for them. Between 1975 and 1980, the same thing happened 
each month: a flight arrived from Bangladesh with around 10 children on board 
who were getting ‘new’ parents in the Netherlands. The beginning of a fairy- tale for 
all involved? Not quite, as the story of Shila and Monoara points out.

‘My mom’s last look is burnt into my brain’

As Monoara was relatively old (six years old in reality, but four on paper) when she 
came to the Netherlands, she still vividly remembers her life in Bangladesh. Smells, 
colours, sounds. She remembers being dropped off by her mom at the shelter and 
her mom crying incessantly. Years later, she still has the last desperate look of her 
mom burnt into her brain. ‘My mom was illiterate. She signed a paper with her 
thumb. She had no idea that the papers said that she agreed to me being adopted. 
The papers also said that my dad had passed away, which wasn’t true.’ Monoara’s 
mother thought that she dropped off her child for a few months to gain some 
strength –  the family was struggling to make ends meet –  and then return home. 
Little did she know that it would be 41 years later when she would see her daughter 
again. And they were even lucky to be reunited. To this date, Shila doesn’t know 
anything about her family.

Figure 7.4  Drawing made by the son of Monoara (Hamida) about reunifying his mother and 
grandmother.
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The interests of ‘wish parents’

Both Shila and Monoara have always felt a gap in their lives. The lack of recogni-
tion of where they came from, of their ‘roots,’ made them feel lost at times. Shila, 
now doing her PhD on international adoption, explains that learning about the 
existence of malpractice and abuse in international adoption added another layer 
of hurt to this feeling.

Sure, many adoptive parents didn’t knowingly contribute to malpractices, 
but they could have known that things could go wrong. By not looking into 
the situation seriously, by not checking papers for example, you allow these 
things to happen. To some extent you place your own interest in having a 
child over the interest of the child itself.

International adoption can hence often be seen as a form of ‘charitable con-
sumerism’ (see Section 7.3).

Child protection system

Are they against international adoption altogether? Shila: ‘No, not necessarily. But 
I don’t think it can be done in a way to prevent negative effects from occurring. 
The international adoption system doesn’t work. And why should a child be saved 
by breaching one of their fundamental human rights, the right to identity?’ To her, 
all efforts (‘and money!’) should be invested into strengthening child protection ser-
vices in the country itself, ‘just like we have in the Netherlands.’ She also adds: ‘The 
adoption culture is intertwined with development thinking. A nice aspect of develop-
ment is solidarity, but nasty aspects are colonialist and racist thinking. If we recog-
nize this, we can make the change.’ This has become a focus of Shila’s PhD research.

7.3.3 White saviour advertisements

The ‘white saviour syndrome’ is also observable in fundraising campaigns by large inter-
national NGOs. To counter this trend, an initiative by Norwegian students called Radi- 
Aid developed parodies of these dehumanizing advertisements. In a smooth campaign 
video, mimicking videos by Western celebrities who raise funds to ‘save Africa,’ they 
show Africans collecting their radiators to donate to Norwegians who are freezing to 
death. By turning the tables, they convinced many aid agencies in Norway to change 
their advertisement practices. MSF Norway has even publicly apologized for perpetu-
ating racist stereotypes through its advertisements.31 However, international NGOs still 
find it often hard to resist the ‘easy money’ that this generates, as the Save the Children 
Netherlands example showed.

While the international NGO Save the Children has publicly expressed solidarity with  
the #BlackLivesMatter campaign, their Dutch fundraising campaigns have continued  
reproducing racial stereotypes. The ‘Fly in the Eye’ award, which is an award for the most  
degrading humanitarian communication, nominated them –  and that is a record –  five  
consecutive times for it.32 While there is a code of conduct in the Netherlands on respectful  
communication drafted by the aid sector association, they don’t enforce it amongst their  
members. Instead of communication that empowers citizens and organizations in the  
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Global South, these types of fundraising campaigns contribute to their marginalization  
and need to be stopped.

How to tackle marginalization effects

Policymakers

 • Develop intervention methods that reduce possibilities for elite capture. This can be 
done by including local checks and balances, but also by financing more research into 
how the Global North facilitates corruption in the development sector, for instance, 
how aid money ends up in tax havens.

 • Design interventions keeping inequality in mind. Interventions can exacerbate regional 
or other inequities or dampen them. External interventions have to deal with a local 
context that necessarily has some marginalized groups, and can never make everyone 
an equal beneficiary; the challenge is to make sure that non- beneficiaries are not fur-
ther marginalized by an intervention, but can also indirectly benefit.

Figure 7.5  The campaign Radi- Aid turns the tables and asks Africans to donate radiators to 
Norway.

Source: iKind for SAIH.
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 • Strengthen (enforceability of) communication codes of conduct for aid industry asso-
ciations. Many associations of development organizations have a code of conduct that 
promotes respectful advertising. However, when members of these associations opt 
for disempowering advertisements, no sanction follows. Development agencies should 
stick to the commitments to communication and be held accountable if they don’t.

Practitioners

 • Verify before supporting an intervention whether it is about ‘charitable consumerism’ 
or sustainable development. This can be done by analysing if it empowers people in 
the country where the intervention is carried out. Wherever possible, push aid actors 
to reduce dependency.

 • Scale up responsibly. When scaling up, ensure that this isn’t to the detriment of the 
initial target group of the intervention.

 • Avoid white saviour narratives. When communicating about development 
interventions, avoid messaging that perpetuates the white saviour narrative and other 
stereotypes: this disempowers and marginalizes local responses. Stimulate communi-
cation that empowers citizens and activists from the Global South.

Evaluators

 • Perform pre-  and post- checks on ‘no one left behind’ in programmes. Are there any 
elements of the programme that prevent access for the most marginalized?

 • Perform (direct and indirect) elite- capture checks of interventions. Pay in these checks 
particular attention to ethnical favouritism, often a blind spot for external actors.

 • Ensure the most vulnerable are included in the research design. When financing and 
analysing impact evaluations, verify if the least powerful are also included in the 
research design.
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8  Behavioural effects
Expect the unexpected!

Unintended behavioural effects occur when recipients or affected persons respond 
to an external intervention in unintended ways due to psychological factors that 
were insufficiently taken into consideration when the intervention was designed.

What flavours do we see?

1 Rebound effects. The improvement made possible by an external intervention 
increases (instead of reduces) the undesired behaviour because of an unintended 
and often unexpected behavioural response.1

2 Backfire effects. Social progress of members of a marginalized group due to an 
international intervention leads to a counterreaction by members of the dom-
inant group. This backfire effect plays out at the micro- level (individual), whereas 
the backlash effect (Chapter 3) intervenes at the macro- level (society).

3 Motivational crowding- out effects. An external intervention incentivizes cer-
tain behaviours but actually undermines the intrinsic motivation for engaging in 
those behaviours.

Which themes have these unintended behavioural effects been noted for? Three 
examples:

1 Rebound effects: clean cooking stoves are a technological innovation that 
aims to reduce deforestation by decreasing the need for firewood. However, 
in Nepal it contributed to more deforestation, since the price of firewood 
decreased and households suffered from less indoor smoke pollution, pushing 
up consumption.

2 Backfire effects: financial empowerment programmes for women contributed 
in some instances to an increase in domestic violence in Bangladesh because 
husbands found their wives’ social progress hard to swallow.

3 Motivational crowding- out effects: internationally supported payment for 
environmental services schemes, such as forest protection, which actually led 
to reduced willingness to continue providing those services once the payments 
come to an end in Mexico.
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Key concepts from complexity thinking that help in understanding backlash 
effects:

1 Feedback loops. For many behavioural effects, a feedback loop is only visible after 
the outputs lead to certain outcomes. Subsequently, feedback loop starts to occur 
which prevents these outcomes from being sustained over time. For instance, this 
happens with respect to the forest protection by means of payment for environ-
mental services. The income received from the environmental services (output) 
leads to better protection of forests in the beginning (outcome). Still, these same 
outputs exercise a negative influence on the intrinsic motivation to protect the 
forest, leading to less protection after the financial incentive is removed.

2 Alternative impact pathways. Alternative impact pathways occur when certain  
outputs lead to different outcomes than envisaged. The example of the technical 
and vocational training programmes, which were supposed to reduce  
migration pressures, demonstrates this. The trained youngsters were much more  
interested in migrating after the training programme than before participating.  
The youngsters thought –  probably correctly –  that with their newly acquired  
skills they had more opportunities in the foreign labour market.

This chapter on behavioural effects is far from exhaustive, as the effects on human behav-
iour are practically endless. For instance, there are behavioural responses concerning 

Figure 8.1  Behavioural effects in action.

Source: Maarten Wolterink.
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targeting. By introducing a certain cut- off point (of wealth or health) to be eligible for 
assistance, individuals are strongly incentivized to ‘cheat’ the system (adverse selec-
tion). This can entail certain innocent ‘gaming’ practices, such as hiding some wealth 
to comply with a targeting benchmark, which has also been documented in the Global 
North.2 Yet one of my students, who went on a food aid monitoring mission in northern 
Nigeria, came back in shock. I invited her to share one of the unintended effects she had 
observed in her mission. Rather reluctantly, she shared that she had observed that some 
mothers deliberately malnourished one of their children as to receive food aid for the 
entire family. A rational behavioural response of the mother, but one that is hurtful and 
unacceptable. This type of behaviour says more about the aid agency than about the 
beneficiary.3

Another well- known behavioural effect is moral hazard. It differs from adverse selec-
tion as moral hazard contributes to behavioural changes only after a programme starts, 
while adverse selection leads to behavioural changes prior to a social programme (e.g. 
hiding wealth to get access to a social assistance programme). Claims about moral 
hazard have been made with respect to debt cancellation programmes: because ‘recipient’ 
governments know that their debts will be cancelled as part of an ongoing debt relief ini-
tiative, they will incur more of it.4 Since we define behavioural responses as individual 
(and not institutional) responses, we will deal with moral hazard in the chapter on gov-
ernance effects (Chapter 10).

In this chapter, I focus on three prevalent behavioural effects with respect to inter-
national development efforts: rebound, backfire, and motivational crowding- out effects.

8.1 The rebound effect: behavioural boomerangs

The Nepali government and the Danish Development Agency were perplexed. They 
introduced very efficient cook stoves in Nepal, to reduce deforestation. As we often see 
in this book, the agencies achieve their intended outputs: more and more families were 
adopting the improved cook stoves. Yet, something strange happened: household surveys 
showed that families with improved cooking stoves were cutting down more trees!5 This 
is the rebound effect in practice: people start demonstrating more –  instead of less –  of 
the undesired behaviour. In this case, the improved efficiency didn’t reduce, but increased, 
firewood collection. How did that happen? We don’t know exactly what happened in 
Nepal, but since improved cooking stoves have been introduced across the globe with 
development funding, we have some ways to explain this rebound.

Well, the new cooking stoves were cleaner and their usage was cheaper, so people were 
using the new stoves much more than the old ones. Let me explain: while the old stoves 
led to serious indoor air pollution, the new stoves are much cleaner, leading families to 
keep the cooking stove on all night. In addition, because the usage of the cooking stove 
requires less wood, it is much cheaper; they actually start to cook more meals, sometimes 
using multiple stoves.6 Luckily, in most studies outside Nepal, the increased usage by 
some households didn’t offset the overall reduction in wood consumption. This means 
that the rebound effect reduces the effectiveness of a programme, but doesn’t make it 
useless. You can think about the introduction of LED lights: while many people leave 
lights on longer since it is cheaper, their energy efficiency is so much higher than the light 
bulb that there is still a positive effect, just not as much as intended.

I was interested to find out whether this rebound effect could also be encountered 
beyond the traditional innovation- resource use boomerang. Fortunately, one day 
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I received an email –  and, when I did not reply fast enough, a phone call –  from a group 
of international relations students at the University of Groningen who were very keen to 
carry out some research for the Ministry of Foreign Affairs. With the consent of the staff 
member responsible, I proposed that they should look into the unintended effects of the 
world’s largest migration management programme: the European Union’s Emergency 
Trust Fund for Africa (EUTF). They found the rebound effect in the migration manage-
ment programme, so let’s have a look at what they found.7

8.1.1 The EU’s Emergency Trust Fund for Africa

I love working with students! One of the reasons is that they often conduct much 
more effective interviews than professional evaluators or researchers. Why might that 
be? Well, they are less threatening, so interviewees are more willing to share their 
true thoughts and feelings. Typically, civil servants are reluctant to talk about the 
unintended effects of their policies because of institutional pressures. In Chapter 2, 
I identified institutional barriers as one of the reasons why our policy learning is 
limited. Well, the students overcame these boundaries. When the students were 
planning their interviews with the staff at the EUTF (they interviewed about a dozen 
people), I got a call from one of the potential interviewees: ‘how open should I be 
with your students?’ I explained that it was our duty to provide the students with 
the most realistic picture possible. After all, ‘they are the policymakers of tomorrow, 
and they need to understand the types of dilemmas that we need to grapple with.’ 
When I read the interview transcripts, I was pleased to see that the interviewees had 
spoken plainly. 8

Let us start with a short recap: the central goal of the EUTF is to address irregular migra-
tion from Africa to Europe. The EUTF takes a ‘root causes approach,’ with the central 
premise that irregular migration is a symptom of underdevelopment and that the EU can 
reduce this by focussing on development cooperation with countries of origin. Since its 
inception in 2015, the fund has committed nearly EUR 5 billion to projects in 26 coun-
tries across three regions: the Sahel and Lake Chad, the Horn of Africa, and the north 
of Africa. The EUTF has provided financial support for projects ranging from equipping 
and training the controversial Libyan coastguard to providing new livelihoods for erst-
while people smugglers in Niger, job creation programmes in Sudan, and many other 
projects.

The number of African migrants trying to reach Europe by crossing the Mediterranean 
has fallen sharply since the EU set up the EUTF, and, as the Fund proclaims proudly 
on its website, it has created over 55,000 jobs and helped 277,000 people to engage 
in income- generating activities. However, the number of African migrants who would 
like to migrate to Europe remains enormous and if we are being honest, the activities 
of the EUTF are a mere drop in the ocean. Remember that the population of Nigeria is 
210 million (and set to double within just over twenty years). Some 48 per cent of adults 
of Nigeria say that they would emigrate from Nigeria if they had the chance.9 And in 
reality, the biggest factors helping to reduce the number of migrants arriving from Africa 
recently have been the COVID pandemic and restrictions on search and rescue missions 
in the Mediterranean, factors completely beyond the control of the EUTF. There is a 
major evidence gap when it comes to linking the results achieved by the EUTF (the cre-
ation of thousands of jobs) and their actual impact on migration (the reduction in the 
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number of migrants entering the EU). Correlation is not the same as causation, as many 
secondary school pupils will tell you, but some people are apparently ready to forget this 
basic rule when it is politically expedient to do so.

8.1.2 Receiving job training makes people more determined to emigrate than ever

How strong is the evidence that development actually reduces migration? There is a large 
body of literature on this question.10 The assumption was that potential migrants would 
prefer to stay put because of improved economic perspectives, and current migration 
management programmes have been designed around this principle. However, a new 
school of thought shows a completely different behavioural response: the famous ‘migra-
tion hump,’ meaning that when people in lower income countries start to earn some 
money (enough to move to another country, sometimes including fees paid to human 
smugglers), migration actually tends to increase. I also allude to this theory when I dis-
cuss the unintended migratory push effects in Chapter 5. The migration hump hypoth-
esis falls within our definition of a rebound effect: the external intervention leads to 
an increase –  instead of a decrease –  of the undesired practice (in this case migration) 
because of unintended individual- level behavioural responses.

Luckily, the EUTF also has its own independent ‘Research and Evidence Facility’ to 
test this ‘migration hump’ hypothesis. The EUTF Research and Evidence Facility has 
done detailed research involving the people who have benefited from EUTF interventions 
and how they feel about emigrating now. For instance, were those who had participated 
in the vocational and technical training programmes run by the EUTF less likely to emi-
grate? Data on a question like this could provide evidence to bridge the gap between 
results and impact.

The researchers interviewed people who had benefited from the training programme 
in Ethiopia and Uganda. The results were unmistakable: an impressive 80 per cent of 
trainees and graduates in Uganda had changed their opinion about emigrating,11 but 
not in the way that the EUTF had been hoping. Of the 80 per cent who had changed 
their minds, only 10 per cent wanted to migrate less, while 70 per cent were now more 
interested in emigrating. The intervention had a totally different impact pathway than 
intended. The researchers concluded that this was probably because the graduates now 
felt better equipped to succeed in a new country. They had a certificate showing that 
they had skills and wanted to make use of these qualifications. Who could blame them 
for that?

Since the EUTF focusses on irregular migration, the evaluators also asked the trainees 
about this. Alas, a rebound effect seems likely. While less than one quarter of potential 
trainees accepted that people should move even without the right papers, nearly half of 
graduates agreed that people should seize any opportunity to move.12

The students and I did not seek to discredit vocational training programmes or job 
creation programmes in Africa. They have unmistakably improved many lives. The only 
thing I hope to achieve by drawing attention to these findings is to demonstrate that 
simplistic linear assumptions –  such as ‘foreign aid will reduce migration’ –  can create 
large blind spots. When the students published their critical findings, the ministry woke 
up. I received a call from some of the superiors of those who were interviewed: ‘can you 
please tell whom your students interviewed exactly? We need to know!’ While many civil 
servants have doubts about the success of these migration management programmes, 
such qualms are supposed to remain internal. Because of the students’ innocence, the 
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civil servants had let down their guard. Their article ‘Learning in migration management? 
Persistent side effects of the EUTF’ was eventually published in a top journal, indicating 
that they were not as innocent as they seemed.13

In the Introduction of the book, I explained that unintended effects are neither a priori 
negative nor an objective phenomenon: this also becomes very clear from this example. 
Migration often means a quantum leap forward for families in terms of wealth and 
well- being.14 So while the increased willingness to migrate as a result of the training pro-
gramme may be negative for the EUTF, it is likely to be positive from the perspective of 
the migrant. Considering the constant human drive to look for better opportunities, it 
appears even quite preposterous to think that some migration management programme 
can convince people to renege on this central tenet of human nature.

What we need is more independent and open- access research, such as the research 
done by the Research and Evidence Facility of the EUTF. Because only through this type 
of research, we can explore the unintended effects of development programmes: close 
enough to programming to speak to the beneficiaries but independent enough to ask 
the right questions. We need to break out of our tunnel vision and evaluate all the 
outcomes –  whether intended or unintended –  by funding critical and constructive 
research.

The debate on the effects of international aid on migration is one of the most heated 
debates currently in international development because international migration and 
xenophobia are at the forefront of so many political debates in the Global North. 
The more heated a debate is, and the more ideological it becomes, the more ‘bounded’ 
the learning is.15 The students found that the EUTF policymakers turned a blind eye 
to many side effects, thwarting attempts to learn from them and prevent them in the 
future. Tellingly, the risk registrar of the EUTF focussed a lot on potential reputational 
risks to the EUTF. For instance, one of the identified risks is the ‘Wrong perception 
that EUTF- funded actions support the agenda of countries violating human rights.’16 
Yet, nothing is said about potential rebound effects, let alone that it has been measured 
systematically.

A small side- step away from migration: rebound effects also hold for less contro-
versial programmes, such as anti- corruption messaging. Donors have funded billboards 
and media campaigns explaining the evils of corruption to citizens in the Global South. 
A recent meta- evaluation called ‘Message misunderstood: Why raising awareness of 
corruption can backfire’ showed that the takeaway most often for those citizens was 
that it was apparently normal in their country to pay bribes.17 There was a clear rebound 
effect as they showed an increased willingness to pay bribes.

8.2 The backfire effect: microfinance for women can lead to extra violence 
against them

Several studies have evaluated the use of microcredit or cash transfer programmes, espe-
cially those targeting women. They point to increasing conflict in women’s relationships 
with their spouses, as documented by a thorough literature review by one of my co- 
workers, Maria van der Harst.18 The effects are a result from shifting roles within the 
household as women become more economically independent. This can be perceived as a 
threat to the husband’s breadwinner status. Female loan recipients experienced physical 
or verbal abuse from their husbands for various reasons, including disagreements over 
how to use the loan and who should have control over the money borrowed.19 While 
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many scholars have discussed a rise in conflict between intimate partners and domestic 
violence in some cases, other researchers have contested these findings. Some studies 
report improved relations within households, especially the more quantitative studies.20 
This shows the importance of triangulating statistical research.

Many academics have researched the effect of either microcredit or cash transfer 
programmes on household dynamics, but this problem can occur in a wide range of 
settings. For instance, women may face punishment if they participate in economic 
activities organized by aid organizations. Bamberger et al. discuss a project in Central 
America that was helping rural women to develop vegetable gardens.21 Despite their 
husbands’ positive attitude towards the project at public meetings, some women faced 
public repercussions and were ‘seriously beaten for attending [project] meetings.’22

As noted before, there seems to be little consensus in the literature regarding the preva-
lence and direction of these behavioural effects involving spouses. Studies make contra-
dictory claims or present inconclusive evidence regarding adverse effects on women. 
Applying an intersectional lens in which we add other individual characteristics (such 
as poverty levels) to the analysis can help us understand such contradictory conclusions. 
For instance, a study from Ghana shows that women who had to use the credit for 
subsistence (because they were already very poor) ended up suffering more harassment 
and abuse from their spouses.23 To understand the differential behavioural responses of 
spouses, it is relevant to consider whether the women face other structural disadvantages 
(such as indebtedness). If multiple obstacles ‘intersect’ in the life of a woman, she is more 
likely to encounter a violent response from her husband.

Female economic empowerment practitioners are increasingly recognizing and 
addressing such feedback loops involving spouses. For instance, they are educating 
women about how to deal with potential backfire effects in safe space meetings, 
workshops on sexual and reproductive rights, and gender- equity seminars. This is being 
actively encouraged by agencies such as the World Health Organization and the United 
States Agency for International Development (USAID) in their programmes.24 Here we 
see a clear example of organizations learning from potential unintended effects and trying 
to do something about them. We can see just how important this is when we look at the 
results of a female economic empowerment programme in Uganda, designed to measure 
the potential effects on male violence towards women who were participating in the pro-
gramme.25 They rolled out two versions: one with a financial component only and one 
with a financial component plus a women’s training element. The results are shocking 
and demonstrate why it is important to think outside silos.

In the programme in Kampala, adolescent women were either given just a savings 
account or a savings account combined with a series of activities, such as a mentoring 
programme and reproductive health training. Both groups saw their economic assets 
improve. To those evaluating the programme from a narrow perspective, ignoring the 
behavioural responses of others, both interventions are a success. However, the girls who 
only had a savings account actually faced a much more serious response from others. 
They were more likely to have been sexually touched or harassed by men (the number 
was 9 – 15 per cent higher amongst these girls) than the women who got the whole 
package. This suggests that just building economic assets without the protection afforded 
by strengthening social skills can leave vulnerable women at increased risk of sexual vio-
lence. It is heartening to see that so many organizations have taken these side effects on 
board in their economic empowerment programmes and are now including these gender 
components.
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But I do feel that not all lessons have been learnt: it would be more effective to stop the 
problem at its source: the men who are beating their wives. Men need to understand, and 
can understand if they are taken along, that power isn’t a zero sum game. Over the last 
decade or so the sector has been learning: programmes such as Promundo (‘engaging men 
to prevent gender- based violence’) show how important and effective it can be to include 
men. Their interventions (group- based discussions with men) showed a statistically sig-
nificant change in attitudes correlated with opposition to violence against women and a 
statistically significant self- reported decrease in violence against female partners.26 Also 
the quality of life of men who were together with those empowered women improved, 
and even their sex life improved according to some.27

8.3 The motivational crowding- out effect: undermining people’s intrinsic motivation 
to protect local forests

The climate crisis and mass biodiversity loss are arguably the greatest global challenge of 
our time, and we need to address it first. One of the fastest- growing type of programme 
in this respect is the ‘payment for environmental services’ (PES) approach. The idea is 
to encourage landowners to move away from industrial land- use methods that deplete 
forests and exhaust their capacity to absorb carbon. They receive monetary and other 
incentives to make up for the loss of income and enable them to work towards more sus-
tainable land use. You might know the saying, ‘As long as we assign a value to dead trees 
and not to living trees, we have a big problem.’ This approach suggests that we should 
assign value to living trees rather than dead ones: combatting deforestation (and other 
ecological problems) by rewarding people for conserving and protecting forests, rather 
than cutting them down.

We decided to take a closer look at the PES programmes because the world’s largest 
donors and development agencies, such as the United Nations and the World Bank, are 
now embracing this approach. These programmes now involve billions of dollars, partly 
because companies and governments in the Global North want to offset their carbon 
emissions. Agencies give landowners and residents in the forests financial compensation 
if they leave the forest intact instead of cutting it down. Obviously, we did not measure 
whether the protected forests actually captured carbon –  others can do a much better 
job of that –  but we looked at the side effects of these programmes on the local popula-
tion and the environment. Marloes Verholt, the researcher who worked on this compo-
nent of the research, found about fifty studies that documented the side effects of these 
programmes.28 So what did they find?

Seventeen studies looked at PES programmes involving forests. They identified one 
unintended effect more often than any other: the crowding- out (undermining) of the 
intrinsic motivation of local residents.29 In this case, intrinsic motivation refers to local 
people’s willingness to protect the forest without monetary compensation.

These findings have an obvious upside: regardless of how poor they are, people are 
generally willing to protect local forests even without being paid to do so. And the down-
side? People’s intrinsic motivation is undermined as soon as they are given the oppor-
tunity to make money from the forest. If external parties turn the forest into a commodity 
through PES programmes, the local population often becomes more calculating. And if 
the payments stop, the forest is suddenly more vulnerable than ever because the intrinsic 
motivation of the local population has been undermined: there is hence a negative feed-
back loop.
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A study of the beautiful Cambodian forest and a programme by Conservation 
International to protect this make it clear.30 Conservation International signs Conservation 
Agreements with the villages in the forest. What is the deal? Local communities need to 
halt illegal logging, stop commercial poaching of protected species (e.g. Siamese croco-
dile, dragon fish, etc.), and stop the clearing of new plots in pristine forest for swidden 
agriculture. In exchange for this, Conservation International transfers a mix of collective 
in- kind payments (salary for contractual teachers in local schools), individual cash (salary 
for community patrollers), and in- kind productive incentives (community buffaloes). The 
economic value of these different forms of compensation was estimated to equal the 
opportunity costs of complying with conservation. The big question is: did it decrease the 
intrinsic motivation of the Cambodian villagers to protect the forest?

Researchers compared the values that villagers attached to the forest in villages that 
had entered into contracts with Conservation International with other villages, control-
ling for many factors. They found that for villages that had entered into a contract with 
Conversation International, the perceived monetary value of forest conservation had 
surpassed the value of shelter, food, and health the forest offered.31 So, while in the past 
the subsistence value was highest (shelter, food, and health), now the money that could 
be extracted from it was the most important value. A similar study in Mexico found that 
deforestation rates rapidly went up after PES funding stopped, casting doubt on the per-
manence of the effects of PES programming.32

We interviewed the organizations behind these massive PES programmes (such as the 
World Bank), and asked them what they were doing about this dilemma: were they trying 
to develop a system that offers people enough (financial) incentive to protect the forests 
but does not undermine their intrinsic motivation to conserve valuable local habitats? 
While they had some ways of dealing with it (ensuring that the payments were not too 
high, and spreading it over a longer period), there was no overarching vision or strategy 
on this side effect. Apparently, the fact that providing a financial incentive might actu-
ally reduce people’s motivation was beyond the imagination of those who had designed 
these programmes within a neoliberal paradigm, where human behaviour is dictated by 
monetary incentives. This is a clear example of an ideological limit to learning, bounding 
policymakers within an existing way of doing things: the programme community has not 
found a sustainable solution because such a solution would have to involve stepping out-
side of the neoliberal paradigm on which the intervention is based.

Let’s look at other development programmes that have been scrutinized for their poten-
tial erosive effects on intrinsic motivation: performance- based financing programmes. 
I have been a vocal supporter of performance- based financing, as I have seen first- hand 
how it has energized so many professionals in the Global South. However, there have 
been convincing observations in Burkina Faso that performance- based health financing 
can lead to health professionals’ gaming and a decrease in their intrinsic motivation.33 
Anne- Marie Turcotte- Tremblay wrote an exciting PhD on the unintended effects of 
performance- based financing in health (also looking at other effects than intrinsic motiv-
ation).34 She found that health workers falsified medical registries to get extra payments. 
Staff members appeared fixated more on paperwork than care provision: one nurse was 
even busy falsifying a register while an unqualified staff member treated the child the 
nurse was supposed to take care of.

In summary, we need to be more cognizant on this potential side effect and experi-
ment with it to understand under which conditions it materializes. We can experiment 
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with the size of the payments, the duration, and the accompanying policies, and rigor-
ously research how this impacts intrinsic motivation. Or perhaps it is even necessary to 
step outside of our neoliberal frameworks and rethink the way in which we monetize 
basic human values such as taking care of our community and our natural environment 
altogether.

It is high time to take behavioural side effects more seriously. If you haven’t been 
convinced yet, read this testimony of Masamba. He was also a victim of behavioural 
responses to international development efforts. There was a massive push by the inter-
national community against sexual and gender- based violence (SGBV) in the DRC. 
Fighting impunity was a central tenet of this effort, and judges were stimulated to get 
more men convicted of SGBV. The projects worked, and more men were convicted. The 
generically overlooked behavioural response, however, was that judges would overreact 
to these incentives, even by convicting innocent men such as Masamba.

Testimony by Salomon Balangane: guilty or not, that’s not the question

Imagine spending ten years in prison for a rape you didn’t commit, and then dying 
at age 47, only a few months after your release. This is what happened to Masamba 
in the DRC. How and why could this happen? Salomon, who was closely involved 
in Masamba’s case and visited him every week in prison, tells his story.

Figure 8.2  Masamba in prison.

Source: IF Productions.
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Public court

My name is Salomon Balangane. Around 2010, I was working with IF Productions, 
who were making documentaries about sexual violence in DRC. At one point we 
filmed at a public court in South Kivu, where someone named Masamba was accused 
of raping the wife of his army chief, called ‘the Captain.’ Masamba was found 
guilty and sentenced to ten years in prison. But when I translated the footage from 
Swahili to English, I was surprised to discover that the doctor who was questioned 
and had examined the Captain’s wife had actually testified that there were no signs 
of rape. So why did they sentence Masamba anyway?

Paying for ‘justice’

We started investigating the case. Now I know that the NGOs supporting (mobile) 
courts in the eastern DRC incentivized judges to get people convicted for rape. It 
was to show that there is justice in Congo and that they’re fighting sexual violence. 
But they took somebody that was just innocent in this situation and put him in jail 
for ten years! Years later, the Captain’s wife even admitted to us that the story was 
made up. The team and I were so affected by this. We supported Masamba with 
legal counselling and I visited him every week in prison.

Prison life

Masamba’s life in prison was very difficult, especially in the beginning. You cannot 
imagine what it was like. He was being tortured, he was sleeping on the floor, he 
had little food and his family couldn’t visit him. He was so concerned for his chil-
dren. He was such a good person. And Masamba kept saying that he believed that 
the truth would be revealed. We tried to get President Kabila to give a Presidential 
Grace, our last option, but to no avail.

Starting a new life

After ten years, Masamba was finally released from prison. With some money left 
in the IF Foundation, we helped him move to Kinshasa and bought him a motor-
bike. As his wife arrived in Kinshasa to be reunited, she received the news that he 
had just died –  only a few months after leaving prison. He had started vomiting 
blood and we suspect it was an untreated hepatitis that caused his death. He was 
only 47 years old. I was heartbroken.

Follow- up

What I would like international organizations to do is that when they give funding, 
they follow up what happens with that money. I strongly believe that Masamba 
would still be alive today if he hadn’t gone through what he went through.

Douma and Hilhorst found in their study on sexual violence in the eastern DRC that a growing number of 
people misuse the law to settle other types of (family) conflicts.35 Framing somebody for rape has become 
an effective way to ‘get somebody out of the way.’ They found that ‘50 percent of the convictions lacked 
sufficient evidence,’ but that judges convicted anyway because ‘they faced a moral obligation’ as NGOs 
provided both cases that needed to be taken up and the financial compensation during the mobile courts.
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How to tackle unintended behavioural responses

Policymakers

 • Include the dominant group when empowering dominated groups. For instance, when 
rolling out a programme focussing on strengthening the position of women, also 
include men.

 • Identify potential alternative impact pathways. When designing, agencies need to iden-
tify potential alternative impact pathways, such as motivational crowding- out effects.

Practitioners

 • Adapt programmes to reduce potential motivational crowding- out effects. Experiment 
with programmes to understand better potential motivational crowding- out effects. 
The duration of the programme (long) and the relative size of the payments (not too 
big) play a role, but other factors need more research.

Evaluators

 • Perform behavioural impact scan ex- ante. More potential behavioural effects could be 
anticipated through scanning available rigorous research. Scanning available research 
can detect effects and the planning can be adapted accordingly.

 • Measure impact several years after the end of a programme. Because behavioural 
effects are often the result of a feedback loop, it may take some time for these side 
effects to materialize, as the deforestation example shows.

 • Discount the total impact of the programme for rebound effects. As we have seen with 
these cooking stoves, the impact of the intervention might be less, because participants 
of a programme start to consume more of the more efficient product.

Notes

 1 The original definition of rebound effects is quite stringent and focusses only on rebound effects 
of technological innovations. These innovations can make resource use more efficient, but 
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9  Negative spillover effects
Look beyond your own targets

Unintended negative spillover effects materialize when an external intervention 
negatively affects thematic or geographic areas or institutions outside of the inter-
vention area.

What flavours do we see?

1 Negative institutional spillover effects (‘brain drain’). The capacities of more 
permanent local structures (e.g. a government agency) are weakened as inter-
national agencies hire the most talented staff without adequately compensating 
the local structure.

2 Negative thematic spillover effects (‘thematic crowding out’). An upsurge of 
international attention for a specific (sub) theme pushes out other thematic areas 
that also require attention.

3 Negative geographic spillover effects (‘leakage’). The international intervention 
solves a problem in one place, but this or another problem worsens elsewhere.

4 Fungibility. Aid resources do not pay for the item it is accounted for but for the 
marginal expenditure it makes possible.

In which instances have negative spillover effects been observed? Four examples:

1 Negative institutional spillover effects: in the Democratic Republic of Congo, the 
best students started to work for international agencies instead of strengthening 
local government structures.

2 Negative thematic spillover effects: while the fight against HIV- AIDS was 
successful, it drew resources away from other parts of the health sector, for 
instance, the basic vaccination programme.

3 Negative geographic spillover effects: in Brazil, the international forest pro-
tection programmes contributed to a decrease in logging in the Amazon, but 
contributed to a simultaneous increase in neighbouring Cerrado.

4 Fungibility: a recipient government reallocates its own funding away from the 
sector (or region) where the donor spends its aid resources. For instance, if the 
donor funds education, this frees up funding from the recipient government from 
the education sector and allocates this to the military, for instance. The donor 
funding makes marginal expenditure in the military possible.
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Key concepts from complexity thinking that help in detecting geographic spillover 
effects:

1 Interconnectivity. To determine the success of an intervention, it is relevant 
to find out where the inputs are coming from. For instance, where is the staff 
coming from? Where is the matching funding of the counterpart coming from; 
is it being detracted from other valuable initiatives? It is also important to deter-
mine whether the achieved outcomes interact with outcomes elsewhere. For 
example, are the jobs created by this programme replacing jobs elsewhere?

2 Adaptive agents. Sometimes the behaviour of agents appears to change in the  
programme area, but to determine if the programme really works as intended,  
it needs to become clear whether they also change their behaviour outside the  
intervention area. For instance, loggers might seize to log in the protected area,  
but aren’t they just moving their activities elsewhere? The local population might  
no longer collect firewood from the protected area, but how do they get the  
energy for cooking now?

If an external intervention leads to an increase in something somewhere, we need to 
check if it doesn’t lead to its decrease somewhere else. I call this ‘negative spillover 

Figure 9.1  Leakage effects in action: donors all focussing on the same ‘sexy’ theme, drawing local 
resources towards this theme, leading to underfunding and understaffing of other 
themes.

Source: Maarten Wolterink.
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effects,’ because it resembles a bucket full of water that overflows if additional resources 
are poured in and you don’t pay attention. If you just look at the bucket after a while, all 
might look fine. But if you look beyond the bucket, you see that water has been spilled 
everywhere.

While the ripple effects of Chapter 12 are positive, the negative spillover effects in this 
chapter are per definition negative. We will look at negative institutional spillovers, also 
known as brain drain effects (Section 9.1), thematic negative spillovers, also known a 
crowding out (Section 9.2), and negative geographical spillovers, also known as leakage 
(Section 9.3). We conclude this chapter with fungibility, which can be considered a kind 
of financial spillover effect.

9.1 Negative institutional spillover effects: brain drain

I spent the summer of 2007 in the Central African Republic (CAR) researching for my 
PhD. The topic of my PhD research was the geographical choices of aid agencies: I was 
trying to find out why the CAR was a so- called ‘donor orphan,’ a country with diffi-
culty attracting international development donors (I will spare you the details of my 
findings). My main conclusion was that more agencies needed to engage in the CAR, 
and less in ‘donor darlings’ such as Tanzania. When in 2013, I was Africa director of 
an international NGO, I was glad that I could open an office there, even though the 
circumstances –  an impending genocide –  were dire.

When I was in Bangui (the capital of the CAR) setting up this office with my 
colleagues, we faced a major dilemma: how much should we pay the Central Africans 
in our employment? I wanted to follow two important moral considerations. My 
dilemma was that these two moral considerations led to totally opposing conclusions 
about the pay we should offer.

The first consideration is that we wanted to reduce the pay gap between local and 
expat staff. Not only does it demotivate local staff, it also smells of a hangover of colo-
nialism, even racism. While I think that we should have as little international staff as 
possible (they are expensive and it is less sustainable), it was necessary to have at least 
one or two international staff in the CAR programme, who had the technical expertise 
of setting up radio- stations and develop anti- genocide programming, and understood 
how to perform the financial accounting for demanding donors such as US govern-
ment. To attract those expatriates, we needed to pay a ‘Western’ salary: how could 
they otherwise support their families back home? If I wanted to reduce the pay gap 
between the expats and the local staff, I would need to offer high salaries to local staff 
(at least a net EUR 3,000 a month). They performed equally complicated tasks, such 
as managing offices in remote areas.

The second consideration, however, would propel me to offer lower salaries to the 
local staff. International actors had been contributing to a brain drain away from 
the local government and other public and private actors. In countries as diverse 
as Malawi, Sri Lanka, and Kosovo, international agencies had hired (some would 
say ‘poached’) highly valued civil servants from the administration to perform often 
support staff functions in their own programmes. In the case of Kosovo, a housekeeper 
for an international organization could earn three times as much as a minister. The 
effect may be that transitory organizations reduce the capacity of more permanent local 
institutions.1 To prevent that from happening I needed to align the salaries I offered to 
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the salary grid of the Central African government. In that case, we would have to offer 
them a maximum of net EUR 300 a month.

Therefore, a factor of 10 separated the minimum that I was supposed to offer 
according to the first paradigm and the maximum according to the second paradigm. 
Lemay- Hébert et al. argue that there is an equilibrium somewhere between these two 
extremes.2 Low salaries for local staff of international NGOs reduce internal migra-
tion from government to NGOs because of a small wage differential, but increase the 
propensity to migrate internationally for these workers because of the wage gap with 
expatriates. Conversely, high salaries for local staff of international NGOs increase 
internal migration from government to NGOs because of a large wage differential, but 
reduce international migration because there is less need.

After a benchmarking exercise with other NGOs, we decide to offer the local staff 
about two times as much as their local counterparts in the administration, and five 
times as little as the expatriate staff. We did not recruit one government official, even 
though we really liked him, but we thought it would be better to keep him in the 
government. However, the next summer, when I came back, I found out that he was 
working for another international agency. The entire hiring and wage- setting exercise 
felt discomforting.3 It highlights the dilemmas around one important side effect of the 
international development sector: the brain drain effect. The testimony of Ali Zafar 
(see textbox) expresses how this brain drain works out concretely.

Testimony by Ali Zafar on the ‘brain drain’ in Pakistan: ‘time to move to the 21st 
century’

Figure 9.2  Ali Zafar.
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My name is Ali Zafar (33). Originally from Pakistan, I’m currently an economics 
advisor for Save the Children, based in England. After finishing my studies, 
I worked for 2.5 years for the provincial and federal government on planning and 
development, before being ‘poached’ to work for the UN. First in Pakistan, and 
then abroad.

Running up and down the stairs

I do feel like I am part of the so- called brain drain. Working at public offices, it’s 
an ungrateful job. The salary simply wasn’t good enough and I was frustrated by 
the lack of professionalism, poor infrastructure and bureaucracy. When I was an 
intern, when you wanted to copy something, you needed to take 7 flights of stairs 
to go outside to a copy shop. And it’s very hierarchical. The bosses are concerned 
with political games instead of what’s best for the country. My boss once told me 
to change a number in a document. It is not evidence- based, or data- driven. It’s 
hearsay, it’s the way of the boss. You can easily get demotivated by this. The people 
who want to do something for their country and who have professionalism in their 
work, are the ones who are likely to leave.

From dentist to truck driver

The economic and political insecurity plays a role as well. I read the other day that 
in the last 12 months, a million young people have left Pakistan. Inflation is soaring, 
but salaries are not increasing, so they want to earn money outside of the country. 
I have a friend who is willing to leave his dental profession and move to Canada to 
drive trucks, all because of the economic situation. And with every political party, 
the civil government changes, and you don’t know when you might not be needed 
anymore. It’s a very volatile system.

Move into the 21st century

If the government would be able to retain human resources with better or at least 
matching privileges or compensation, then this sort of brain drain wouldn’t be 
happening. They need to move into the 21st century by improving infrastructure, 
and getting out of the colonial way of working set up by the British. For example, 
recruitment of new staff is very outdated. Being able to communicate in English is 
often enough. If you’re not hiring people for their intellectual capabilities, you’re 
not going to get talent, especially if you’re not going to pay them enough!

Three days at the Marriot

When I was still working for the UN in Pakistan, I gave training to former govern-
ment colleagues. But it’s not sustainable. Honestly, if donor agencies really want 
to make a difference in the country, it cannot be done by paying for a three- day 
decadent training at the Marriot Hotel. Invest that money in finetuning the skill set 
of those who are working in the civil government. Improve in computers, better 
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internet, training on software use and data analysis. They are wasting money on 
indulging bureaucrats instead of investing in the country’s people.

Maybe one day I’ll go back as an economic advisor. Probably not to work for the 
government, but I’ll be back to serve Pakistan. Definitely.

Because of the dilemmas I experienced, I decided to research this effect more in depth. 
The research made clear that I was not the only one facing this dilemma. Our first ana-
lysis shows that there were at least 537,648 local staffers of international aid agencies 
in 2016.4 We analysed the wage differential between workers in the foreign- funded aid 
sector and the public sector. In the DRC, if a manager moved from a job in the public 
sector to a local NGO, she would almost quintuple her salary, from about USD 100 
to USD 471. Moving to an American NGO, she would earn 10 times as much. If she 
worked for the bilateral donor agency, she would multiply her government salary by 27 
times, or, if she worked for the United Nations –  on a local contract –  she would multiply 
her salary by 75 times. It is obvious that a cap on staff salaries for international agencies 
is necessary, both for local staff because of the brain effect and for international staff, for 
efficiency and equity reasons.

Jeanine Mkawu, one of my students in the DRC, researched the brain drain effect  
in the DRC by looking at the professional trajectories of the graduates of our univer-
sity: who are their future employers? The question is particularly interesting because  
the university where I taught, the Catholic University of Congo, is considered the best  
university in the country. The university only admits the best students. She analysed  
the careers of 100 graduates from the faculty of economics and management. She came  
to the shocking conclusion that more than half of the alumni work for development  

Figure 9.3  Wage differentials in the DRC, 2016.

Source: Koch and Schulpen, ‘Individual- level wage effects.’
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organizations, from Caritas to the World Bank (53 per cent), and that they are very satis-
fied with their position. A small minority work for the government, but say that they are  
actively looking for another employer.

This ‘negative spillover’ of capacity is most often not just a short- term effect, but has 
long- term repercussions. Once national staff have worked in the environment of an inter-
national organization, with its air- conditioned offices and steady electricity, it is hard 
for them to move back to the government. For instance, in Cambodia, the idea was that 
the national staff of the UN would move back to the public sector after the international 
intervention had ended. The reality was that local staff did not do that,5 and that working 
for an international organization was the first step for emigration.6

While there does not seem to be an encompassing solution, there are interesting 
initiatives combatting the brain drain that need to be strengthened. For instance, in 
Zambia and Malawi, the Ministry of Health has promoted the retention of current per-
sonnel by implementing a six- year emergency human resources programme.7 Implemented 
in the early 2000s and supported by many international donors, the initiative seeked to 
improve incentives for local recruitment and retention of health workers. It has had a 
positive impact.8 There has also been some movement on the side of the NGOs. The 
2016 Charter4Change, signed by 35 international NGOs (as of February 2020), aims 
to ‘address and prevent the negative impact of recruiting national NGO staff during an 
emergency.’9

But to solve these issues more far- reaching measures are needed. In 2005, major donors 
from the Global North made the Paris Declaration on Aid Effectiveness, where they 
pledged to focus on strengthening national systems instead of setting up parallel ones. 
Can we live up to this promise? Additionally, can we set up a staff compensation fund, 
in which international agencies hiring national staff members plough back money into 
the structures that have educated and prepared their new colleagues? Can we set up a 
circular system, in which international agencies take national staff members on loan from 
national structures, after which the national staff members have to return to their original 
structure? Can we agree on a cap of salaries of the expatriates to more reasonable levels?

9.2 Negative thematic spillover effects: crowding- out effects

When I lived in Nigeria in 2003, HIV- AIDS was ravaging and still expanding. Life expect-
ancy was declining rapidly. About 7 million people were living with AIDS, and the preva-
lence rate was rising to about 6 per cent of the population. Nigeria was the number three 
country worldwide regarding the number of AIDS patients. The availability of condoms 
was low. Antiretroviral therapy (ART) was even less available in Nigeria, as the prices 
were still very high (as pharmaceutical companies and their backers prevented a waiving 
of the patents).

Then, the aid industry stepped up its game and everything changed. Progressive 
donors funded civil society organizations that spearheaded a successful campaign to get 
the patens waived and big pharma had to cave in. Other donors funded social marketing 
organizations to market the use of condoms in Nigeria. Yet other agencies focussed on 
rolling out testing campaigns. By 2018, the prevalence rate was pushed down to 1.5 per 
cent.10 The US government alone has until now (2022) invested over USD 90 billion in 
the so- called President’s Emergency Plan for AIDS Relief (PEPFAR). If the international 
community sets its mind to something, and works well together with local partners, it can 
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get impressive things done. Just like smallpox, which was eradicated by the international 
community in 1980, also HIV- AIDS can be combatted, even though we are not there yet.

Yet, this focus on one particular objective comes at a price. This section deals with 
this price: the thematic crowding- out effect. The international community used in its 
fight against HIV- AIDS the so- called ‘vertical’ approach. This means that, from the head-
quarters of the international agencies in Geneva and New York to the smallest entity in 
Nigeria, a parallel structure was set up –  a separate UN agency, separate implementa-
tion units in Ministries of Health worldwide, even separate clinics sometimes. Thematic 
crowding out occurs when external aid resources pull internal financial and human 
resources into the same subsector already receiving the external funding. These funds 
also need to be administered, drawing management resources away from other sectors. 
Hence, internal support for non- aid- supported sectors dwindles because of the external 
intervention. This happened with the HIV- AIDS response in Nigeria.

For example, in 2004, foreign aid earmarked for maternal, neonatal, and child  
health (MNCH) services constituted only 0.5 per cent of all health- specific foreign aid,  
while MNCH diseases still contributed to 45 per cent of the total disease burden in  
Nigeria (despite the rise in HIV- AIDS). In contrast, HIV contributed 6.3 per cent of  
Nigeria’s total disease burden in 2004, yet 32 per cent of foreign aid was allocated to  
HIV programmes.11 Doctors, nurses, and internal resources were disproportionally used  
to accommodate and accompany this funding and removed from the regular health care  

Figure 9.4  Taking HIV- AIDS metrics as a yardstick, the vertical HIV- AIDS programming was a 
great success, but there are hidden costs to these vertical programmes.

Source: Isabel Corthier and MSF.
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system. The consequence? A significant reduction in vaccinations in Nigeria. Statistical  
analysis by Chima and Franzini showed that a one- dollar increase in HIV aid per capita  
was associated with a decrease in the probability of receipt of vaccines by 8– 31 per cent  
(depending on the disease). They suggest that donors rethink their funding strategies  
favouring more ‘horizontal’ approaches.12 In these approaches the general health system  
is strengthened, not just for one but for all diseases, in a sustainable manner.

Findings from Mozambique in the health sector confirm the adverse effects of using 
a vertical (disease- specific) approach. Of the about 700 doctors that were trained in 
Mozambique since independence, over 25 per cent have stopped working in public health 
care, and are working for donors and NGOs and private initiatives.13 This corresponds 
to the findings on ‘brain drain’ that I described in the first part of this chapter: capacity 
leaks away from the public sector to the private sector. Interventions in the parallel sector 
crowd out the response capacity of the state. Twenty- five per cent might not look like a 
lot and some argue that internal migration does not weaken health systems, as physicians 
largely leave to work for agencies that support the public sector. However, a detailed ana-
lysis by Sherr et al. shows that especially the senior- level physicians leave the public sector 
in Mozambique (for them the percentage is 47 per cent vs. 11 per cent for the younger 
doctors). This leaves junior managers with less training and experience in their place and 
weakens the health system.

I am not saying that the donors made a mistake by investing heavily in fighting the 
HIV- AIDS pandemic, but I am saying that more could have been done to avoid the 
thematic crowding- out effects. When I look at how the international community dealt 
with the next pandemic, that is, the COVID- 19 pandemic, I have the impression that 
the aid sector is made of adaptive agents. In all the major COVID- 19 policy initiatives, 
health systems strengthening is an integral part, at least on paper (which is a first step). 
How does that work in practice? As part of the COVID- 19 vaccination response, the 
cold- chain storage of vaccines was improved in certain countries, such as Namibia. In 
these new cold chains, not just COVID- 19 vaccines can be stored, but all vaccinations 
that need to be kept cold, such as the rabies vaccination, can be used.14 In this way the 
COVID- 19 response can strengthen the entire health system. Of course, there is often still 
a gap between theory and practice,15 but at last the theory takes the crowding- out effect 
into consideration now.

9.3 Negative geographic spillover effects: leakage

I have always had a fascination with rainforests. While at primary school, my classmates 
and I made our own black and white ‘magazine’ dubbed animal life, which we sold to 
family and friends. We handwrote about 20 pages with pictures, puzzles, and hand-
made infographics about endangered species. The second edition (after the first edition 
‘the seal’) was called ‘the monkey’ and focussed on rainforests. We sent the proceeds, 
in my view the astronomical sum of 36 guilders (EUR 17), to Greenpeace, to support 
their programmes to combat deforestation. I remember vividly drawing an infographic 
comparing the length of Dutch trees to rainforest trees. I was dreaming at night about 
visiting these magnificent forests.

About a decade later, when I was 21, my dream came true. I could do an intern-
ship for an international NGO operating in the rainforest of eastern Cameroon. Our 
first stop was the sleepy capital Yaoundé. From the balcony of our hotel, I saw huge 
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trucks with even larger trunks of tropical trees pass by every day. I was sad to see this 
happening. Something had to be done about this! While my internship was a failure,16 
I got a chance to visit a programme which appeared effective in the fight against defor-
estation: the community forest project in Lomié. I travelled with a ramshackle bus to 
the village. The bus got stuck in the middle of the forest three times, and we had to 
get out of it to push it. I did not mind at all: finally, I could smell the rainforest, hear 
the buzz of animal life and see the trees towering next to the side of the road: this is 
what I had been dreaming about! We arrived in the village in the middle of the night.

Over the coming days, the project staff showed me how the local Baka popula-
tion (Pygmies) had turned the forest into a community forest. They had succeeded 
at keeping the industrial loggers at bay in part by engaging themselves in responsible 
tree cutting. The development organization had even provided a mobile seesaw to 
that effect (the project was hence called ‘the mobile see- saw project’). It might sound 
contradictory, but they succeeded in maintaining the forest by monetizing a small part 
of it.17 The forest that the project was supposed to protect was protected. In my view, 
the project was a big success. That was before I learned about geographic spillover 
effects, in the nature conservation literature called the leakage effect.

Leakage effects are the geographic spillover effects of a development intervention, such 
as climate mitigation. More specifically, leakage means more greenhouse gas emissions 
outside a project or programme boundary that is directly or indirectly attributable to the 
intervention implemented within those boundaries.18

Figure 9.5  Baka kids relaxing on a tree trunk close to Lomié.

Source: Henk Bothof.
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There are primary and secondary leakages.19 Primary leakage refers to direct leakage 
effects caused by the relocation of baseline activities or agents from one area to the next. 
You can also call it activity shifting: to produce the crops or obtain the fuel wood needed, 
already existing local deforestation agents are likely to move to surrounding areas to 
continue activities.

Secondary leakage occurs when forest conservation in one place indirectly creates 
incentives to deforest in other places. These indirect effects are usually caused by the 
reduction in the supply of commercial products (e.g. timber), which leads to higher prices 
for these products. Because of higher prices and to meet existing demand, production (e.g. 
logging) increases elsewhere. The difference from primary leakage is that the forest con-
servation activity causes incentives for others to start deforesting, rather than encourage 
deforestation agents to move to new places.20

In my positive appraisal of the programme’s effectiveness in Lomié, I had not thought 
about that at all. It doesn’t mean that the ‘mobile see- saw’ project wasn’t effective, 
but we cannot say anything about its effectiveness until we measure the leakage effect. 
Unfortunately, I was in good company with my naïve positive appraisal, as many others 
when they measure the success of protected areas do not look beyond the projected area 
itself.

But detailed evidence from the Amazon region shows that we should. Greenpeace had 
started a successful campaign to push companies in Brazil to agree to a Soy Moratorium 
in the Amazon21 (undoubtedly building on my earlier contribution of EUR 16). The 
moratorium entailed that actors such as the National Grain Exporters Association and 
commodity traders agreed to boycott farmers who grew soy on land cleared after 2006. 
The Banco do Brasil (a major Brazilian bank) further stimulated this accord by restricting 
credit to farmers who deforested after that date. By overlaying annual deforestation 
imagery from the Brazilian Space Agency on crop production after 2006, the monitoring 
system detected the noncompliant producers and creates a blocklist of them. The traders 
that signed the Soy Moratorium use the list to avoid noncompliant purchases.22

The Greenpeace- induced programme was a big success. A recent study by Heilmayr 
et al. showed that the Soy Moratorium contributed to ‘one of the great conservation 
successes of the twenty- first century– an 84 per cent decrease in the rate of Brazilian 
Amazon deforestation.’23

Yet, if we look outside of the Amazon rainforest, this very optimistic story needs to 
be nuanced. We find evidence that the Soy Moratorium induced agricultural relocation 
into its less regulated ecosystem neighbour, the Cerrado. Within 100 km of the fron-
tier with the Amazon, soy production increased by 31 per cent relative to the region 
farther away from the Amazon from 2007 until 2013. The deforestation leakage was 
estimated at 12.7 per cent (so for every 100 trees saved in the Amazon, 13 were cut in 
Cerrado), showing that the Amazon protection was having less carbon impact than 
proclaimed.24 In this case we see that technological progress, such as satellite images, 
makes the monitoring of side effects easier. The technical barriers to learning are over-
come, making policy learning a bit less bounded. Yet, if there is no political will to learn 
this lesson, deforestation will continue to increase as became clear during the Bolsanaro 
presidency in Brazil.

9.3.1 Offsetting your carbon footprint: think twice

Whether you buy a plane ticket for work or book a holiday, more and more often you 
can offset your carbon footprint. With a click on a small button at the end of your 
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booking you can ‘compensate your CO2 emissions,’ often by adding a couple of euros to 
your payment. I appreciate this opportunity and often tick the box, without really inves-
tigating how companies make it happen. Well, they do so by buying ‘carbon credits,’ 
meaning that the money is used to compensate people and companies who are saving 
carbon (for instance, by not cutting trees). The carbon credit market for avoided defor-
estation has become a serious business. Unfortunately, there is still a lot of haze on calcu-
lating and monitoring avoided deforestation, especially when it comes to leakage.25 The 
flagship Forest Carbon Development Project (FCDP) of the World Bank, for instance, 
does not require monitoring leakage effects.26 Measuring and monitoring international 
leakage was the weak spot for all the various carbon accounting mechanisms, whereas 
there is ample evidence that cross- border leakage occurs.27 Some initiatives do monitor 
the primary leakage effects, but find it much harder to assess the secondary effects.28

Leakage is a common and real risk for anti- deforestation programmes, and a certain 
level of leakage will be unavoidable. However, leakage can be managed. For instance, 
leakage management at the project or programme level typically requires: (1) the identifi-
cation of potential leakage effects associated with the mitigation activity; (2) a reduction 
of leakage through a smart project or programme design; (3) monitoring and accounting 
of leakage in a sufficiently large monitoring area; and, if the intervention is linked to 
carbon crediting, (4) discount of any leakage from greenhouse gasses benefits claimed.29

While –  because of this research –  I have been a bit more cautious about ticking this 
‘carbon compensation’ box, I am not opposed to the idea of carbon credits per se. It is 
just important to verify that you actually get what you are paying for. Or, if you are more 
ambitious: play your part in developing an offsetting system that actually contributes to 
fighting climate change, instead of facilitating carbon- intensive luxury consumption by a 
small global minority.

9.4 Fungibility: adverse financial spillover effects not as bad as suggested

If there has been one potential side effect that has received ample attention in the aid 
debate, then it has been the issue of fungibility. Fungi- what? Fungibility is easiest to 
explain with an example. Imagine that you are a donor and decide to fund schools in a 
low- income country. Now that the government doesn’t have to fund its schools anymore, 
it decides to spend the money allocated for schools on new gear for the military. The 
donor thinks it is funding a school, but in fact the donor is funding gear for the military. 
That’s fungibility, and I classify it as negative spillover effect as the funding ‘leaks’ to 
other sectors.30 In the literature on fungibility it is usually assumed that fungibility is bad. 
After all, it is thought, recipients are often corrupt and will not make the right choices 
on their own.

Because donors were not happy with fungibility, they all came up with ways to curb it. 
First, they started giving less and less money to governments, and set up their programmes 
separately. In addition, they forced recipient governments to match funding to the pro-
gramme. For example, ‘We give EUR 10 million to an AIDS programme in your country 
if you also give EUR 10 million to that AIDS programme.’ Therefore, the assumption is 
that fungibility is bad, and we need to curb that because we fear negative spillover of our 
aid. If this sounds somewhat paternalistic, it does because it is, especially when you con-
sider the problematic programming preferences of many donors.

Zunera Rana has developed a number of scenarios that show that fungibility does not 
have to be negative at all. In fact, according to her, it can even turn out to be positive, 
because donors often do not know any better, or at least do not act better than recipient 
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governments.31 Let me highlight two scenarios, one related to marginal added value and 
the other to inequality.

Donors often assume that they know what a recipient country needs. They believe they 
know where their money can make a difference. However, Zunera notices that donor 
preferences fluctuate very irrationally over time: for a few years, money flows in for 
social sectors and then donors stop; then the money flows in for employment, then it 
stops abruptly. These large fluctuations in aid funding say more about new hypes in the 
donor countries (e.g. migration management) than about shifting needs in developing 
countries. Therefore, it may be quite rational for recipient governments to cash in on a 
donor’s hype, but divert their own resources elsewhere to cushion the donor shocks. For 
example: why put even more of their own money into the health sector, where the added 
value of their money is less, than, for example, in a sector where donors are not willing 
to help, such as infrastructure?

A second misconception is that donors would be good at tackling inequality. Donors 
often think they are good at ensuring that the poorest provinces and groups are included. 
After all, they have embraced the ‘leave no one behind’ slogan. According to Zunera, 
this is also a misconception. She studied donor behaviour in detail in Pakistan. There, 
she saw that donors steered clear of the most unsafe areas, where the population’s needs 
were greatest. The local Ministries of Planning and Finance officials came up with a 
ruse: they decided to reallocate their own budget. For every rupee that donors invested 
in a popular and convenient province, the Pakistani government removed a rupee from 
there: 100 per cent fungibility. Donors were disappointed, since they wanted to show 
that health indicators in the popular provinces went up due to their aid funds. However, 
because the Pakistani government took its own money out of there, there would be no 
increase in health indicators at all in the provinces where donors had spent their money. 
However, donors should not mind: their money is indeed being spent usefully, just out-
side their field of view. So fungibility is not necessarily bad, but can lead to positive 
outcomes.

In the introduction of this book I tried to dismantle the myth that unintended effects 
are always downplayed: indeed, in the case of fungibility they might actually be overrated. 
After having accompanied Zunera in her PhD writing process, I can only concur: the 
concerns about fungibility are overdone. While fungibility is certainly happening, it is 
not necessarily bad.

9.4.1 Recap on negative spillover effects

While worries about fungibility have been largely overdrawn, other negative spillover 
effects are often underestimated, but have all the more negative impact. These nega-
tive spillovers can be institutional (brain drain), thematic (crowding out), or geographic 
(leakage). All three merit more of our attention.

How to tackle negative spillover effects

Policymakers

 • Promote horizontal instead of vertical programming. Attempt to work with govern-
ment structures and strengthen them, instead of creating parallel structures.

 • Assume that you don’t know what is best. The agency that you represent can dis-
play irrational behaviour. Hence, do not jump on the bandwagon to decry potential 
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fungibility, but aim to understand what actors in the recipient country are trying to 
achieve by redirecting funds.

 • Define common standards for leakage measurement and reporting. This is currently 
still a weak element in many environmental programmes.

 • Coordinate amongst donors: if the collective of donors starts harmonizing their 
funding decisions and communicating about them promptly, this will reduce the need 
for recipient governments to make last- minute (re)allocation decisions.

Practitioners

 • Consider that there are multiple interconnections between the intervention area and 
the non- target area. Aim to detect these interlinkages. Maximize them if positive, and 
minimize them if negative.

 • Hire locally, but set up a compensation fund for organizations that you hire from. Save 
money by hiring locally and investing funds in strengthening local human resource 
capacity. When hiring staff previously employed for local structures, compensate these 
structures.

Evaluators

 • Have a broad evaluation perspective. Look at the impact on the target area and the 
non- target area, both in a geographic and a broader thematic sense.
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10  Governance effects
International development and the social contract, 
uneasy bedfellows

Unintended governance effects occur when external interventions unintentionally 
influence the quality and reach of institutions at any level in the recipient country.

What flavours do we see?

 1 Corruption effects. The external intervention provides extra means for the elite 
for embezzlement and reduces possibilities for citizens to put a check on that.

 2 Democracy effects. Leaders of a country use the foreign aid to bolster their grip 
on power and undermine democracy.

 3 Tax effects. The arrival of foreign funds reduces (or increases) incentives for the 
recipient government to mobilize domestic resources.

In which instances have governance effects been observed? Three examples:

 1 Corruption effects: aid can provide rents that can be distributed as spoils to pol-
itical allies or appropriated by the ruling elites, from four- wheel drives to lucra-
tive training missions abroad, as became clear in Iraq.

 2 Democracy effects: strongmen can make use of foreign aid to reduce democracy. 
In Rwanda, the government claimed development results for international legit-
imacy, while strengthening its repression apparatus in the meantime.

 3 Tax effects: Ethiopia was facing a rapid decline in donor funding in 2005 because 
of an electoral crackdown. The Ethiopian government hence developed plans 
to increase domestic resource mobilization, but donors started funding the 
Ethiopian government quite fast again, reducing the need for the government to 
introduce a better taxation system.

Key concepts from complexity thinking that help understand unintended 
governance effects:

 1 Non- linearity. The relationship between aid and corruption is a complex one. 
There is a relationship, but it is non- linear: more aid does not inevitably lead to 
more corruption, nor to less corruption. The initial condition matters: if aid goes 
to a government with a strong pre- existing social contract, it can make use of the 
aid to strengthen its governance system. Yet, the reverse is also true: if aid goes 
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to a government (or NGO) that is poorly organized or even already corrupt, aid 
can entrench poor governance practices.

 2 Alternative impact pathways. Most international development efforts do not  
intend to have a governance effect. Still, these have governance ramifications in  
many instances: governance effects are often an unconsidered alternative impact  
pathway. An aid- induced alteration of the social contract can often explain the  
emergence of this unforeseen impact pathway.

To understand the potential governance effects of international aid, the term ‘social 
contract’ is essential. Social contract theory posits that there is an implicit agreement 
amongst the members of a society to cooperate for social benefits, for example, by sacri-
ficing some individual freedom for state protection. The social contract contributes to an 
explanation of whether aid has positive or negative effects on governance in a recipient 
country, be it concerning corruption, democracy, or taxation. If aid strengthens the social 
contract, or if there is already a strong social contract, aid can further improve govern-
ance. Conversely, if the social contract is weak, or is weakened by international aid, it 
could worsen governance in a country. This might all sound a bit theoretical, so let me 
explain the differential governance outcomes of aid in two settings, which are similar in 
many ways but differ with respect to the social contract: Somaliland and Somalia.

The separation between Somaliland and Somalia in 1991 provides a rare opportunity  
for a natural comparison regarding the social contract in the context of international  
development. Although there are some differences, the two ‘countries’ (Somaliland is  

Figure 10.1  Governance effects in action: foreign aid undermining the social contract by distorting 
government priorities.

Source: Maarten Wolterink.
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not internationally recognized) share characteristics such as geography and history, and  
were in a similar economic starting position in 1991. But whereas Somalia benefited from  
international support during the formative 1990s, Somaliland largely had to fend for  
itself in this crucial period. So you would expect that Somalia is performing much better  
on development indicators than its neighbour now, but the opposite is the case: paradox-
ically (at first glance), Somaliland now has much higher governance performance  
and political stability than its neighbour! I want to refrain from claiming a direct causal  
relation between the absence of foreign support and a strong social contract: we only  
have to look at countries that received little aid and don’t have a strong social contract,  
such as the Central African Republic. Nevertheless, I think it is plausible that, in the  
absence of foreign support in the formative years of Somaliland, a stronger endogenous  
social contract could emerge. Whereas Somaliland has become a largely stable ‘country’  
despite major shortcomings, this progress lacks in Somalia. Whereas the absence of aid  
appears to have forced local elites in Somaliland to reach a deal about domestic resource  
mobilization, the international presence (also driven in part by its continued instability)  
in Somalia allowed more extractive governance models to persist. Currently, differences  

Table 10.1  Governance effects of international development and peacebuilding efforts: a com-
parison between Somalia and Somaliland

Somalia Somaliland

Malnutrition: wasting (too 
small children)

14.3 per cent (2009)1 13 per cent (2020)2

Democratic elections Not free (7 out of 100)3 East Africa’s strongest 
democracy4

Terrorism5 Continuous attacks from Al- 
Shabaab, who occupy certain 
parts

No terrorist attacks since 
2008

Piracy6 Continuous off the coastline Very little piracy
Peacekeeping missions7 Continuous peacekeeping 

missions
No blue helmets

Support for peace 
negotiations8

At least seventeen 
internationally sponsored sets 
of peace talks

No internationally 
supported peace talks

International development 
efforts9

The international community 
funded the majority of its 
annual budget.

Somaliland’s government 
has had negligible access 
to external capital in its 
formative years

Impact of (absence of) aid 
on peace talks10

No pressure to come to peace 
agreements

No time to waste to 
finalize peace talks

Impact of (absence of) on 
taxation11

Port revenues didn’t enter 
state coffers and continuous 
fighting between various 
armed groups for access to 
ports

A deal had to be struck 
for domestic resource 
mobilization, especially 
taxation of port 
revenues. Port revenues 
entered the coffers of 
the state.

Impact of (absence of) 
aid on accountability 
relations12

Continued competition to 
become preferred partners of 
the international community

Forced collaboration 
between elites

Impact of (absence of) aid 
on institutions13

A tendency towards more 
exclusive institutions

A trend towards more 
inclusive institutions
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in aid levels have become less, with an increasing number of development agencies oper-
ating in Somaliland.

As the textbox shows, the literature indicates that international development efforts 
can be associated with weakening accountability relations.14 However, the reverse can 
also be the case. Through the organization of elections and election monitoring missions, 
the international development cooperation system has contributed to improved demo-
cratic governance from the DRC to East Timor and many countries in between. In short, 
this is the puzzle we try to solve in this chapter: when and why do international devel-
opment efforts have a negative effect on governance levels? We analyse this question by 
looking at corruption, democracy, and taxation respectively.

10.1 Corruption effects: feeding the beast?

I called the secretary of the Nigerian Ministry of Finance director another time. 
We were waiting for him to sign the Economic Management Capacity Programme 
(EMCAP) documents, and to my delight, she informed me I could pick them up. The 
European Commission contributed over EUR 10 million to the Ministry of Finance 
to combat corruption through this programme. I believed in it: if there was no more 
corruption in Nigeria, the country would most certainly take off. It was early 2003, 
and at 22 years, I was the youngest staff member of the Delegation of the European 
Commission in Abuja. So, it was my task to collect these papers. With the elevators 
in the Ministry being out of order, I climbed the stairs hastily while sweating like a 
dog. Arriving in the waiting area before the director’s office, which was luckily air- 
conditioned, I was surprised to get just a few signed papers back. ‘Oh yes, I forgot 
to tell you. We have lost some of the documents,’ the secretary explained. They had 
signed the papers concerning the equipment: they could now purchase the project 
car and the computers. However, the papers that would enable a study to detect 
weaknesses in the financial management system of the Ministry were lost. I felt a true 
disappointment, and went back up the stairs to print the ‘lost’ documents again, real-
izing our programme was in trouble. What had I been thinking? Was I right to believe 
that the Nigerian Ministry of Finance officials would be our allies in the fight against 
corruption? They were the ones benefiting most from the cracks in the system. Had 
we been financing pyromaniacs to become firefighters? While EMCAP intended to 
improve governance, the reverse might have been happening instead.

For those of us in the development sector and who attend family reunions (I match 
both criteria), there often comes this irritating part in the conversation when you 
have to explain your work, and when your cousin starts mansplaining to you why 
aid does not work: ‘It only breeds corruption. You need to stop wasting our money.’ 
If you only read the headlines of conservative newspapers, such as the Daily Mail’s 
‘Confirmed: Our foreign aid fuels corruption,’ this seems indeed a logical argument 
to make during this family reunion.15 Even though I am quite confident that I have 
studied the side effects of international development efforts probably more than my 
cousin, he wins the argument according to the rest of my family, as my answer is too 
long and boring. Since I have had the chance to practice my response to the claim 
that aid is fuelling corruption quite a few times (unfortunately also during welcome 
drinks with new neighbours), I hope it comes out convincingly this time around 
on paper.
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Let me first provide a short definition of corruption, as there are wildly divergent views 
on corruption in the context of aid. A Western aid worker, who stays in a five- star hotel 
in the capital with a swimming pool, collecting USD 200 a day in per diems while the 
average annual income in the country is USD 200, is that corruption? An expat earning 
USD 10,000 a month tax- free, while a local colleague doing the same work making 
USD 1,000 a month, is that corruption? Corruption refers to obtaining private gains 
from public office through bribes, extortion, and embezzlement of public funds. So, 
while becoming rich while ‘fighting’ poverty is a sign of a sick system (and might induce 
corruption), it is not corruption as such.

According to Todd Moss, my former teacher at the London School of Economics 
(LSE), certain aid practices serve to reinforce the patrimonial element within recipient 
governments. Projects provide for the allocation of all sorts of discretionary goods 
to be politicized and patrimonialized, including expensive four- wheel drive cars, 
scholarships, decisions over where to place schools and roads, and so on. The 
common practice of paying cash ‘sitting fees’ for civil servants attending donor- funded 
workshops, where the daily rates can exceed regular monthly salaries, even turns 
training into rent to be distributed.16 So my cousin and the Daily Mirror seem to have 
a point. However, whether aid really contributes to corruption depends on at least 
three factors, namely (1) the intent and resolve of donors, (2) the type of aid, and 
(3) the type of recipient.

First, the intent and resolve of donors matter. If donors are committed to reducing 
corruption, they may be able to use aid as leverage, making the continued flow of funds 
conditional on political and financial reform. These conditionalities can strengthen the 
social contract and the fight against corruption. There are often legitimate worries about 
conditionalities from donors, as often they have been misguided (we turn to that also 
in Section 10.3), detrimental to people with low incomes and reduce policy autonomy. 
However, they can also be beneficial for the population.

For example, Yanguas shows how the UK government used its aid in such a way to 
strengthen the possibilities for stronger domestic accountability relations in Sierra Leone 
by making payments contingent on for instance better government transparency.17 For 
this to work, donors have to stick to the political conditions that they have imposed and 
coordinate with each other, which is often quite difficult for them, especially if geopolitics 
gets in the way.18 If the recipient is for instance a geopolitically important country, there 
is more chance that the aid will lead to corruption. Why? These recipient governments 
know that donors are only bluffing about the conditionalities on aid. Even if they 
embezzle, they expect that the aid will keep on flowing: a typical case of moral hazard. 
Kersting and Kilby show that the leaders of these countries (for example, Iraq and Egypt) 
are correct. They can siphon off some of the aid without fear of serious repercussions. At 
this point, some of my family members started to lose interest in my argument.

Second, the type of aid determines if there are changed accountability relations and 
if these are negative. Actually, some of the aid can also reduce corruption when it funds 
institutional development within the government and civil society. The in- depth case 
study by Yanguas on the interaction between aid and corruption showed that when the 
British government provided targeted support to the Anti- Corruption Commission in 
the early 2000s in Sierra Leone, this contributed to a reduction in corruption. But, con-
versely, budget support can facilitate corruption, as the case of Uganda showed in Section 
7.2 on elite capture. Donors can also unintentionally foster corruption if they provide 
aid that neither interests the recipient country’s population nor the government, as 
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misappropriated resources won’t be missed (such as migration management programmes, 
see the cartoon).

A final factor that explains whether aid contributes to corruption relates to the initial 
level of governance. Governments tend to respond in the same way to increases in aid as 
they do to increases in resource rents (e.g., oil windfall gains): those with reasonable gov-
ernance and a strong social contract against corruption generally tend to use the resources 
to strengthen their governance capacity. Those with weak levels of governance and a 
weak social contract see any aspirations for good governance go out of the window with 
this relatively easy funding. This also means that there is a non- linear relation between 
aid and corruption: it ultimately depends on the initial level of governance.19

By the time I had explained to my cousin that there were nuances to his claim, namely 
the intent and resolve of the donor, the type of aid, and the initial level of governance, all 
the family bystanders had already wandered off.

Let us return to the Daily Mirror and their ‘it has been Confirmed: Our foreign aid 
fuels corruption’ article. They base themselves on the report ‘DFID’s Approach to Anti- 
Corruption and its Impact on the Poor.’ This report by the UK Independent Commission 
for Aid Impact indeed shows that in multiple instances DFID did not pay enough 
attention to these governance side effects. For instance, they financed the construction of 
extra police stations in Nigeria in order to bring the security provided by the police closer 
to the people. However, it also brought the disadvantages: mass extortions for minor 
infractions. By just focusing on the technical and visible aspects (construction), donors 
overlooked the invisible side effects (more extortion by state officials). The report showed 
that more can and should be done to deal with these type of effects, such as corruption 
perception surveys in and around intervention areas.

It is relatively easy, as the Daily Mail does, to find examples of how recipients have 
embezzled aid funding. However, also when it comes to corruption it takes two to tango, 
meaning that there should also be a critical regard towards how donor practices (from 
exorbitant salaries to geopolitical laxity and to making use of tax- havens20 in export- 
financing) unintentionally contribute to corruption.

10.1.1 A zero- tolerance approach to corruption?

The Daily Mail would love to see a zero- tolerance policy against corruption in aid. But 
even though this book laments the inaction against side effects of aid, you would be mis-
taken to think that I would endorse such a zero- tolerance approach. Corruption research 
by Mushtaq Khan and others has taught us two things: (1) some degree of corruption 
can also contribute to development. For example, corruption can speed up bureaucratic 
processes. Many countries have progressed tremendously with some corruption in their 
system, and there is corruption in many of the wealthy countries today. (2) The wish for 
zero- corruption leads to aid going to projects where everything can be monitored and 
accounted for, but these often don’t lead to the long- term structural changes needed for 
really uprooting corruption. Potentially more transformational programmes are shunned 
because of the perceived risk of corruption (we’ll see the same in the following section 
on democracy programming). A zero- tolerance approach is hence neither feasible nor 
desirable. Khan proposes a different approach: sectoral anti- corruption strategies that 
target specific problems with a high developmental impact and that are also feasible to 
implement because at least some of the powerful engaged in these activities are likely to 
support their implementation in their own interest.21
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10.2 Democracy effects: can aid inadvertently contribute to democratic backsliding?

The international community, if it plays it smartly, can stimulate democracy in countries 
in an effective way. For instance, the West- African country of Benin made a transition to 
democracy in 1990. Local activists demanded democratization (defined in this chapter as 
increased capacity by the population to influence the governance of a country). They were 
supported by the international community both diplomatically and financially. Foreign 
leaders such as French president François Mitterrand pushed verbally for a democratic 
opening, forgave debts when this opening occurred, and invested massive amounts of 
aid so that the population would experience a democratic dividend.22 Statistical analysis 
indeed suggests a causal link between more donors and democratization.23 But unfortu-
nately, the international community doesn’t always play it smartly.

What do countries such as Hungary, Ethiopia, Rwanda, Turkey, Sri Lanka, Russia, 
and Egypt have in common? They and many others have adopted anti- democratization 
measures over the past years, including anti- NGO legislation. It is getting increasingly 
difficult in these countries to register NGOs, receive funding from abroad, and play one 
of the key roles they are supposed to play: countervailing power to the state.

But these countries share something else.
These countries were all on the receiving end of international development efforts, and 

even democracy promotion programmes. Donors invested millions of dollars in these 
countries to promote democratization. International organizations and initiatives did 
more than just spend funds: they encouraged countries to participate in organizations 
such as the European Union (EU) and the Extractive Industries Transparency Initiatives 
to promote human rights and the rule of law. Despite all these carrots and sticks, there 
was democratic backsliding in these countries, as even academic freedom was increas-
ingly curtailed. This section will try to understand the mechanisms behind this. The tes-
timony of a Turkish professor, who was fired from his university in Ankara because of 
his critical research and positions gives a first hint on how aid can be associated with 
increased autocracy.

Testimony by a Turkish professor: ‘I was fired on a Friday night as a university 
professor after signing a petition’

I am a former professor of political science at the University of Ankara, one of the 
most prestigious and progressive universities in Turkey. When I was dismissed in 
2017, I was the head of the Department of International Relations.

Fired on a Friday night

It was on a Friday night in February when I, and about 35 others from my univer-
sity, was fired by a governmental declaration. From one day to the next, I was  
cut off from everything. From my PhD students, my classes, everything. I was not  
allowed to enter the campus again, after 28 years of working there. It’s all part  
of a trend of democratic backsliding since 2010. But the direct reason was a petition 
that I (and about a thousand others) had signed in 2015 to argue for peace in  
the bloody conflict between militants of the PKK (the Kurdistan Workers’ Party,  
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a separatist group) and the military in the southeast of Turkey. This had angered  
president Erdogan.

After an attempted coup in 2016, the government declared a state of emergency, 
giving the president extra powers. Firing us, and many others in public positions, 
was an attack on free thinking, on academic life in Turkey. Even though we had 
nothing to do with the coup, it was a message that anybody who stands up against 
the government, against injustice, can be fired. It served to silence the opposition, 
which was partly successful.

3 billion euros for peace of mind

It was the Turkish government that decided to move from democracy to authori-
tarianism. But the EU played a key role. They became very transactional with 
Turkey. We had expected the EU to be an anchor for Turkey’s rule of law. The 
process of Turkey’s road towards EU membership should work to improve human 

Figure 10.2  Protest in Turkey after revising the national education curriculum.

Source: By Mark Lowen –  Own work, CC BY- SA 4.0, https:// comm ons.wikime dia.org/ w/ index.
php?curid= 82766 779
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rights and democracy, but it went backwards. The turning point? The so- called 
refugee deal in 2016. The EU, and Germany especially, were so eager to stop 
the refugee flow, that they began to tolerate Erdogan’s authoritarian trajectory. 
Turkey would keep refugees in Turkey, and the EU would provide 3 billion euros 
in Official Development Assistance in return. And Turkish visa requirements would 
be eased. I find it unethical. You pay 3 billion euros and you have peace of mind. 
They allowed Erdogan to use refugees, human beings, as a foreign policy tool. He 
shouted in rallies: ‘If you upset me, I will send the refugees to you!’ He used it as 
blackmail. Both the EU and the Trump administration legitimized the democratic 
backslide. They didn’t want to find the time and energy to find a better solution to 
ease the tension of the refugee flow.

The future

I still live in Ankara, and I am more in the media business now. I write for dailies 
and TV programmes and contribute to academic works. I can continue my work as 
long as I have internet connection and a computer. For me personally, the hardest 
part has been to sit for trial. Being in a courtroom, being accused of disseminating 
PKK propaganda. I have been on trial for three years, but I hope to be acquitted in 
June. And I am waiting for the elections, when everything can change again.

In addition to the testimony of the Turkish professor I performed a literature review to 
find out which mechanisms make international cooperation lead to a reduction in dem-
ocracy, and I found the following three.

First, participation in international organizations can increase executive power through 
increased legitimacy and resources, even (or perhaps especially) if these international 
organizations aim to promote democracy, such as the EU. Government executives serve 
as the primary intermediaries between their states and the international organization. 
They are hence the gatekeepers and can siphon off resources and appoint representatives. 
The socio- economic support or security cooperation they receive prolongs their survival 
and shifts the domestic balance of power in favour of executives, as for instance the 
case of Victor Orbán in Hungary has shown. Geopolitics often determines whether these 
leaders can get away with it.24

Second, democracy promotion can provoke a counter- reaction by non- democratic 
actors. For instance, countries such as China and Russia have responded to the democ-
racy promotion initiatives of the EU and the United States by stepping up their autocracy 
promotion in third countries, for instance, in Ukraine after the orange revolution.25

Third, international democracy promotion can make civil society and political actors 
more tame. In Morocco, the international support for political parties and civil society 
actors (and the focus on outputs such as workshops and learning sessions) reduced the 
willingness of local civil society organizations to confront high- level (including royal) 
corruption. The local actors took an increasingly a- political approach to corruption 
busting. It is easier to get funds for an innocent ‘best practices seminar’ than for a major 
sit- in in front of the royal palace. In sum, researchers conclude that democracy promo-
tion made political parties in Morocco more professional while failing to make them 
more effective democratic actors.26
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Let’s look at Rwanda, where foreign support made pro- democracy actors less effective. 
In the book’s introduction I shared the success of international development efforts in 
pushing up social indicators in Rwanda, but there is also a different story to be told. 
While Rwanda was one of those countries whose leaders were praised in the late 
1990s for new leadership that heralded the renaissance of Africa, the country has 
become increasingly repressive over the last decades.

The international NGO I worked for operated in Rwanda when President Paul 
Kagame was further tightening his grip: opponents were jailed or assassinated, 
occasionally even abroad.27 In this context, my organization aimed to contribute 
to ‘participatory governance’ with projects with laudable titles such as ‘Advancing 
Civil Society Led Participatory Governance in Rwanda’ (generously funded by the 
European Commission).28 In order not to lose our license to operate (being shut 
down by the government) or to put our Rwandan staff in jeopardy, our projects 
became ‘tame.’29 We didn’t take a stance when opposition leaders were jailed or 
executed. Maybe our projects were successful at the micro- level, but they had little 
or even adverse effects at the macro- level, by providing legitimacy and resources to 
the country’s leaders. Looking outside of Rwanda, I realized that similar support 
patterns for democratization with ever- increasing levels of autocracy can be found 
in countries such as Cameroon. Also there, donors ultimately don’t want to rock 
the boat too much, partially because of a fear of the unknown. Its leader Paul Biya 
has been ruling the country for over forty years, and this is neither because of his 
stellar development performance nor because of his democratic credentials, to put 
it mildly.

I started this section on the link between international development efforts and democ-
racy positively with the example of Benin. It shows that aid can boost democracy, and 
we should continue trying. But let’s not be naïve, as those opposing the democratization 
agenda have smart ways of turning good efforts around. How oblivious international 
donors can be to the mechanisms described above is exemplified by how they make 
the life of those democratic detractors extra easy by requiring that the donor’s name is 
added to every small initiative. From the posters for ‘get out to vote’ campaigns to local 
election observation mission T- shirts: big logos make clear that external money is behind 
this. The branding of these election activities makes it appear as if democracy is a foreign 
idea. While the idea of donor support is to strengthen local accountability and democ-
racy, the flag- planting makes it easier for those who oppose it to depict it as neocolonial 
interference. Donors ought to think more about strengthening the social contract instead 
of strengthening their visibility.

10.3 Tax effects: do the poor in rich countries subsidize the rich in poor countries?

Donors can play an important role in increasing government capacity if they make it an 
intended objective. For instance, the ‘Tax Inspectors Without Borders’ initiative has had 
great results. These tax officials from the Global North aim to support their colleagues 
from the Global South to increase domestic resource mobilization, with great effect. 
Capacity building programmes like these are true value for money: to date, Tax Inspectors 
Without Borders has generated additional revenues of more than USD 200 million, and 
has cost only a fraction of this.30 But donors can also engender unintended tax effects, 
which we will focus on now.
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When donors started to pull funding out of Kenya in the 1990s, this motivated the 
authorities to implement an ambitious tax reform programme that led to significant short- 
term revenue gains. But the opposite also happens! When in the mid- 2000s the reverse 
happened and donors rapidly increased funding in Ethiopia, the government sharply 
reduced tax collection.31 It could be the logical thing to do for a government in the short 
run: taxes are never popular, and if you have ‘free’ money, you can increase your popu-
larity by lowering taxes. This will alter the social contract between the state and society, 
as the society will expect less and less of the state.

Luckily, I am not the only one who finds it important to know whether inter-
national development efforts lead to a reduction in taxes. Unfortunately, of all the 
riddles I have tried to solve, this is the one with the widest cacophony of answers. 
For instance, aid led to less domestic resource mobilization in Pakistan, Côte d’Ivoire, 
and Zambia.32 Yet other studies show the opposite, for instance, in Indonesia and 
Ghana.33 In these countries, an increase in aid allegedly led to increased taxation. 
These tax effects are not included in the result reports, leading to overestimating or 
underestimating results.

Also cross- country regressions (as opposed to the single country studies) show a 
very mixed image with respect to the effect of aid on tax efforts.34 You know that 
I have some qualms about cross- country regressions, amongst others because of the 
data quality (see Section 6.2), but they contribute a highly relevant nuance to the dis-
cussion concerning the link between aid and taxation. These studies find that it depends 
on the aid composition, that is, grants vis- a- vis loans. The results indicate that conces-
sional loans are generally associated with higher domestic revenue mobilization, while 
grants have the opposite effect, making governments less prudent about fiscal policy. 
The IMF hence suggests being careful in moving from loans to grants in international 
development.35

Regardless of the exact impact of aid on taxation, many developing countries need 
to raise more tax. Tax revenue collection as a share of GDP is only 15 to 20 per cent 
in lower and middle- income countries, but over 30 per cent in upper- income coun-
tries.36 Earlier in this chapter, I wrote about how donors often get conditionalities 
wrong, and this has been particularly the case for taxation. As part of the ‘Washington 
Consensus,’ international donors demanded that recipient governments slash their 
taxes to attract foreign direct investment and stimulate business development. 
Alas, this reduction in taxes contributed to a high aid dependence: the budget of 
governments of Tajikistan, the West Bank and Gaza, Bhutan, and Ethiopia all consist 
for over 50 per cent foreign donor funding. Donors (and recipients) are increasingly 
aware that this is problematic, especially because of the volatility of aid flows and 
subsequent indebtedness. They therefore started jointly the Addis Tax Initiatives in 
2015, which aims to ensure that more resources for development are mobilized in 
developing countries.

I conclude with one suggestion that would make for an obvious improvement in 
donors’ internal consistency: even though donors now advise that more taxes everyone 
in developing countries must pay more taxes, strangely enough they find this does not 
concern themselves. They often negotiate tax exemptions for themselves, so that aid 
contractors can work tax- free in duty- free imported cars. This does not only smell of 
hypocrisy, but is also counterproductive, so let’s stop it.37
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How to tackle unintended governance effects

Policymakers (and politicians)

 • Adapt the aid modality to the initial governance level. The better the governance, the 
more aid can be provided via the government. Conversely, if the governance level is 
poor, it is better to aid other actors (e.g., civil society) to increase the pressure for good 
governance and reduce negative side effects. This seems the obvious thing to do, but 
it is often not done.

 • Get conditionalities right and see them through. Don’t impose conditionalities that 
hamper democracy. When pro- democracy conditionalities are attached, it is relevant 
that donors show resolve to these conditionalities and see them through, even though 
it might hurt short- term geopolitical interests or funding ambitions. In the long run, 
geopolitical interests are best served if countries are democratic and well- governed.

 • Monitor and sanction worsening governance linked to participation in international 
bodies. Accompany participation in international bodies by member states with clear 
monitoring (and sanctioning) mechanisms concerning governance. This enables civil 
society organizations, journalists, and others to hold these states accountable even as 
they seek to legitimize themselves through joining international organizations.

 • Reduce the branding of development interventions. Realize that flag- planting can 
undermine the social contract. Use your messaging to strengthen the relationship 
between the government and the population rather than undermine it.

Practitioners

 • Don’t depoliticize political actors. Adapt pro- democracy programming in such a way 
that it does not depoliticize countervailing powers and doesn’t legitimatize the powers 
that be.

 • Proactively support politicians and governors that are more favourable to democracy 
promptly. For example, support a progressive minister, mayor, or provincial governor 
from the opposition. Be sharp on potential windows of opportunity. Once there is a 
democratic transition (e.g. when an autocrat has been overthrown), stand ready with 
quick support.

 • Plan in such a way that the social contract is strengthened. If foreign funding is tailored 
well, it reinforces rather than weakens domestic resource mobilization efforts. Stop tax 
exemptions for aid agencies themselves.

 • Communicate so that stakeholders can access and understand it. Communicate about 
international development efforts in a way that is available and accessible to citizens of 
recipient countries and provide them with the tools to track these efforts (and poten-
tial spills).

Evaluators

 • Perform joint political- economy analyses. To better detect unintended effects more 
(preferably joint) political and economic analyses are needed, especially with an eye to 
governance performance: this will enable international development efforts to be more 
informed about potential side effects.
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11  Environmental effects
Uneasy trade- offs between ecology and 
development

Environmental trade- off effects occur when social and economic progress uninten-
tionally contributes to environmental degradation.

What flavours do we see?

1 Carbon surge effects. The external intervention creates social- economic develop-
ment, but CO2 emissions also rise fast.

2 Biodiversity decline effects. The external intervention leads to social- economic 
benefits but reduces biodiversity, often through the intensification of agricultural 
industries.

3 Animal welfare reduction effects. The international support stimulates social and 
economic development, but this reduces animal welfare, for instance, through 
the promotion of the bio industry and battery cages.

In which instances have environmental effects been observed? Three examples:

1 Carbon surge effects: international development banks such as the World Bank 
invest in carbon- intensive sectors, such as aviation and airports. While contrib-
uting to jobs and economic development, significant carbon costs are involved, 
as the example of an IFC- funded airport in Samoa showed.

2 Biodiversity decline effects: the building of dams can have serious repercussions 
for biodiversity in the area that is inundated and the surrounding areas. 
Biodiversity offset programmes can provide solace, but they come with their 
own risks, as the example of a gorilla offsetting program in Cameroon shows.

3 Animal welfare reduction effects: international development banks have loaned 
and provided developing funding to Ukraine, so that Ukrainian firms could set 
up poultry firms that were undercutting European firms by reducing animal 
welfare.

A key concept from complexity thinking that helps in understanding unintended 
environmental effects

1 Interconnectivity. There is a clear interconnectivity between various develop-
ment outcomes, especially between the economic and the environmental realm.  
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There is a clear trade- off where economic advancement can harm the environ-
ment, as the examples show: the poultry farms in Ukraine (jobs versus animal  
welfare), the sliced mangoes in the supermarket (jobs versus climate), and dam  
(access to electricity versus biodiversity). Since many of the development actors  
are thematically organized (either focusing on economic development or envir-
onmental issues), this interconnectivity is too often overlooked.

I am a supporter of the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs): I am glad that there’s 
finally a comprehensive international development agenda that encompasses the Global 
North and South. And not only that: it also integrates environmental issues into its 
vision of development, such as biodiversity and climate change. When the United 
Nations launched the agenda in 2015, they made it clear right from the start that the 
agenda was ‘integrated and indivisible.’ Alas, reality turned out a bit more complex 
than that.

New studies show what we could have seen coming: many trade- offs between 
the SDGs.1 Of course, there are synergies between the various goals (more about 
those in Chapter 12 on catalytic spillover effects).2 Yet, we focus on the trade- offs 
between various development objectives in this chapter. For instance, installing more 
marine protected areas to advance SDG 14 ‘life below water’ might reduce access to 
income for fishermen, undermining SDG 1 ‘no poverty.’ We have already encountered 
the potential adverse effects of conservancy efforts on livelihoods in Chapter 7 on 
marginalization.

Figure 11.1  Environmental effects in action.

Source: Maarten Wolterink.
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This chapter focuses on the other side of that socio- economic versus environment 
trade- off: how the attainment of social- economic objectives can impede environmental 
objectives (also a dilemma facing the Global North). Advancing the objectives of ‘no pov-
erty’ (SDG 1) and ‘zero hunger’ (SDG 2) normally leads to destruction of the habitats of 
‘life on land’ (SDG 15) and extra carbon emissions, undermining ‘climate action’ (SDG 
13). Calling the SDG agenda ‘integrated and indivisible’ does not make these trade- offs 
go away. As you must know by now, I prefer to be open about these interlinkages and 
unintended effects to see if and how we can turn them around. In this chapter we will 
primarily zoom in on trade- offs between the SDGs, since they are the official development 
agenda. While systematic studies into the trade- offs between SDGs have found many 
of them, I will focus on three particular ones in this section, since they are either often 
overlooked (animal welfare) or can contribute to existential risks in the long run (climate 
change and biodiversity).

11.1 Carbon surge effects: how much carbon space may development cost?

11.1.1 My sliced mango

I was surprised to see huge posters of a very happy and smiling pineapple and mango 
farmer from Ghana in my supermarket across the corner. The posters read ‘double 
tasty,’ because (and I loosely translate): ‘Our fruit not only tastes great, it also makes 
you feel good. This is because our growers, together with the AH Foundation [name of 
the supermarket, red.], contribute to better living conditions for the local community.’ 
We only used to have uncooled unsliced mangoes in my supermarket, but now, below 
the new posters, I see new refrigerators with plastic packages with sliced and diced 
mangoes. With advice from a development NGO, the supermarket had contributed to 
employment schemes in Ghana, with apparent success.

As you probably know by now, I am always a bit suspicious when I read these gran-
diose feel- good claims, so I researched the supermarket’s claims. Initially, it turned out 
my suspicions were unfounded: the evaluations showed that the schemes did create many 
jobs in Ghana.3 Especially the jobs in the processing of the fruit in Ghana were new and 
created extra value. In small factories, new labourers now cut and package the mango in 
the plastic packages of my supermarket. These jobs did not exist before in Ghana: more 
value is added locally. They actually contribute to the transformation of the economic 
system by helping Ghana to move from a country that exports raw products (mangoes) 
to semi- transformed goods (mangoes that have been cut and packaged).

But what is the CO2 impact of this added value? Mangoes used to be transported 
from Ghana to the Netherlands (and the UK, and other countries that are too cold for 
growing mangoes) by freight ship. The mangoes did not need to be cooled, as their 
skin would protect them to the temperatures. However, with their skin taken off, the 
mangoes need to be transported swiftly and in a cooled way: they are now transported 
as refrigerated air fright. Calculations show that the CO2 footprint of these mangoes is 
as much as six times higher than those of old- school mangoes.4 Don’t get me wrong: I 
am not saying that we shouldn’t process mangoes in Ghana (I don’t mind at all that 
I don’t have to cut the mango myself); I am saying that but rather that, to measure the 
true development impact, we shouldn’t only look at the number of jobs created, but 
also at the side effects.5
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The sliced mangos are just one small example of the massive impact of international devel-
opment efforts on carbon emissions. Development banks invest millions in blueberries in  
the Global South, which are then flown into Europe and North America so that people in  
the Global North can enjoy an iced blueberry smoothie also when it’s freezing during the  
winter. But the trade- offs are also broader than just agriculture: whether it is the investments  
of the Asian Development Banks into roads or the International Finance Corporation (IFC,  
the private- sector arm of the World Bank Group) into airports, these investments have  
massive carbon emissions, while contributing to economic development at the same time.

Currently, extreme weather events are wreaking catastrophic global havoc, from the 
Horn of Africa in 2021 (drought, contributing to famine) to Pakistan in 2022 (floods, 
leading to massive displacement). The IPCC calculates that, if governments fulfil their 
existing pledges (which they don’t have a good track record for), the earth will heat by 
about 2.5 degrees Celsius compared to pre- industrial levels by the end of this century.6 
This catastrophe would trigger various tipping points that will spiral our planet’s cli-
matic systems out of control for centuries to come. Since the Global South is hit hardest 
by climate change, this would undo a lot if not all of our international development 
progress over the past half a century. So we have a major development dilemma: many 

Figure 11.2   ‘Dubbel lekker’ (Double tasty). The advertisement that caught my attention.

Source: Olivier van Beemen.
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of the countries of the Global South have contributed nothing to the climate disaster in 
which we find ourselves now. So isn’t it unfair to prevent these countries from acquiring 
infrastructure such as roads and airports because of climate concerns? Let’s flesh out 
this dilemma by looking at a particular case: the IFC investments in airports in the 
Global South.

11.1.2 How much carbon may development cost?

There are roughly two schools of thought on carbon and development trade- offs, which 
can be seen as a continuum. One school of thought focuses on a ‘just transition’ and 
one is purely environmentalist. Let me explain the deep ideological differences between 
the two schools of thought, and please consider in the meantime your position in this 
debate.

From a ‘just transition’ perspective, the Global South is the victim of historical and 
current overconsumption in the Global North. Roughly speaking, what needs to happen 
according to this school of thought is (a) to slash overconsumption of the rich; (b) use 
this carbon space to get everybody on the grid in the Global South and allow them to 
travel and explore their horizons; (c) tax the Global North and the rich for their historic 
contribution to climate disasters through a loss and damages fund and compensate the 
vulnerable, who suffer most from climate change. To make this concrete, they support the 
construction of airports (with development funding) in the Global South if necessary for 
local development. The carbon side effects are acceptable to them.

From an environmentalist perspective, the top priority is reducing carbon emission, 
and everybody should contribute. Regardless of past and current inequalities, fossil fuels 
need to be phased out (even if there is no alternative available) and carbon- intensive ways 
of transport such as air travel should not be supported under any circumstance: in short, 
no development funding for airports. Let’s look at an investment by the IFC into an air-
port in Samoa to make the dilemma clearer.

The website of IFC proudly mentions how –  with Official Development Assistance 
(ODA) from, amongst others, the United Kingdom and Sweden –  it boosted the national 
airline carrier and airport of Samoa. Tourism is Samoa’s largest industry, but expensive 
airfares and difficulties in reaching this small, isolated country in the Pacific have kept 
tourism growing at a rate below that of neighbouring islands, according to the IFC.7 
Because Polynesian Airlines (the Samoan national airline) faced severe financial and oper-
ational constraints, the government turned to the IFC. With IFC as the lead advisor, the 
government implemented an innovative public– private partnership and established a new 
national airline. The IFC explains that

Within two years, the new airline had turned an annual $6.6 million profit … Improved 
airline services sparked an annual 15 percent increase in tourism, and tourist revenues 
reached $113 million in 2007. Polynesian Blue cut airfares by one- third and 2,000 
jobs were created due to the expansion of the travel and tourism industries.8

From a just transition perspective, it can be argued that Samoa still has the carbon space 
to make this investment since its historical emissions are a fraction of the Global North’s.

However, from a purely environmentalist perspective, the project should not see the 
day of light. The IFC and the Samoa government obtained great economic and finan-
cial results, but the CO2 impact of the otherwise successful project was not calculated. 
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Yet, if I had to develop the most unsustainable tourist destination on earth, I would 
come up with Samoa. First, tourists will have to fly to New Zealand (which is for 
many tourists already on the other side of the world), and then they will have to fly at 
least another 3 hours to Samoa. It’s hard to find a place where the CO2 footprint per 
additional tourist would be higher! And Samoa, as a Small Island Development State, 
is particularly vulnerable to climate change. Nowhere in the documentation was it 
mentioned that greenhouse gases might be a problem or that they were offset in one 
way or another. The IFC neither made clear how its contribution would make the 
investment cleaner than it would have been without them, so the environmental added 
value was unclear.9

I am not taking sides in this development dilemma. The only thing I argue for is that all 
the costs (hence also all the carbon effects) are disclosed and form a part of the decision- 
making process, which is currently not happening sufficiently. If there are high carbon 
costs, let’s look for alternatives. Unfortunately, programmes are prepared in thematic 
silos, which limits learning. Institutional barriers make policy learning bounded, also 
in this domain. Let us make the trade- off explicit. And let’s ensure that if development 
banks invest, they create environmental additionality, meaning that the project becomes 
greener than it would have been without their investments.

11.2 Biodiversity decline effects: the price of human progress?

Humanity has wiped out 60 per cent of mammals, birds, fish, and reptiles since 1970, 
leading the world’s foremost experts to warn that the annihilation of wildlife is now an 
emergency threatening civilization. Many scientists believe that a sixth mass extinction is 
unfolding, the first caused by a single species: Homo sapiens.10 Domesticated livestock, 
mostly cows and pigs, account for 60 per cent of the world mass of mammals and wild 
mammals for only 4 per cent.11 So ‘Houston, we have a problem.’

This problem is only aggravating with the rising number of humans and associated 
consumption levels: while we were with 3.6 billion people in 1970, we are now with 
over 8 billion. And the rising living standards –  with all the roads, railways, tourism, 
etc. that come with them –  leave increasingly little space for wild animals. Development 
agencies and banks realize that their investments have an unintended impact on bio-
diversity, so they have developed safeguards to address this unintended effect: biodiver-
sity safeguards.

11.2.1 Scooping up colonies of ants

When I was the natural resources envoy of the Dutch government, I had the chance 
to visit and study mining sites from Colombia to Kazakhstan and from Germany to 
South Africa. How the Germans and the South Africans dealt with the side effects 
of mining were worlds apart. I had witnessed, as explained in section 5.1 on forced 
resettlement, the anomalies of coal mining- induced resettlement in South Africa: the 
resettled citizens were displaced from the graves of their ancestors. During my trips 
to South Africa, I also saw how coal- mining companies left biodiversity in tatters 
after mine closure. Many mining companies simply sold off their assets to unscru-
pulous investment firms just before closure and left the mining pits as sinkholes. In 
Germany, on the other hand, the German energy giant and coal mine operator (RWE) 
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makes two products: cheap electricity and ‘pretty new landscapes.’12 These ‘pretty 
new landscapes’ are biodiversity offsets (and sometimes restorations) to compensate 
for amongst others the destruction of the ancient Hambacher Forest for the world’s 
largest opencast lignite coal mine in the German Rhineland.

With the Dutch Ministry of Foreign Affairs, we organized a visit for the South 
African government and companies to these ‘pretty new landscapes’ in Germany. 
We started the trip in the huge open- pit mines where larger- than- life machines were 
scraping the earth’s surface, just as we had seen in South Africa. Until then, we did not 
see much difference between the South African and German coal mines.

However, after the mine, we were driving and walking through beautiful nature. 
What surprised me, and the guests even more, was that we were now walking on top 
of a mining area that had been closed a couple of decades ago. What the guide told 
us flabbergasted our guests: they planted tree corridors to enable animals to find their 
way to other suitable forest areas, installed bat boxes and even scooped up entire 
colonies of ants and relocated them to the replanted forest area.13 I never saw a dele-
gation ask so many questions and take so many notes! The South African delegation 
was used to mining companies reneging on their biodiversity promises, and while also 
in this case much could be improved, it was biodiversity restoration and offsetting in 
practice.14

I am aware that a large body of academic literature opposes biodiversity (and carbon) 
offsetting categorically on ideological grounds.15 They see it as a commodification of 
nature, leading to even more wealth accumulation for companies who can simply buy off 
the destruction they cause. In their view, biodiversity offsets provide a new mode of accu-
mulation that takes the negative environmental effects of contemporary capitalism as its 
departure for a ‘sustainable’ model of accumulation for the future. Indeed, there is a long 
list of failed offset projects across the globe. While I hence understand the qualms people 
have about this, biodiversity offsetting is part of international development finance and 
will remain so in the near future, so we need to understand it, and see how we can 
strengthen it.

11.2.2 Biodiversity offsets 101

The World Bank has developed minimum guidelines for biodiversity offsetting. Biodiversity 
offsets differ from other kinds of conservation activities in two main ways: (1) unlike 
‘free- standing’ conservation projects, biodiversity offsets are explicitly linked to one or 
more development projects that are causing some loss of biodiversity; (2) biodiversity 
offsets are normally expected to fully compensate for specified adverse impacts in a way 
that is measurable long- term, and additional to any other (ongoing or planned) conser-
vation measures.16

Biodiversity offsets are meant to be a measure of last resort. There is a ‘biodiversity 
loss mitigation hierarchy’ (sorry for the many nouns). This means that developers must 
first deploy other strategies for addressing biodiversity effects. The mitigation hierarchy 
states that development project planners should (1) first seek to avoid damaging any bio-
diversity; (2) then seek to minimize any such damage; (3) then consider how to restore 
sites or species populations damaged by the project; (4) then –  if adverse biodiversity 
impacts still remain –  compensate or offset through specific actions (not merely cash), 
comprising a biodiversity offset.17
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11.2.3 Humans versus gorillas

The low- land gorillas (called silverback gorillas because of their silver- coloured back) that 
I saw in the eastern DRC struck me by both their size and their human expressions: the gor-
illa kids were playing while their mom was keeping a relaxed eye on them. Unfortunately, 
the numbers are down from about 17,000 in the mid- 1990s to about 3,400 these days. 
The major reason: humans.

I always pay extra attention when there are human development projects that might 
endanger gorillas. I want to know whether the gorilla offsets are done properly: there are 
too few left to make any mistakes. But there is often little consensus over the success of 
these offsets: take for instance the offsetting programme linked to the Lom Pangar dam 
in Cameroon. This programme was included as a ‘Case Study’ in the World Bank User 
Guide for effective biodiversity offsetting,18 but also as a case study in a report by Rivers 
International to showcase the negative impact of development programmes on this crit-
ically endangered species.19

With the aid of the World Bank, the government of Cameroon wanted to build the 
hydropower dam because it would finally provide energy to villages in the neglected 
eastern part of Cameroon. However, 300 gorillas were living next to the proposed dam 
in the middle of the forest, and the influx of workers would mean the gorillas would be 
at higher risk of being killed. Therefore, before the World Bank invested USD 130 million 
in 2010, they negotiated that a next- door forest would be extra protected by making 
it a national park: the Deng Deng National Park. So, while the gorillas would be at 

Figure 11.3  Biodiversity loss mitigation hierarchy: offsetting is a means of last resort.

Source:  Adapted from BBOP, Biodiversity Offset Design Handbook.
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increased risk because of the influx of construction workers, they would also be better 
protected in an area close- by: biodiversity offsetting in practice. To understand the diver-
ging viewpoints on how that worked out in practice, I used the four quality criteria for 
biodiversity offsets: respect for mitigation hierarchy, additionality, equivalence, and per-
manence. In Table 11.1, I juxtapose the success story of the World Bank with the aca-
demic and other literature on the impact of this biodiversity offsetting programme.

Table 11.1  One biodiversity offset programme, two opposing views on its effects: gorillas in 
the mist

Principles for correct 
biodiversity offsetting

Viewpoint in World bank 
Biodiversity Offset Guidea

Alternative viewpoints

Respect for mitigation 
hierarchy. First avoid, 
then minimize, then 
restore, and lastly offset.

Clear examples of 
avoidance (the alignment 
of access roads were 
reviewed to avoid gorilla 
habitat), minimization 
(the main contractor 
camp was located well 
away from the Park), and 
restoration (the Project 
requires restoration of 
cleared areas following 
construction).

While costly mitigation 
measures were taken, it is 
clear that the mitigation 
hierarchy was not 
specifically applied.b

Additionality. Biodiversity 
offsets must deliver 
conservation gains 
beyond those achieved 
by ongoing or planned 
activities that are not 
part of the offset.

While the Deng Deng area 
used to be a regular forest 
with high deforestation 
rates, it was gazetted as a 
National Park in March 
2010 as an offset.

Even now that Deng Deng 
has become a national 
park, poaching is still a 
serious issue: ‘In 2015 
the ministry reported that 
1,270 kg of wild meat was 
seized, including 20 kg of 
chimpanzee, and 290 kg of 
monkey and gorilla.’c

Equivalence. Biodiversity 
offsets should conserve 
the same biodiversity 
values (species, 
habitats, ecosystems, or 
ecological functions) as 
those lost to the original 
project, following a 
principle known as 
like- for- like.

The habitat quality was 
(and remains) distinctly 
higher within the offset 
area than in the inundated 
and cleared Project areas. 
The inundated area was 
58,000 hectares, as was 
the new National Park.

The offset project was 
not operational and 
delivering the required 
biodiversity compensation 
before impacts from the 
development project 
occurred.d

Permanence. Biodiversity 
offsets should persist 
for at least as long as 
adverse biodiversity 
impacts from the 
original project persist; 
in practical terms, 
this often means in 
perpetuity.

The government has 
committed sixty game 
guards to focus on 
preventing poaching, 
illegal logging, and 
agricultural or housing 
encroachment within 
the Park. Financial flows 
are ensured because of 
income from the dam.

It remains ‘dependent on 
Company compliance with 
financing commitments 
(thirty- year annual 
payments) and securing 
longer- term financing 
whether Deng Deng will be 
protected in perpetuity.’e
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What lessons to learn concerning biodiversity offsets? Before I respond to that 
question, the divergent interpretations demonstrate once again the importance of inde-
pendent research. To answer the question, it becomes clear from this example, the tricky 
element is that first the development programme starts, and that the offsetting follows 
later. This makes the current form of biodiversity offsetting a risky business: there is 
no certainty that the offsetting will materialize and be maintained. Therefore, I join the 
call to ensure that the developers materialize the offset and start a financial endowment 
before the development programme starts. Once vegetation loss is beyond a tipping 
point, the loss of biodiversity is irreversible and non- linear.20 Once a species is extinct, it 
is extinct forever. The precautionary principle should hence apply: first the offset, then 
the project.

Back to the case study: I understand this is a tough development dilemma. The 
Cameroonians are craving for energy (which will save lives in hospitals), while meas-
uring biodiversity for a proper baseline and measuring whether a biodiversity offset 
works takes money and time. Seeing this entire process through would delay projects 
and could even make them unaffordable (see the testimony by Ibrahim Zakaria on 
crippling safeguards related to clean energy in Chad). This is why we need to speak of 
development dilemmas.

To conclude on a positive note, there are not just trade- offs between development 
finance and biodiversity offsets: development finance can just as well stimulate biodiver-
sity, for instance, by promoting agroforestry and regenerative agriculture. If finance 
institutions play it smartly, they can sway large- scale monoculture farms into these 
more biodiversity- friendly alternatives. Let’s try to turn the biodiversity trade- offs into 
synergies!

Principles for correct 
biodiversity offsetting

Viewpoint in World bank 
Biodiversity Offset Guidea

Alternative viewpoints

Final result of the offset As a result of the Lom 
Pangar Hydropower 
Project, this Park is 
now a ‘key stronghold’ 
for Gorillas. This offset 
appears to have achieved 
a substantial Net Gain.

Specific calculations on losses 
and gains of individual 
gorillas were not made.f 
‘The great ape population 
remains at risk of further 
degradation once the 
project concludes.’g

Notes:
a  World Bank Group, Biodiversity Offsets.
b  Rebecca Kormos, Cyril F. Kormos, Tatyana Humle, et al., ‘Great apes and biodiversity offset projects in 

Africa: The case for national offset strategies,’ PLoS ONE 9, no. 11 (2014): e111671, https:// doi.org/ 
10.1371/ jour nal.pone.0111 671.

c  Rivers International, Advancing Ecological Civilization?, 73.
d  Kormos et al., ‘Great apes.’
e  Rivers International, Advancing Ecological Civilization?, 73.
f  Kormos et al., ‘Great apes.’
g  Arcus Foundation, State of the Apes: Infrastructure Development and Ape Conservation (Cambridge: Cambridge 

University Press, 2018), 181.
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Testimony by Ibrahim Zakaria*

An avalanche of well- meant standards

ZIZ SA is an energy company in Chad. One of their main projects is electrifying 
cities of 20,000 people or more with solar- powered grids. Ibrahim Zakaria, the 
CEO of ZIZ SA, speaks about the environmental, social, and governance (ESG) 
standards of development financial institutions (DFIs).

The big picture

Our view on the ESG ‘safeguards’? Well, first of all, we don’t see an issue with  
ESG criteria as such. Of course we need to ensure a safe environment for our  

Figure 11.4  One of the three hundred lowland gorillas left in Cameroon; at increased risk or saved 
because of dam construction?

Source: Wikimedia commons.
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workers, with access to protective equipment and training, etc. And we don’t  
want to expropriate anyone from their land. But we do get frustrated sometimes.  
Chad has an electricity rate of 6 per cent. As much as we understand the DFIs’  
focus on certain themes that are dear to them today (gender policy for example),  
we sometimes feel that they forget the bigger picture. We want to remind them  
that our countries face a dire situation: lack of development and high vulnerability  
to the climate crisis. As such, we need to focus on our primary mission: electri-
fying and decarbonizing.

The gap between Western worlds and frontier markets

The ESG criteria crystallize the gap between Western worlds and frontier markets. 
Investors want to reduce the infrastructural gap in Africa. Still, they decided to make 
it more difficult by having very stringent rules and requirements regarding environ-
mental and social aspects that they have invented just for us. We feel hindered in 
our effort to accelerate socio- economic change in our countries by an avalanche of 
well- meant standards that were never applied in Western countries when they went 
through their own industrialization and electrification. That’s where the frustration 
of local entrepreneurs and sometimes governments comes from.

The thorny issue of land

For example, we received (and paid for) a piece of land from the State in a docu-
ment signed by all the local and regional authorities. Our responsibility under 
national law ended here and we could start work. But we had to take into account 

Figure 11.5  Ibrahim Zakaria.
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international standards. In some cases, it turned out that the same land had been 
sold by the municipality to private individuals. We had to identify all these affected 
people and compensate them. Because of this imbroglio, we spent three times the 
cost of the land on this project.

When ESG principles stop where it suits

These additional ESG costs are explained to you as normal and necessary to receive 
DFI’s money, so some of the funds raised are spent on ESG implementation rather 
than on power equipment. Most of the ESG principles disappear when it comes 
to commercial negotiations though. All the talks about stakeholders’ engagement 
and making sure the project does not let people worse- off no longer apply and 
certainly do not extend to the company’s existing shareholders or founders. And 
although we are trying to electrify some of the poorest areas in the world, the risk 
premium and interest rates charged can be exorbitant. Our only ray of hope is 
that some DFIs (like FMO) are open to dialogue on these issues and are willing to 
make efforts.

* This testimony is based on presentations by ZIZ, an interview, and written input 
provided by ZIZ.

Let us finish with one of the trade- offs we would overlook if we only looked at 
the SDGs. Despite 17 goals, 169 SDG targets, and 232 unique indicators, we humans 
did not find it necessary to pay any attention to animal welfare. Animals were not 
at the SDG negotiation table, so they are on the menu. If we would like to come to 
a truly integrated agenda, animal welfare should also be included. This is something 
I discovered when I was growing up next to the ‘chicken capital’ of the Netherlands, 
and of Europe: Barneveld.

11.3 Animal welfare effects: animals were not at the SDG negotiation table, so they 
are on the menu

Barneveld has just about 30,000 residents, but houses more than 3 million chickens at 
any point of the year. It has a restaurant with just chicken products (called: ‘The Egg’), 
a chicken museum (called ‘Het Pluimvee Museum,’ in case you would like to visit), 
and even a race of highly productive chicken named after it (‘the Barnevelder’). With 
my father being the general physician of the region, I earned some extra pocket money 
by delivering his bills to his patients. I went with my bike from farm to farm at ten 
years old, and many of those farms were chicken farms. When I peeked into the stalls, 
I was depressed by what I saw: thousands and thousands of chicken living in eight- 
storey high cages, devoid of anything that would be natural to them, with no branches 
to sleep on, no natural products on the floor, just metal cages. Every chicken had less 
space than one A4 paper to live on. This bio- industry made the Netherlands one of the 
world’s agricultural powerhouses: the Netherlands was exporting its chicken breasts to 
rich countries and chicken legs to low- income countries all over the world. It also made 
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the farmers well- off: they didn’t have trouble paying the bills. The images of that bio- 
industry also made me a vegetarian when I turned twelve, and I have been so ever since.

Animal rights activists have been very active and successful in Europe, including the 
Netherlands, over the last decades: the European Union banned the cages that I saw 
when I was delivering my father’s bills. The chickens are now also required to have 
more space (now a maximum of nine chickens per square meter) and are increasingly 
allowed to go outside. When I go back to Barneveld, I now see many chickens scaven-
ging outside, filling me with the feeling that progress is possible. Strangely enough, this 
progress is under threat, and even stranger: international development money plays 
a substantial role. Many chicken farms are closing their doors in Barneveld and the 
influx of cheap Ukrainian poultry plays a large role.

After this tour to the chicken farms of my youth, let me take you to MHP, a gigantic 
London stock exchange- listed poultry firm in Ukraine in 2018. This company, with little 
to no chicken exports only ten years ago, now owns the largest chicken farm in Europe 
with over 30 million chickens at any given time, and shows how adaptive agents can 
make use of discrepancies between standards.21 Ukraine has taken over the role of the 
Netherlands in the global chicken market. How did this happen?

After the Russian invasion of Crimea, Ukraine secured a deal in 2015 with the 
European Union (EU), which allowed them to export more chicken to this market. EU 
imports of poultry meat from Ukraine subsequently tripled between 2015 and 2019. The 
competitiveness of Ukrainian poultry was partly made possible by undercutting Dutch 
and other firms by cutting down on animal rights. Whereas in Ukraine over 95 per cent 
of the chickens are still in (enriched) cages, this is less than 50 per cent in the EU.22 This 
Ukrainian competitiveness made it attractive for international government- owned banks 
to invest in them. Not only were the banks supporting this bio- industry growth (with 
public funding), also chicken technology companies started exporting their expertise and 
equipment to them (as many Dutch companies did, often with exports guaranteed by the 
Dutch state bank Atradius).

With better access to the EU market and fewer rights for chicken came easy access 
to finance, even public finance such as a EUR 25 million loan from the European Bank 
for Reconstruction and Development (EBRD) in 2017.23 After the Russian invasion of 
eastern Ukraine in 2022, the EBRD provided another loan to MHP of EUR 24 million, 
seemingly forgetting under geopolitical pressure its initial request that Ukraine bring its 
animal welfare practices in line with those of the EU.24 This time, Japan paid the over-
head costs with their ODA budget.

The EBRD substantiated the deals by explaining how the chicken farms would create 
jobs and enhance food security. However, the EBRD does not have any specific guidelines 
for chicken welfare, for instance, when it comes to overcrowding.25 While this investment 
undoubtedly created jobs in Ukraine, hundreds of millions of chickens had to pay the 
price. Chicken that could live outside of cages in the Netherlands (where improvement in 
chicken welfare is also still needed) are now living in cages in Ukraine, partly thanks to 
development funding.26

This is just one example of how the voiceless often end up paying the ultimate price 
in international development programmes. Whereas some development banks now have 
animal welfare statements, many development banks still don’t. Many support ques-
tionable farming technologies to countries with few animal welfare laws and even less 
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reliable animal inspection services. I can only reach one conclusion: the development 
sector needs transparent animal impact assessments for high- risk projects.

In addition to animal impact assessments, animal protection could become part of 
international trade agreements. A promising first step has been the proposed text for the 
EU- Mercosur trade agreement. Mercosur is a trading block in South America and if they 
want to continue to export eggs to the EU (which they do a lot) they will need to have 
similar animal welfare standards for the laying hens as in Europe. This highlights how 
important it is, if we are interested in dealing with side effects of aid, sometimes it may be 
just as important to leverage trade instruments. Aid- related investments can then occur in 
contexts with stronger social- environmental regulations, making the standards to which 
aid investments need to live up to contingent on enforceable legislation rather than the 
whims of donors.

How to tackle unintended environmental effects

Policymakers

 • Plan in an integrated way. Plan in a way that incorporates both environmental and 
economic objectives. If possible, turn trade- offs into synergies, by finding solutions that 
benefit both objectives. If not possible, calibrate carefully an optimum, considering 
(scientific advice on) non- linearities and feedback loops.

 • When raising environmental standards, be aware of the adaptive nature of market 
players. Potential discrepancies across countries in regulations can lead to leakage (see 
Section 9.3 on leakage effects), simply relocating harmful practices. Always strive for 
a level regulatory playing field.

Practitioners

 • Respect the mitigation hierarchy when offsetting. When working with offsets, respect 
the mitigation hierarchy and adhere to the core principles of additionality, equiva-
lence, and permanence. Stick to the precautionary principle.

 • Develop and publish animal impact assessments. In high- risk sectors such as animal 
farming, these are needed to enable researchers, journalists, and others to track miti-
gation measures.

Evaluators

 • Invest in measurement tools for biodiversity measurements. It is costly to measure bio-
diversity, leading to projects being abandoned or delayed. Investing in them can drive 
overhead costs down and get more accurate insights on biodiversity effects.
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12  Ripple effects
The underestimation of positive effects of 
international development efforts

Ripple effects occur when there are positive spillover effects beyond the beneficiary, 
intervention, area, or thematic focus. They can be considered unintended if the 
donor or implementing agency did not consider that these spillovers could happen 
in its formal evaluation parameters.

What flavours do we see?

1 Thematically synergetic effects. A positive effect of an external intervention in 
one thematic area crosses over to another thematic area.

2 Catalytic effects. The external intervention directly or indirectly contributes to 
additional development impacts in the same thematic area.

3 Human interaction effects. Because of the external intervention, new social ties 
are created between people.

In which instances have ripple effects been observed? Three examples:

1 Thematically synergetic effects: deworming initiatives and early childhood nutri-
tion programmes positively affect test scores in schools.

2 Catalytic effects: in Bolivia, a development bank structured an innovative invest-
ment so that additional investors joined the deal and stimulated other investors 
to invest in similar innovations.

3 Human interaction effects: an external intervention often involves people moving 
around the globe or a country, and as these people move, new cross- cultural 
friendships and relationships are formed. These human interactions often lead 
to long- lasting ties, which can outlive a single aid intervention by years or even 
decades.

Key concepts from complexity thinking that help to understand ripple effects

1 Interconnectivity. International aid agencies are often thematically organized, 
and agencies are measuring their thematic effects. However, there are often syn-
ergies between various thematic development outcomes. For instance, girls who 
go to school longer generally also have healthier kids. Because many agencies fall 
short of measuring their outcomes beyond their thematic area of expertise, they 
underestimate their impact.
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2 Adaptive agents. We often assume that ‘everything else remains equal’ (ceteris  
paribus) in the development sector. When using control groups (groups that  
haven’t received the treatment) we often assume that the external intervention  
does not affect their behaviour. This assumption often holds, but people are  
adaptive agents, and if they see that something is working out for a group of  
participants (e.g., a certain innovation), they will adapt their behaviour accord-
ingly. This means that the true impact of development aid can often be higher  
than assumed.

12.1 Thematically synergetic effects

I forgive you if after 11 chapters you think that my view is that the net effect of 
all these development interventions is negative, since negative side effects are often 
overlooked. But that’s not the case: I believe that the positive effects of international 
development have been systematically underestimated as well, perhaps even more so. 
I first experienced that during a visit to Bangladesh at the beginning of my career. I was 
an account manager for various Dutch NGOs at the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, and 
I tried to visit as many programmes as possible. This brought me to the rice paddies 
of Bangladesh, where Cordaid (one of the NGOs I was responsible for) was working 
with, what they called, the hard- core poor.

Figure 12.1  Ripple effects in action: spreading of innovation beyond initial target group.

Source: Maarten Wolterink.
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I don’t know what I tried to prove, but I failed miserably. I was sitting at the back 
of a rickshaw and the rider explained that he had been able to buy this vehicle because 
of NGO programmes. I ticked him on his shoulder while cycling on the sandy dikes 
between the paddies, and I said I would take over from him. While Bangladesh and the 
Netherlands are worlds apart, they share similar features, which gave me an erroneous 
sense of self- confidence: a lot of dykes, flat- areas, people everywhere and … bikes. An 
avid biker, I think I tried showing off that I could also bike. But mama mia, it was so 
heavy and technical, with two people in the back seat, the unpaved narrow path … 
I rode the rickshaw into a small ditch at an intersection of dykes. Luckily, nobody was 
hurt, the rickshaw didn’t break down, and the bystanders had fun.

My mood remained upbeat. I was impressed by the vibrant associational life in the 
villages we visited and the progress I felt. In all of them, different organizations were 
active: sometimes it was BRAC, sometimes Grameen, or ASA, or sometimes mul-
tiple, and they were all testing –  with the support of the international community –  
various new intervention methods. During a focus group, women who participated in 
a microfinance scheme explained to me –  one after the other –  how they progressed 
because of the microcredit. They raised more chicken and sold more eggs (economic 
output) and they used that money to ensure that their children completed secondary 
education: a thematic cross- over effect.1

12.1.1 Bangladesh: the aid lab for ripple effects

Naomi Hossain rightfully calls Bangladesh the aid lab: many aid interventions now com-
monplace in the development sector were developed (and tested) in Bangladesh, such 
as microcredit.2 Hossain claims that when aid officials like me come to Bangladesh, we 
don’t seek minerals or land or geopolitical advantage (or to show off our rickshaw riding 
skills), but to demonstrate that liberal democracy and a market economy with social 
protection works. I am unsure if that was the case for me, but I have to admit that I was 
relieved to see that aid was working, even better than intended.

Like Jeffrey Sachs, the tireless supporter of international development and solidarity, 
I am impressed by the many development indicators that have shown tremendous pro-
gress in Bangladesh.3 I pick three (the three upward sloping lines in Figure 12.2). The 
percentage of children that went to secondary school rose from less than 20 per cent to 
over 70 per cent in about forty years. Equally impressive: life expectancy rose by more 
than twenty years in the same period. Also encouraging is that more women could 
better decide on their family size, as before the 1980s less than 1 in ten had access to 
birth control measures, and now that is over 60 per cent. Bangladesh has achieved sig-
nificantly higher social progress compared to economies sharing similar income levels 
in terms of a wide range of social indicators.4 Bangladesh reached lower- middle income 
status in 2015. It is on track to graduate from the UN’s Least Developed Countries list 
in 2026.

International development efforts contributed to this: especially in the first two  
decades after independence (until the mid- 1990s), the Bangladeshi education, health, and  
agricultural sector received tremendously important international aid transfers (over 30  
per cent of capital formation). This declined to somewhere between 5 and 10 per cent  
as more means could be mobilized locally and social indicators increased. On average,  
all the support amounted to about USD 10 per capita per year since 1975.5 Aid went  
not only to relatively ‘innocent’ social sectors as is sometimes mistakenly assumed, but  
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also to politically sensitive organizations such as trade unions. The NGO desk where  
I worked as a junior civil servant also funded the international department of Dutch trade  
unions to join the struggle of female garment worker associations in Bangladesh for safer  
working conditions. International aid permeated many parts of Bangladeshi society.

As you know by now, I am not naively optimistic about aid, and I am not using 
Bangladesh as a case to proof that aid is effective full- stop. But the Bangladeshi case does 
show that aid can have many ripple effects.

In Bangladesh, ripple effects took place among the educational, health, and sexual 
and reproductive rights themes, partially set in motion by foreign assistance. The 
increasing levels of women’s education contributed to reduced birth rates (girls who 
stay in school start to have children later, and have less of them). This reduction 
contributed to healthier children and higher educational attainment of these chil-
dren again, leading to more demands for contraceptives etcetera. The results that 
Bangladeshis achieved in one thematic sector spilled over to another.6 The term 
‘interconnectivity’ from complexity thinking (introduced in Chapter 2) describes the 
situation well. As Asadullah et al. explain, social and health indicators progressed 
at varying paces and intervals in Bangladesh, creating unintended synergies between 
different social indicators.7

Why do we know this so well for Bangladesh? The development community has been 
able to map the synergies between these interventions in Bangladesh in particular because 
of a learning culture.8 The initial investment into good statistical information enabled an 
adaptive management style: ‘From early on, aid was also used to support learning from 
doing, allowing the experimentation of course correction that needed to use resources 
well.’9

Another beautiful example of thematically synergetic effects in Bangladesh is between 
interest- free loans for seasonal migration and violence against women. Mushfiq Mubarak 

Figure 12.2  The success of Bangladesh as an ‘aid lab.’

Source: World Development Indicators.
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and his colleagues researched the impact of interest- free loans for rural dwellers to enable 
them to increase their family income during the lean season by spending a couple of 
months in the city. Luckily they did not employ a tunnel vision in their impact ana-
lysis: they did not only focus on economic outcomes (which is often the case and were 
positive by the way) but also looked at other outcomes. They found that the loan season 
reduced violence against women. How? They find clear evidence for the exposure reduc-
tion theory: the seasonal migration improved well- being by providing women with 
periods of reduced violence throughout the year.10

Bangladesh case taught me that many of the unintended effects that I describe in 
this book (the backlash effect, the governance effects, etc.) are not bound to happen. If 
there is a solid social contract (or development bargain as Dercon calls it), as there was 
in Bangladesh, these can be avoided. Let’s take a look at this social contract in more 
detail.

Bangladesh is a very young country (1971) and one of the reasons for public support 
for independence from Pakistan (West Bengal) was that the West Bengali government 
didn’t protect the population of East Bengal (now Bangladesh) against the most deadly 
cyclone ever recorded: the 1970 Bhola Cyclone, which killed 300,000 people. Famine 
raged. The ticket to independence for the major political party was a social contract 
between the elites, the population, and their aid donors that prioritized the protec-
tion of the population against crises of subsistence and survival.11 Interestingly, donors 
were part of this ‘development bargain,’ and they were expected to contribute to it. Do 
you remember the social contract in Somaliland that I explained in Chapter 10? Their 
founding social contract explicitly excluded international support, which explains why 
as an NGO account manager, I was riding this rickshaw in 2005 in Bangladesh, and not 
a camel in Somaliland.

12.1.2 Synergies between the Sustainable Development Goals

I know, I know, I have made a big noise about trade- offs between the Sustainable 
Development Goals (SDGs), especially in Chapter 11 on the trade- offs between economic 
and environmental objectives. But so far I only told one half of that story, as systematic 
studies show that a majority of the relations between the SDGs are synergetic and posi-
tive.12 Often, donors invest money in one sector and get additional results in another 
sector free of charge. Let me explain: aid programmes often aim to achieve specific results 
in one sub- theme (e.g., ‘let’s deworm kids’), and effects are measured at that level (e.g., 
‘how many kids are dewormed’), whereas these dewormed kids go on do great things 
(e.g., ‘score much higher on educational test scores’).13

Visual maps of SDGs show just how many different thematic synergies exist: below 
you will find the positive synergetic effects of SDG 6.1 ‘access to clean water.’ Once 
people have access to clean water, many other SDGs come within reach, such as a reduc-
tion of illnesses amongst young kids (SDG 3.2), and better school results (as less time is 
spent on fetching water) (SDG 4.1).

Quite some agencies are successful in claiming unintended benefits as part of the 
programme ex- post. When they detect that a programme has a wider positive impact 
(e.g., the deworming program), they will present it to donors in the next iterations as a 
health intervention and a health and education intervention. In the book’s introduction 
I explained that that is probably why we find less positive unintended effects, as they are 
gradually integrated into programming and become intended.
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However, there are better ways to capitalize on synergies than just victory appropri-
ation afterwards: strategic planning. Before starting interventions are developed, pri-
ority can be given to those interventions with maximum ripple- over effects. Therefore,  
organizational silos need to be discarded so that institutional boundaries to learning  
can be overcome. For instance, investment in Ethiopia’s social safety net has had posi-
tive and deep interlinkages with many SDGs.14 Donors would be smart to invest rather  
in these types of programmes, than for instance in programmes with lofty aims that  
hardly ‘spill over’ (e.g., increasing access to university education or supporting cultural  
activities).

Figure 12.3  Positive interaction between the SDGs: the example of access to clean drinking water.

Source: Joint Research Council of the EU: Enabling SDGs.
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12.2 Catalytic effects

12.2.1 When a development bank underestimates its impact

Spillovers do not only materialize thematically, but also because other actors who were 
not targeted join the development intervention. It is to these catalytic effects to which we 
now turn. Let me share the story of FMO, the national Dutch development bank (a port-
folio of about EUR 13 billion), after the US development bank. They often commission 
independent evaluations, which they publish online. In an evaluation of a private sector 
development fund managed by FMO, evaluators criticize FMO for undervaluing their 
positive side effects:

In the majority of case studies, the fund had catalytic effects in that it helped to mobilize 
other investors ex post, by reducing investees’ perceived or actual risks … In 4 out 
of 20 case studies, the fund was successful in catalysing follow- up investments. FMO 
does not systematically analyse demonstration effects … however our case studies and 
some in- depth evaluations commissioned by FMO suggest that such demonstration 
effects often exist.15

Often evaluations rain on parade, but here the evaluations claim that the development 
bank is achieving more than it claims. So what effects are these development banks 
overlooking and how can they be better measured?

In development finance, the mobilization and demonstration effects are two key 
catalytic effects. Mobilization effects measure the leverage of an investment of a 
development bank: how much extra capital did they mobilize with their investment? 
These mobilization effects can be either ex- ante, when structuring an investment the 
development bank arranges for other financiers to come on board, or ex- post: by 
investing in a particular type of client, the investment makes the client more attractive 
for further financing by other investors. These catalytic effects are quite direct and 
easily measurable at the level of the client. The evaluators just asked the clients of 
FMO: ‘Did the financing of FMO help you to attract additional finance?’ 17 out of 
the 24 clients responded positively.16 FMO never reported this ripple effect to their 
donors.

Conversely, demonstration effects are harder to measure as they are more indirect. 
Developing banks can demonstrate their early confidence and ‘de- risk’ transactions for 
other international financial institutions (IFIs) by taking an early commitment and some-
times additional risk. By serving as a ‘stamp of approval’ because of their size, age, and 
strong reputation, they can ‘crowd in’ commercial and impact investors into higher- risk 
markets. Because of the signals they send out, they can display to other investors (subtype 
1) or clients (subtype 2) that the market is profitable and impactful.

Even though these demonstration effects are harder to measure, this does not mean  
that they should be ignored: the added value of these development banks largely depends  
on this. For quite some actors in development finance they are not even unintended  
effects but indirect or secondary effects. The evaluators do not blame just FMO, but  
also its donor, the Dutch government, for not including these demonstration effects in  
their metrics for success. Because of this lack of interest by the donor, demonstration  
effects are generally not an investment criterion for FMO and is therefore not included in  
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investment decisions. Interestingly, other development banks, such as the European Bank  
for Reconstruction and Development, do consider demonstration effects, hence using  
more these potential ripple effects.17

12.2.2 Catalytic effects in Bolivia

Luckily, FMO takes the recommendation at heart and is increasingly measuring its poten-
tial catalytic effects. Luckily it is not rocket science: for example, they add it as a research 
question in their impact evaluations.

The investments of FMO to Sartawi, a microcredit organization in Bolivia’s high-
lands, make the importance of integrating catalytic effects in our analysis clear. This 
innovative joint initiative coupled credit with capacity building for dairy farmers. In 
addition to measuring the direct impact of the loan and capacity building, the evaluators 
also tried to analyse mobilization and demonstration effects. They found both.18 Their 
interviews with several stakeholders strongly suggested that FMO had acted as a mobil-
izing catalyst for Sartawi: the presence of FMO strengthened the trust of other funders 
in the microcredit organization. This allowed Sartawi to mobilize new funding sources 
and could increase existing investors' engagement.19

Furthermore, the Food and Agriculture Organization wrote a case about Sartawi in 
one of their books, highlighting the triangle business model of Sartawi as an innovation 
in the microfinance industry. Subsequently, other development finance institutions 
and Bolivian banks have started to implement similar programmes (combining credit 
with capacity building), indicating the catalytic effects employing demonstration.20 
This shows that mapping catalytic effects (both mobilization and demonstration) is 
possible, and if mapping them is possible, why not make it part of the investment 
decisions?

Figure 12.4  Catalytic effects of development banks.

Source: Adapted from Oomes et al., Evaluation of the FMO- MASSIF Fund.
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We have now focused exclusively on the catalytic effects of development banks. Still,  
of course they are more widely detectable in the development sector, for instance, as a  
result of cash transfers.

Let me take you to the Dowa region of Malawi, where UNICEF and the government 
introduced a cash transfer programme to absorb yet another food shock in Malawi. The 
programme had multiplier effects for the region, as beneficiaries spent their money on 
a wide range of locally produced goods and services including education, health, and 
commerce.21 The additional money circulating in the Dowa district ensured that local 
businesses also benefitted from the cash transfers. For each dollar transferred by the 
programme, an additional income of over USD 2 was generated as beneficiaries spend 
their transfers with local businesses, which spend a portion of that income in the local 
area.22 Also in the case of Dowa, these ripple effects were not captured in regular and 
case studies evaluations, as they didn’t look at multiplier effects.23 Once again, the true 
positive impact of international aid was underestimated.24

I can go on and on, and move from development finance and cash transfers to improved 
labour rights beyond the target group because of fair trade or the adoption of new fruit 
trees beyond the initial target group of the NGO.25 But it is also often the case that actors 
in development are too modest about catalytic effects, only discovering them later on an 
ad- hoc basis. To fully account for and capitalize on these effects, evaluators need to cast 
their results measurement wider and longer.

12.3 Human interaction effects: sex, love, friendship in aid

12.3.1 Transactional sex as a means towards upward social mobility

While working as the director of an NGO, I travelled across the DRC and Africa to 
visit our field offices (at one point, I was supervising about 30 offices in nine different 
countries), so I was often in the air and on the road. When I would visit the provincial 

Figure 12.5  Client of the Sartawi microfinance institution in Bolivia.
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field offices in countries like Nigeria, colleagues from the office of the national capital 
would usually accompany me. After a day at work, we would regularly go out for 
some fried fish and drinks, and after that the male staff would invite me to the local bar.

The first time I joined them, I was surprised by the number of well- dressed young 
women who were interested in striking up a conversation with us. As we got talking, 
it became clear that these were smart women and they invited us for a dance. Before 
I knew it, my colleagues and I were all dancing with them and this was when it started 
to dawn to me that actually, these women were sex workers trying to get picked up 
by potential clients –  like us (I am quite slow in figuring these things out, I have to 
admit). Once the penny had dropped, I wanted to return to my hotel room as quickly 
as possible (alone!), but my colleagues –  with whom I was sharing the car –  clearly had 
different ideas. ‘The fun is just getting started,’ they shouted over loud music. They 
had no intention of leaving. So I was stuck: if I sat down by myself, the women would 
be over in a flash, and if I went onto the dancefloor, they would be right behind me as 
well. It was against the security guidelines to take a taxi by myself at night, but in the 
end, that was my only option.26

The next morning as I was walking down the hallway to an early breakfast, I saw 
one of last night’s women coming out of the hotel room of one of my colleagues, and 
I greeted her shyly.

Murhega Mushanda and Dorothea Hilhorst have started researching sex work, humani-
tarian emergencies, and development agencies.27 They and their team interviewed around 
500 women engaged in transactional sex in the eastern DRC. Defining transactional 
sex can be tricky (as boundaries are blurred) but broadly speaking it refers to sexual 
relationships where exchanging gifts, money, or other services is an important factor. 
Transactional sex often makes the partners mutually dependent and emotionally vulner-
able, but there is a clear power imbalance with one dominant person.28 They conclude 
that there is an internationally ignored but real difference between ‘survival sex’ and 
‘transactional sex.’ Survival sex is aimed at securing basic livelihoods (often in rural 
areas), while transactional sex (more often in urban areas) can also be an investment in a 
more solid future, such as education.29

The preferred clients of those engaged in transactional sex? NGO workers! Some 37 
per cent of them said NGO workers were their favourite clients (even though they make 
up only 12 per cent of their clientele in the eastern DRC).30 While sexual exploitation and 
abuse are clearly one of the unintended negative effects of aid that international agencies 
need to tackle head- on, assuming that all sexual relationships between aid workers and 
the population of the target country are exploitative and abusive does not do justice to 
the ‘50 shades of grey’ of these often transactional relationships.31

That transactional effects are not a minor side effect, but a pervasive reality becomes 
clear in a systematic quantitative study of the association between a UN peacekeeping 
operation and transactional sex.32 They find that more than 50 per cent of women in 
Monrovia (the capital of Liberia) have engaged in transactional sex, and more than 75 
per cent of them have done so with UN personnel. An in- depth qualitative study by Kolbe 
into transactional sex in Haiti provides the stories behind the numbers.33 The stories 
make clear that, even though there certainly is exploitation and abuse, voluntary transac-
tional sex is not inherently exploitative: it is also a legitimate opportunity for women to 
engage in the aid and peacekeeping economy, enabling them to pursue their education, 
improve their housing conditions, etc.
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While I realize that my proposal might not be politically feasible, I would like to share 
it with you: whereas I think that there should be a zero tolerance policy for inaction 
against sexual exploitation and abuse, I do not believe it is possible to apply zero tol-
erance to any sexual, let alone affectionate relationship, between aid workers or blue 
helmets and the local population. Human nature stands in the way, as the closing testi-
mony by Georgette (end of chapter) also shows.

12.3.2 Friendship and relationships, both as a consequence and cause of  
international solidarity

In the last couple of years I tagged along with a colleague researcher who focusses on 
Private Development Initiatives and the role of friendship therein.34 In about 50 per cent 
of the interviews, we heard about long friendships that have emerged because of the aid 
relationship and have nurtured their organizational partnership. These friendships some-
times last decades.

Let me develop the case of Andrew.35 He was an aid worker in the 1980s in Burkina 
Faso, where he befriended the head of a local school, Vincent. Their families got to know 
each other, and on weekends they would go on family outings together. After Andrew 
returned to Europe he stayed in contact with this headmaster, and he started to sponsor 
disadvantaged children to enable them to attend school. Andrew would go back every 
four years and stay at Vincent’s place. Over the years, their friendship strengthened, and 
Andrew even started a foundation in the Netherlands to support Vincent’s school. When 
the school building needed refurbishment, Andrew started a fundraising campaign in 
the Netherlands, mobilizing enough funds for four new classrooms. Over the following 
decades, the friendship –  and the collaboration –  flourished, and Vincent even came to the 
Netherlands to visit the country and its schools, and meet the funders. The foundation 
is currently supporting twenty schools in the Sahel. Now both Andrew and Vincent are 
reaching retirement age: Vincent’s daughter has already taken over as headmaster of the 
school, and Andrew is currently looking for a new chair of the foundation. His daughter- 
in- law appears interested. Regardless of whether the collaboration will continue, the 
friendship between Andrew and Vincent will persist. This friendship would not have 
existed without international development efforts, which in turn had a flywheel effect on 
education in the Sahel (a flywheel effect occurs when the process set in motion continues 
to exist after the initial stimulus has ceased).

What strikes me is that in my education and training we always treated international 
development work as formal, with clear rules and procedures. It comes back to this linear 
thinking in development, which negates the complexity of human interaction.36 We often 
forget, however, that the human factor is all- pervasive in the development sector: both 
as a consequence of international aid and as a source of inspiration for international 
solidary. The closing testimony of Georgette shows both.

Testimony by Georgette Schutte: ‘I am a product of opposites’

Georgette is a 42- year- old Mauritanian- Dutch woman. She works at the United 
Nations as a gender- based violence specialist. She lives with her two daughters in 
Mauritania, but travels the world for her work. She is speaking from Honiara, the 
Solomon Islands, where she is on a UN mission.
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How it all started

My father, Johannes Schutte, is Dutch and was a development worker for the 
Lutheran World Federation (LWF). His first posting for this organization was 
Mauritania. When he met Awa Sarr, my mother, at an LWF event, it was love at first 
sight, but this was not the case for my mum in the beginning. Luckily, my father 
made a move and 42 years later, my parents are still very happy together. I was born 
exactly nine months after the wedding night!

Was there a clash of cultures?

Ooh yes! My parents’ background was totally different. My father is a Christian. 
My mother is a devout Muslim, who had been forced into her first marriage at fif-
teen, with a man approximately the age of her father. She was his second wife and 
there was no love. She did something extraordinary: even before she met my father, 
she divorced her first husband, when divorce was prohibited. There was quite some 
resistance from my Mauritanian uncles to her marrying a Christian, but she went 
ahead anyway. While my uncles wanted my father to become a Muslim, my mum 
never pushed him. They respected each other and looked at their shared values, 
which was the desire to support people in need.

Building bridges

The love between my parents has been a great example for me and has allowed 
me to make friends with people across the globe. I am a product of opposites, and 
that has allowed me to act as a bridge between different cultures and religions. 
I can see that Western culture is getting dominant in many contexts. It pushes away 
important elements of other cultures. In my mother’s culture, we have an excel-
lent system for first- time mothers, who are supported by the extended family post- 
partum, for forty days. Many of our good traditions are being lost and replaced by 

Figure 12.6  On the left Johannes Schutte and Awa Sarr in the 1970s, and on the right their 
‘aid baby’ Georgette Schutte.
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Western concepts. I started a podcast series in which I interview people about useful 
traditions that are being lost.

Financial spillover effects

I grew up in a very privileged way. My parents moved across Africa for my father’s 
work and my parents sent me to an international school. I realize I am very fortu-
nate compared to my extended family in Mauritania and Holland. My father has 
always helped out financially with his international NGO salary, and I do the same 
with my UN salary. We use our incomes to support those in need such as with 
school and medical fees or supporting family with rent/ housing and other financial 
needs they may have.

What can international actors learn from the experiences of your parents  
and you?

Of course, my parents wouldn’t have met without the aid sector, and I wouldn’t 
exist. Because of all these aid workers there are so many mixed- ethnicity couples 
and friendships across the globe now. My suggestion to aid workers living in another 
country is to go out and meet locals, explore the culture and learn from it, and share 
their own culture. There is so much beauty in the world and interesting people, 
even in the international organizations they work for. Build personal bridges in this 
fragmented work. Beautiful things can grow from there!

How to maximize ripple effects

Policymakers

 • Avoid thematic silos. If professionals are in siloed departments, with limited opportun-
ities for joint interaction, learning, and decision- making, then it is virtually impossible 
to design and monitor programmes for catalytic effects.

 • Organize localized comprehensive research and learning. The Bangladesh case showed 
the importance of investing in research programmes that cast a wide net, across discip-
lines and intervention areas.

Practitioners

 • Choose for programmes with thematic synergies. When deciding which programme 
to start, try to start a programme with many potential synergies with other the-
matic areas.

 • Make catalytic potential explicit in investment decisions. Some programmes and 
investments have more mobilization and demonstration effects than others. Make this 
potential an explicit part of the investment decision.

 • Consider the human factor when planning. It cannot be assumed that people are 
robots without any sense of long- term loyalty and well thought- through economic 
aspirations. Stimulate aid workers to create personal linkages with their environment.
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Evaluators

 • Measure the potential ripple effects of interventions. This can be done by mapping the 
demonstration and mobilization effects.

 • Measure results beyond the initial target group and after the programme period. Like 
with negative ones, we can only capture positive unintended effects if we broaden 
our temporal, geographic, and thematic scope. It is needed for evaluators to have this 
broader scope to get a complete view of the impact.
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13  Conclusion
‘It’s the complexity, stupid’

This conclusion provides:

 • Three reasons why we need to act on side effects
 • A cheat sheet to debunk arguments of those who claim that focus on side effects 

will lead to negative unintended effects
 • Recommendations for the key target audiences of this book: policymakers, 

practitioners, and evaluators
 • A final plea to transform the international development sector

My brother is both a doctor and a philosopher. He taught me to always be wary about 
what people call ‘evidence- based’ medicine. In his view, the evidence- gathering in the 
medical sector is to such a degree pharma- sponsored that double- checking so- called evi-
dence on its independence and reliability is essential. Despite these shortcomings, I was 
quite envious of the medical sector when I started this research seven years ago: med-
ical interventions are only allowed on the market when approved by official supervisory 
bodies, and they all need to be accompanied by a leaflet explaining potential side effects. 
Medical companies are being sued successfully if they underestimate side effects. There is 
even a hotline for people if they think that a medication has side effects.

While I am a big supporter of international development efforts, I have to be honest: the 
international development sector does not have the same level of professionalization as 
the medical sector. In our sector, it is still possible to launch a programme if it seems a 
good idea to you and you can convince some wealthy friends. Citizens in developing 
countries who are ‘benefiting’ from a programme are lucky if their benefactor happens to 
have a complaints procedure. This book has aimed to change that by putting side effects 
in the limelight. But the book is doing more than just agenda setting: it also provides the 
tools to actually understand, measure, and address side effects.

13.1 Three reasons to become more serious about unintended effects

13.1.1 Reason 1: it stops preventable damage to human lives

Try to imagine you were living in one of the refugee camps of Guinea about twenty years 
ago as an adolescent girl. The humanitarian aid worker tells you that he can arrange 
a spot for you in school, but in exchange, he wants have sex with you. You feel little 
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choice. When you grow up, you realize that what happened to you is wrong. You see 
that the same aid workers and his friends, who were supposed to help you, have actually 
exploited you and are now doing the same to younger girls, quite some of them getting 
pregnant. You try to file a complaint, but there is nowhere to go. Unfortunately, this was 
a very real scenario just two decades ago, as becomes clear from the assessment report by 
UNHCR and Save the Children UK from 2002.1

Agency workers from local and international NGOs and UN agencies were amongst 
the prime sexual exploiters of refugee children. They often use the very humanitarian 
assistance and services intended to benefit refugees as a tool of exploitation. The number 
of aid workers and agencies that were involved shocks me. We are not talking about a 
couple of bad apples: 42 agencies and 67 individuals were implicated in this behaviour.2 
The example of the girl receiving access to education is actually an example with a good 
‘exchange rate’ (as the report calls it) for the girl. The report explains:

The girls usually get very little money, if any at all, e.g. in Liberia, the girls were 
reported to receive the equivalent of USD 10 cents with which they could buy a couple 
of pieces of fruit or a handful of peanuts i.e. not a full meal … Payment is more often 
in kind than in cash, e.g. a few biscuits, bar of soap, plastic sheet, clothes, shoes, 
books, pencils, etc.3

This is the marginalization effect (Chapter 7) or even exploitation effect.
I am not saying that sexual exploitation and abuse are not happening anymore, but 

ever since this report there has been a flurry of action by humanitarian aid agencies to 
improve standards and accountability, such as the ‘Core Humanitarian Standards.’ The 
2018 Core Humanitarian Standard (CHS) focuses amongst others on unintended effects. 
Clause 3.6 of the Standard states that agencies should:4

Identify and act upon potential or actual unintended negative effects in a timely and sys-
tematic manner, including in the areas of:

a people’s safety, security, dignity, and rights;
b sexual exploitation and abuse by staff;
c culture, gender, and social and political relationships;
d livelihoods;
e the local economy; and
f the environment.

It looks as if those folks read my book before it even was published! All agencies that 
sign up to the CHS need to have a solid complaints procedure, something that could have 
prevented much sexual abuse in Guinea and across the globe. Unfortunately, only twenty 
of the one hundred signatories are actually certified against these standards, so an extra 
push by and towards humanitarian agencies is needed.

But it is not just in the humanitarian system that more checks and balances on side 
effects have emerged. For instance, also in international development finance, stakeholders 
that experience adverse effects of foreign finance can seek recourse.

Try to imagine you were one of the over 100,000 tribal persons living in the forests of 
the Indian state of Gujarat in the 1980s next to the (to be constructed) Sardar Sarovar 
Dam. The World Bank loaned over USD 200 million to this mega- dam. An evaluation 
report (that was only commissioned after mass protests) found that in an effort to have 
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the project approved quickly, the World Bank had not ensured that displaced people 
would be properly compensated or that the environmental consequences of the dam 
would be properly managed.5 In other words, there was a big chance that your house 
and land would be inundated with support from the international community and that 
you would have to wait years for some compensation, often under abysmal conditions. 
At that time there was no ‘inspection panel’ to which you could turn. At any rate, the 
safeguards were not standardized yet.6 This would all change in the 1990s.

The World Bank adopted eleven safeguards, providing protections against particular 
risks (e.g., resettlement) and for particular groups (e.g., indigenous people) and resources 
(e.g., forests, natural habitats). Besides, an independent review mechanism, the Inspection 
Panel, was established to hear non- compliance claims by project- affected individuals.7 
The World Bank’s standards became the leading standard and the safeguards diffused 
horizontally into policies and practices of other multilateral development banks (such as 
the Inter- American Development Bank) and private banks. Interestingly, the safeguards 
were also diffused ‘vertically’ into domestic laws. For instance, in 2013, India enacted the 
Right to Fair Compensation and Transparency in Land Acquisition, Rehabilitation, and 
Resettlement Act (LAA). Its provisions on social impact assessments were inspired by the 
Bank’s safeguard on involuntary resettlement.8

So if a new dam were to be constructed in India today with World Bank support, and 
you would be a tribal person living in the area that would be inundated, the chance that 
you would have to wait for a compensation in dire straits for years is much lower. First, 
the national laws would protect you better. And if you would fall through the cracks of 
the national law, the safeguards from the World Bank could provide solace. And, if those 
safeguards would fail on you, there would be more possibilities to file a complaint with 
the independent inspection panel, which shows that progress in dealing with side effects 
of international development effects is real.

This does not mean that the job is finished. Far from it: there are many fur-
ther improvements needed. For instance, let us look at the idea for an ’International 
Ombudsperson for Humanitarian and Development Aid.’ The primary role of an 
Ombudsperson is dealing with complaints. It should act, as Ombudspersons typically 
do, as a second- tier appeal function after internal organizational channels have been 
pursued.9 While the idea has been floating around (especially after the Oxfam sex scandal 
in Haiti) and scoping studies have been financed, getting such sector- wide improvements 
off the ground appears difficult, even impossible. But also the application of the safeguards 
of the international development finance institutions needs to be strengthened, as the 
chapters on the dams in Cameroon (Section 11.2) made clear.

13.1.2 Reason 2: it helps disentangle dilemmas and pull the emergency brake when needed

In medical science, we can see in hindsight that certain treatments with pernicious side 
effects had been ignored for too long. For instance, doctors in the United States (US) 
continued to prescribe heavy opioids (painkillers) even after it became clear that these 
pain killers led to addiction, abuse, and overdoses. The incentives in the system were 
stacked in such a way that many doctors neglected the side effects, contributing to the 
opioid crisis in the US, where 38 per cent of Americans adults (92 million people) used 
prescription opioids in 2015. The medicines that doctors prescribed led to 18,000 patients 
dying in the US in 2015 alone, showing how deadly ignoring side effects can be.10

Some people claim, such as the Nobel Laureate Sir Angus Deaton, that international 
development's pernicious side effects mean we should stop it altogether. I reach a more 
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nuanced conclusion. Throughout this book, we have seen that different interventions 
have different side effects in different contexts. They can also be positive and negative 
side effects can be exaggerated. Just like it would be nonsensical to stop all painkiller 
prescriptions across the globe because of the opioid crisis in the US, it would be foolish 
to stop all international development efforts because of particular side effects in par-
ticular cases.

Yet, the opioid crisis shows that something that might seem benevolent (painkillers) 
can create havoc. Luckily the US government curbed its prescription and death rates are 
now decreasing. The question is, are there also specific development efforts that create 
so much havoc that we need to stop it? In this book we have seen some examples where 
the costs clearly outweighed the benefits, such as the orphanage tourism by Western 
youngsters during a gap year (Section 7.3). However, I found that the benefits versus side 
effects estimations often pose real conundrums. The taxonomy provided in this book at 
least gives us some common vocabulary for disentangling development dilemmas, which 
we have done for the case of South Sudan (see textbox).

A study that was commissioned by the United States Institute of Peace, executed 
by the Overseas Development Institute (ODI), found that current humanitarian aid 
efforts disproportionately benefited the South Sudanese government. This resulted in a 
dynamic whereby the government now derives its income and international legitimacy 
in significant part from the international presence associated with the humanitarian 
operation, thus undermining the social contract between the population and the govern-
ment. The researchers state that the lesson the elites have learnt from the last thirty years 
is that the ‘humanitarian imperative’ will always take precedence, with suspensions of 
activity never being more than temporary, and that international attempts to demand 
accountability tend to peter out. The researchers found an institutional unwillingness by 
the (Western) international community to consider the side effects. They encountered a 
‘widespread culture of silence around the degree to which the humanitarian operation 
is under stress.’ The researchers didn’t propose that humanitarian aid to South Sudan 
should stop, but that more should be provided directly from neighbouring countries, 
instead of from Juba. If we compare it to the opioids example: they did not propose a 
ban on opioids, but a smarter way of prescribing them.

Local and international aid agencies were furious when they saw the report by ODI, 
and provided so many comments that the report (which I have) was never published. This 
actually proves the point of the researchers that there is indeed a culture of silence that 
prevents a proper analysis and weighing of side effects. This is such a pity, as it could 
have stimulated a more fundamental rethinking of humanitarian aid to South Sudan 
and other countries such as Haiti.11 But there are solutions: instead of undermining the 
social contract, humanitarian and development agencies can strengthen it, as they did in 
Bangladesh (Section 12.1).

13.1.3 Reason 3: it finally makes the discussion about aid effectiveness and  
efficiency an honest one

Over the last decade or so, there has been a strong focus on the ‘effectiveness’ of aid.  
There has been a ‘Value for Money’ push by many parliaments and donors and a push  
for ‘Effective Altruism’ in the non- profit sector. Supported by evidence from Randomized  
Controlled Trials (like those in the medical sector) and spearheaded by Nobel Laureates  
Bannerjee and Duflo,12 there has been a welcome professionalization of the international  
development sector. There is now a clearer insight on how effective the ‘treatment’ is for  
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intended objectives, which is great. However, by focusing on intended effects only (‘meas-
uring impact against design’), we obtain an incomplete and often incorrect view of the  
effectiveness of an intervention.

While medical trials are only approved if side effects are taken into consideration inte-
grally, in the development sector you can still declare victory even though you ignore side 
effects. Whereas medical researchers understand that the body is a complex system where 
unforeseen reactions occur, development effectiveness research can still cling to linear 
models creating false certainties.

Table 13.1  Should I stay or go? Benefits versus side effects of humanitarian aid in South Sudan 
in 2017

Benefits Negative side effects

In 2016, 5.1 million people 
were reached with 
assistance under the 
Humanitarian Response 
Plan: more than 4 million 
people provided with food 
assistance, 2.5 million 
people provided with 
access to clean water, and 
around 700,000 children 
and pregnant or lactating 
women treated for acute 
malnutrition (both in rebel- 
held and other territories).

A regular injection into the 
South Sudanese economy 
is a significant reason why 
the Juba- based economy 
has not entirely collapsed 
in the last two years. For 
example, it is estimated that 
for each food aid shipment, 
an associated USD 10,000– 
20,000 in cash arrives 
in the local area to pay 
the people hired to clear 
and guard the site (ripple 
effects).

Type of unintended effects: conflict effects
Subtype: direct conflict effects –  security threats faced by 

staff of aid agencies (in 2017, 27 aid workers had been 
killed, and detentions happened on a weekly basis).

Subtype: direct conflict effects –  funds for the rebels. At 
one point in 2017, getting a convoy of trucks from Juba 
to Bentiu cost USD 2,000 in checkpoint fees alone.

Subtype: direct conflict effects –  looting. In 2016, there 
were 97 reported incidents of looting (amongst which 
20,000 gallons of diesel worth almost USD 30 million) 
from a WFP warehouse in Juba. Supplies from this 
warehouse likely contributed to the government’s 
ability to mount offensives in the autumn of 2016.

Type of unintended effects: marginalization effects
Subtype: elite capture –  diversion of food aid. 73 per cent 

of respondents to the Bureaucratic Access Impediments 
survey indicated that they experienced interference 
during the selection of beneficiaries.

Type of unintended effect: governance effects
Subtype: democracy effects –  aid provides legitimacy 

to government. Ministers and local leaders claim the 
development results as their own achievements.

Subtype: tax effects –  aid provides funds to the 
government through taxation. The employee taxes, 
work permits (USD 3,500 per year), and exchange rate 
taxation provide substantial funds for the government, 
without increasing productivity.

Subtype: corruption effects –  aid fuels corruption. The 
government of South Sudan created extra layers 
of governance (28 districts), leading to many more 
‘requests’ for (personal) financial support from those 
providing aid.

Sources: InterAction, A Response to ‘The Unintended Consequences of Humanitarian Action in South 
Sudan: Headline Findings’ by the United States Institute of Peace and the Overseas Development Institute 
(Washington, DC: InterAction, 2018), accessed on request.; South Sudan NGO Forum, South Sudan NGO 
Forum Response to the USIP/ ODI Paper: Unintended Consequences of Humanitarian Action in South Sudan 
(Juba: South Sudan NGO Forum, 2018), accessed on request; United States Institute for Peace and ODI, 
‘The unintended consequences of humanitarian action in South Sudan: Headline findings,’ 4 January 2018, 
accessed on request.
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These false certainties lead to unrealistic management systems in international devel-
opment. Far- away donors steer with fixed overhead percentages and expected rates of 
return to increase the efficiency of operations. They hope that with this push of ‘Value for 
Money’ more results can be obtained with less funding. Unfortunately, the reality is more 
complex than current management practices allow.

Let me start with the fixed overhead percentages of aid agencies. For instance, the 
European Union (EU) still has a blanked overhead percentage of 7 per cent, meaning 
agencies can spend 7 euros out of every 100 euros on costs to maintain their operation. 
While this might be realistic for some long- term capital- intensive countries and sectors 
(e.g., roadbuilding in Ghana), this is nonsensical in fragile environments with labour- 
intensive programmes (e.g., peacebuilding in Chad). With aid agencies always looking 
for funding to advance their mission, it can sometimes take work to say no to a donor. An 
organization where I am on the Board of Directors finally did this, when the EU wanted 
a peacebuilding programme in Somalia with this percentage. My organization said they 
couldn’t perform all the required ‘do no harm’ checks for this amount and declined the 
contract. In the end, a rooky NGO that took the unintended side effects less seriously 
grabbed the contract with the EU that we had declined. This isn’t ‘Value for Money,’ but 
‘Money for Recklessness’! This shows that current development management practices 
contribute to rogue behaviour in the development sector.

Let’s turn to the expected rates of return. Development finance institutions (DFIs) such 
as bilateral development banks are also often required to achieve a blanket economic 
rate of return from their bilateral donors, across geographies and sectors. Development 
finance institutions can achieve the expected economic rate of return more easily in stable 
countries such as Ghana than in poorer but more ‘difficult’ countries such as Chad. Risks 
of default are lower in these stable markets, and risks of side effects are higher in vola-
tile countries. Conversely, the development rate of return is higher in Chad, because less 
private capital is available. Unfortunately, because donors punish development finance 
institutions for costs related to dealing with side effects, donors risk pushing DFIs out of 
these markets where they have the most added value.

By openly integrating the price of dealing with side effects in the costing equation, we 
get a more honest dialogue on aid effectiveness and risk- taking. This means that we need 
to stop managing by fixed overhead percentages and rates of return. It shouldn’t matter 
if your NGO has an overhead ratio of 20 per cent, as long as you achieve development 
results and deal with side effects: it all depends on the country, the sector, and the activity. 
It doesn’t matter if your economic rate of return as a DFI is just per cent 0.5 per annum 
for certain sectors and regions, if your financing is additional and you have adequately 
dealt with side effects in thorny environments.

Just like in medicine, the willingness to accept side effects ought to depend on the 
severity of the situation. If a patient is on the verge of collapsing, interventions with more 
chances of side effects are warranted. If there are costs associated with dealing with these 
side effects, they are accepted lock, stock, and barrel. In short, despite the push for ‘Value 
for Money,’ the development sector is still pennywise and pound- foolish. For true value 
for money, we need to incorporate side effects.

13.2 The unintended effects of focusing on unintended effects: cheat sheet

Writing this book, I did not leave my friends and family off the hook: whether they 
wanted to or not, I virtually forced them to read draft chapters. At one point, I would 
only go for drinks with them if they agreed to provide feedback and later people were 
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only invited for my birthday if they had read a draft version of the book. Their feedback 
was quite harsh, and I doubt whether it was because I was force- feeding the material to 
them. From their experience, my main takeaways could be counterproductive: this focus 
on complexity would drive up overhead costs, leaving less money for the target group.

They compiled a list of all the checks and systems an agency needs to have in place 
before it intervenes in a new context if they follow my recommendations:

 • Contribute to the development of local independent research hubs (to track potential 
backlash effects of Chapter 3)

 • Measure the impact of aid workers and on aid workers themselves (to gauge the con-
flict effects of Chapter 4)

 • Include those who have left the intervention area as well as new arrivals in impact 
measurement (to detect the migration effects of Chapter 5)

 • Compensate local structures that are weakened because of international activities (to 
deal with brain drain effects of Chapter 9)

 • Perform a political- economy pre- intervention analysis (to address amongst others the 
governance side effects of Chapter 10)

 • Measure impact beyond the direct target group (to measure the ripple effects of 
Chapter 13)

This could ultimately mean that fewer actors become active in the places that are 
most in need (see the Chapter 11 testimony on potentially crippling safeguards), smaller 
actors go out of business, or that parties with less safeguards take over. How to respond 
to these concerns? I collected the outcomes of many discussions with friends, family, 
and peers into one cheat sheet so that you’ll be better prepared for concerns than I ini-
tially was!

Once you have addressed those concerns with this cheat sheet, it is time to move to 
the practical takeaways. When putting together all the suggestions I gave throughout the 
book (over a hundred!), clear red threads emerge.

13.3 What to do: integrate complexity into the programme cycle and overcome 
boundaries to learning

Of course, first, don’t do international development if your objective is not actually inter-
national development. If you want to reward geopolitical allies, boost your exports, 
reduce migration, or just feel good, side effects will abound and working through side 
effects checklists will not do the trick. Under certain stringent conditions, a mutual benefit 
approach might be acceptable, but international development always ought to be about 
‘the promotion of the economic development and welfare of developing countries.’13 
Taking interests and values in the regions where you would like to contribute as the 
starting point (instead of your interests) reduces the chances of unwanted side effects. Of 
course, it is not always easy to prevent double agendas, but at least be cognizant of them. 
These hidden objectives are often key drivers of side effects (e.g., tolerance of corruption 
in aid programmes).

While some actions need to be taken at the system level (e.g., compensating local  
structures whose capacities are weakened by international actors), others need to be  
taken at the organizational level (e.g., creating a culture that rewards out- of- the- box  
thinking). Yet, other lessons need to be learned at the specific intervention- level (e.g.,  
ensuring that the biodiversity offsetting mitigation hierarchy is respected). While these  
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recommendations address different levels, they all start and end with individuals (meaning  
you!) taking action.

13.3.1 For everybody in the international development sector: learn

In Chapter 2, I explained the bounded policy learning model: how ideological, institu-
tional, and technical boundaries shrink the possibilities for learning in the development 
sector. Here are some tips and tricks to overcome these limits to learning.

Table 13.2  Cheat sheet on the concerns about more focus on unintended effects

Concerns about more focus on 
unintended effects

Response and approaches to mitigate the concerns

You drive investment out of the 
places most in need because of 
higher costs.

• The problem is not costs associated with an 
increased focus on unintended effects, but that 
donors are accounting for them in the wrong way. 
They are not overhead but programme costs.

• Anyway, donors need to abolish fixed overhead fees 
and fixed expected rate of returns, and adapt those 
based on the true costs.

• A higher focus on unintended effects can partially be 
achieved without extra costs.14

You drive up costs of the 
intervention, leaving less 
funding for target groups. Next 
to gender, and conflict advisors, 
soon you will have to cover 
salaries of (expat) unintended 
effects advisors.

• Costs should be seen in relation to results: operating 
costs will decrease compared to results as more 
adaptive programming will prevent failures from 
materializing.

• Most unintended effects can be detected by creating 
a safe working space and listening better, which is 
free.

You drive smaller actors out of the 
market because of higher costs.

• A valid concern. Hopefully, it stimulates agencies to 
collaborate better.

• Mitigating measures should be proportionate to the 
size of the organization.

You promote a zero- tolerance 
approach to risk, leading to the 
exclusion of the places most in 
need.

• Nowhere do I argue that there shouldn’t be a 
zero- tolerance approach to risk: I only argue that 
risk analysis should be comprehensive and that 
appropriate risk management strategies should be 
adopted.

You push Global South countries 
into the hands of less 
scrupulous donors (e.g., Chinese 
development banks).

• Instead of lowering our standards to Chinese 
standards, we should push Chinese actors to 
increase them. This can be done by working with 
host governments to have strong safeguards for 
international investments and development efforts.

• If countries and companies prefer support from 
other non- Western countries such as China, it would 
be neo- colonial to prevent that from happening.

You disillusion the next generation 
and feed the critics of 
international solidarity by being 
so open about everything that 
can go wrong.

• It is better that the next generation has a realistic 
understanding of what can go wrong to ensure that 
less will go wrong.

• Fewer side effects will lead to fewer scandals.
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Free your mind and overcome ideological boundaries to learning. We all have 
deeply held beliefs, leading to certain blind spots. Unintended effects mushroom and 
can fester in these blind spots, so please try to put a spotlight on them. Your attitude 
matters most: do you look away if you happen to see something strange, or does it 
attract your interest? To be able to see side effects, it is key to be honest with yourself 
and others.

Challenge short- term organizational interests and overcome institutional boundaries 
to learning. Strong organizational (and sometimes even sector- level) incentives exist 
to ignore side effects. Therefore, building in extra feedback loops such as independent 
complaints mechanisms is important. Next to building systems, it is also about your atti-
tude: continuing to be critical- constructive about your organization’s practices despite 
short- term pressure to not do that.

Be creative to overcome the technical boundaries to learning. Reality is out there 
for us to capture, but many pre- existing evaluation models don’t allow that. Capture 
the messy reality of international development by working with models based on com-
plexity thinking rather than linear models. Work together with people on the ground and 
innovate to capture side effects better.

In addition to what all of us can do, there are specific takeaways for the key target 
audiences of this book.

13.3.2 Policymakers: stimulate adaptation and collective action

Promote collective action to address sectoral negative side effects

 • Forge and stimulate strong partnerships with local actors to provide you with a better 
contextual understanding of regional and ethnic inequality, potential elite capture and 
conflict effects, etc., and share this knowledge.

 • Stop promoting competition. Stimulate cooperation in the sector (and reduce fragmen-
tation) with strong minimum enforceable standards on ‘doing no harm’ and taking 
side effects more seriously.

 • Collaborate with other actors to avoid too much aid dependency. Plan together 
so that local resources are mobilized right from the start. Avoid that countries and 
organizations become too dependent on foreign aid inflows and ensure that the 
domestic social contract is strengthened.

 • Promote and fund independent research into unintended effects. Donor- driven research 
hardly finds unintended effects, unless researchers are granted full freedom and are 
appropriately funded.

Stimulate adaptive programming and locally led development

 • Promote innovative communities of practice and intervention methods. Examples are 
the Thinking and Working Politically Community of Practice, which promotes a focus 
on power relations and other contextual factors, and the Problem- Driven Iterative 
Approach, which allows for much more adaptive programming and complexity than 
regular programmes.

 • Abandon top- down linear programming and support development actors in the Global 
South in charting their trajectory. See how you can contribute to decolonizing international 
development by developing empowering projects rather than creating dependency.
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Stimulate open and empowering communication

 • Don’t reward inflated success stories. In the digital age people will find out, and it 
will backfire. Instead, communicate openly about trade- offs and dilemmas so that a 
nuanced, realistic picture of impact emerges.

 • Avoid white saviour narratives. This disempowers and further marginalizes the already 
marginalized. Strengthen (enforceability of) communication codes of conducts of aid 
industry associations to ensure empowering communication.

 • Avoid flag planting. Highlighting the role of foreign donors in development efforts 
undermines the social contract. Emphasize instead domestic contributions that 
strengthen the relationship between the government and the recipient population.

 • Don’t always communicate. To prevent a backlash donors must work more under the 
radar. Especially if they work on sensitive issues or if there is a risk that local author-
ities will cast the intervention in an ‘us versus them’ frame, it is better to work with 
local partners, not to engage in ‘megaphone diplomacy.’

13.3.3 Practitioners: embrace complexity, don’t shun it

Design your organization for complexity

 • Design your organization so that there are no thematic silos (e.g., create cross- thematic 
teams).

 • Organize your evaluation and monitoring system to capture mobilization and demon-
stration effects, interconnections between the target area and the non- target area, and 
long- term effects.

 • Create an incentive structure that stimulates employees to adapt to unforeseen feed-
back loops, moves by adaptive agents, interconnectivities, alternative impact pathways, 
and non- linearities.

Design your intervention with an unintended effects- lens

 • Improve substantially the quality of entry- tests of proposals by juxtaposing the 
proposed intervention against the evidence body with respect to unintended behav-
ioural, ‘do no harm,’ and ‘leave no- one behind’ effects.

 • Plan in an integrated and holistic way. Plan in a way that integrates both environ-
mental and economic objectives.

 • When supporting and strengthening vulnerable or marginalized groups, prevent a 
backlash, e.g., by taking more powerful groups along in the process.

Design an open communication practice

 • Communicate your outreach products so that (local) stakeholders can access them and 
verify whether they are correct.

 • Communicate openly about uneasy facts from the intervention area so they can be 
acted upon.
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13.3.4 Evaluators: find what you are not looking for

Look broader

 • Measure impact beyond the direct target group. And don’t only look for negative 
effects, but also positive ones such as demonstration and mobilization effects.

 • Look beyond the thematic silo of the intervention as the unintended effects often occur 
in a different thematic area.

 • Include those who have left the intervention area and new arrivals. Substantial attrition 
rates between pre- test and post- test cannot be accepted without understanding what 
has happened to those who moved (and why they moved).

Look back

 • Measure the impact several years after the end of a programme. Because behavioural 
effects are often the result of a feedback loop, it might take some time for these side 
effects to materialize.

 • Test the assumptions flowing from contextual and evidence analysis and the efficacy 
of the mitigation measures.

Look differently

 • Look with a local lens: have long- term contracts with local research hubs and employ 
local researchers as a standard practice.

 • Use a broad concept of well- being. When analysing the well- being of affected 
populations, do not only look at quantitative socio- economic indicators, but also 
qualitative perceptions of well- being.

Let others look

 • Understand that your presence affects the system. Measure the impact of aid workers 
and their cash by letting others look at how your presence influences behaviour.

 • Develop local and independent research hubs. Don’t rely on remote monitoring 
uniquely, but always try to have people on the ground without a stake in the develop-
ment intervention to understand what is happening.

 • Ensure the most vulnerable are included in the research design or even perform part 
of the research.

13.4 Transforming international development to better address global challenges

The global challenges that we are up against as humanity, such as climate change, 
skyrocketing inequality, and rising autocracy, are convoluted and interdependent. While 
our old linear way of working has had its successes in the past, it will not be able to deal 
with current urgent intricacies. To deal with these issues, a forward- looking and compre-
hensive and above all professional international development sector is needed. However, 
the international development sector is in crisis and defence mode. The political left 
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criticizes the environmental and social side effects of the development bank loans. The 
political right points its finger at the ‘fat cats of aid’ and the scandals in the sector. Those 
in power often cut aid budgets or divert them from those who need it most. Despite the 
increasing number of people who are hungry and displaced, the end of international 
development and solidarity may be near, unless we learn from the criticism and radically 
transform it.

It often seems that there are only two options for the international development 
sector. One option is to give up on international development because it is getting too 
complicated. But giving up on international solidarity altogether, as the opponents like to 
see it, is not on the table for me. Another option is to board up all international develop-
ment efforts: make safeguards more comprehensive and stricter to reduce risks to zero. 
But this is neither possible nor desirable. Just like in medical sciences, risk needs to corres-
pond to return. Potential returns of international development are enormous: remember 
the internationally supported health insurance in Rwanda that Placide explained in the 
introduction of this book? Without some risk- taking, Rwanda would not have been as 
healthy as it is now.

The global challenges we are facing will eventually come to everybody’s doorstep. 
They won’t go away by looking away. Sustainable progress can only be achieved with 
international solidarity. So we need to develop a third option, a nuanced and humble 
one, in which calculated risk- taking in international development efforts is encouraged 
and defended. Humility needs to replace the arrogance of Western- based (white) aid 
policymakers and professionals (like me), who think that with the development of 
grand designs they can steer ‘development’ in far- flung places. As we have seen repeat-
edly in this book, international development efforts set processes in motion with many 
unknown effects. We know what we put into the system, but we are often surprised by 
what emerges from it because of feedback loops, interconnectivities, alternative impact 
pathways, non- linearities, and adaptive agents. So let’s be modest about our expectations 
while remaining confident about the need for international solidarity.

‘It is the complexity, stupid,’ is what I often think when I see the lack of nuance in 
discussions about international development. Those within the sector promote it, often 
against better judgement, as the panacea, while those opposing international develop-
ment efforts deliberately exploit the smallest mistakes. This book is a call to take a head-
long rush into a third way, with a confident nuance and humility.

We need a transformed international development sector to make headway in dealing 
with global challenges. One that isn’t based on 20th- century top- down linear thinking, 
smelling of colonialist practices, but one that is ready for the 21st century: based on 
complexity thinking, evidence- based decision- making, and equal partnership. Luckily, 
plenty of initiatives in the sector are already taking up this challenge. Please join these 
efforts and strengthen them: up to us to transform the sector and make it more effective 
in addressing global challenges.
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Afterword and acknowledgements

I am a white, forty- plus man with a permanent contract working for a donor govern-
ment. How have all these privileges affected this book and research on international 
development? How has my position affected the independence of this research? 
Because I am acutely aware of the biases that come from my background and position, 
I have assembled a Feed Forward Group with members who differ from me in many 
aspects: gender, regional background, academic discipline, and age.

This magnificent Feed Forward Group accompanied me during the writing process 
of the book. During six intensive feedforward sessions they enriched the chapters with 
their unique viewpoints. Their inputs led to a –  what I hope –  more balanced book, 
in which viewpoints from the Global South and Global North, from various academic 
backgrounds, age groups, positions in the aid system, and genders come together. 
Naturally, any remaining biases and mistakes are my own responsibility.

It took me seven years of research to be able to write this book. At no point did the 
Ministry aim to interfere with the research. At one point a minister scribbled on an 
update memo on the research whether ‘there were not more urgent things to research by 
Dirk- Jan,’ but nowhere did they intervene. So if there was any censorship, it must have 
been self- censorship. While I read the book back in the editing stage, I felt that there were 
no taboos, but I stand to be corrected.

Actually, having these two hats (policymaker and an academic) also had many 
advantages. The contacts and inside information that I have as a policymaker fed straight 
into this research. After a couple of years, my colleagues at the Ministry of Foreign Affairs 
knew that I was working on research into side effects, and more than once colleagues 
would ask to share confidential documents with me:

I know you care about the issues in these files and nobody knows about this outside a 
select group of people. I totally disagree with what we’re allowing to happen here, but 
I can’t do anything about it. Just don’t tell anybody you got them from me.

My recommendations focus a lot on ‘courage,’ and daring to challenge your  
 organization and the system. I fully realize that it is much easier to make these types  
of recommendations in my secure position: I neither need to fear for contract renewal,  
nor for funding cuts for my organization. In that sense, it might come across as cheap  
recommendations, impossible to follow up on for those in more precarious positions.  
While I have always had a relative privileged position (being white and having had access  
to a top education system), I have always been vocal if I thought something was going  
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wrong, even though when I was still looking for a job. I encourage you to do the same.  
In my experience, critical –  yet constructive –  thinking is in the end always appreciated.

It is impossible to thank everybody who was involved in this preparatory phase, 
but special thanks go to my colleagues at the Radboud University and the Netherlands 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs. Starting with the university, Lau Schulpen supported the 
unintended effects research angle right from the start, even though there were many 
sceptics. Sara Kinsbergen kept on commenting on draft versions of the book proposal 
until it was finally good enough to be accepted (which took a while!) and also commented 
on the entire draft book. Also my (former) colleagues at the strategy department of the 
Netherlands Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Roel van Veen, Marc Gerritsen, and Arjan 
Uilenreef were very relevant for this book, as they enabled me to combine my work at 
the Ministry with my professorship and this research with full academic freedom.

This book would be much more boring without the testimonies, which were carefully 
drawn up by Saskia Hesta, and without the cartoons, made by Maarten Wolterink. The 
book would be much harder to read without the editing by both Meindert Boersma  
and Indhumathi Kuppusamy. This book is based on approximately ten published peer- 
reviewed academic papers, which were co- authored and researched (in alphabetical 

Figure 14.1  The Feed Forward Group for this book.
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order) by: Meindert Boersma, Marieke van den Brink, Olga Burlyuk, Dion McDougal, 
Anna Gunn, Lena Gutheil, Maria van de Harst, Sara Kinsbergen, Annelie Kroese, Louise 
Kroon, Joost de Laat, Lau Schulpen, Elric Tendron, Jochem Tolsma, Tessa Ubels, Gijs 
Verhoeff, Marloes Verholt, Jolynde Vis, Yue Wang, and Francis Weyzig.

A random crew of people responded to my LinkedIn post where I asked for input for 
this book. Thanks to Xavier Bardou, Noor Cornelissen, Irene de Goede, Lena Gutheil, 
Roelof Haveman, Dik van de Koolwijk, Nelly Moleka, Tessa Terpstra, and Gertud 
Wagemans for reading the draft  chapters –  or even the entire book –  and commenting 
on them.

I am blessed with many friends who help me out when I need them. I was glad that 
Stijn Jansen, Tijmen Rooseboom, Sjoerd Sjoerdsma, and Jorim Schraven were all willing 
to read the final draft when I was still doubting about the framing of the book. They 
pointed at useful –  albeit often opposing –  directions, but it certainly supported me for-
mulating the takeaways.

I am grateful to the Routledge team (Alexandra de Brauw and Helena Hurt) who 
tested the sales pitch I made to them. I told them that ‘this is the book that I should have 
read when I did my Development Studies Masters at LSE twenty years ago.’ They sent 
the book proposals out to three Development Studies course convenors to ask if it lived 
up to this claim. Luckily, the reviewers concurred wholeheartedly, and the result you find 
in front of your eyes, also because of the all-round support of Routledge’s Katerina Lade. 
The University of Amsterdam will offer a course for their development studies research 
master with this book as required reading, closing the circle for me.

Let me conclude by thanking the strong women who made this book possible. Often 
it is said that behind every man, there is a woman. In my case, there are four of them: my 
wife Annelies, my two daughters Olivia and Elodie, and of course my mother Monique. 
Neither me, nor this book, would exist without their love and care.

 



Discussion group questions about ‘Foreign Aid and 
its Unintended Consequences’

1 Koch presents five myths about unintended effects in the introduction. What are 
those five misunderstandings about unintended effects? Did you –  before reading this 
book –  also have one of those misunderstandings?

2 After having read the book, can you provide a concrete example of one of the myths 
that can be dismantled?

3 In the theoretical chapter (Chapter 2), Koch introduces five concepts from com-
plexity thinking that might explain the emergence of side effects in international 
development. What are those key concepts? Which one do you recognize in your 
own work?

4 In Chapter 2, Koch also introduces the concept of ‘bounded policy learning.’ Can 
you explain what it is, and can you give an example of this in your own environment?

5 From Chapter 3 until Chapter 12, the author introduces ten different categories of 
side effects. Which three of those are according to you most relevant for you or your 
agency?

6 Koch highlights also that for some of the side effects relevant steps have been taken to 
address them. What are examples of good practices of dealing with the side effects?

7 Are there any unintended effects of international development efforts that are lacking 
from the proposed taxonomy according to you?

8 Chapter 12 proposes three different ripple effects. What are those three ripple effects? 
Which ripple effect merits more attention according to you?

9 In the conclusion, Koch makes a plea that more attention for the positive and nega-
tive side effects is needed. Do you agree? Which of the three arguments he proposes 
do you find most convincing, and which argument least convincing?

10 In the conclusion, Koch provides various recommendations to take unintended 
effects more seriously. Which three recommendations do you find useful to explore 
further? And which recommendation do you find most challenging?
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